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INDULGENCE OF THE PORTIUNCULA
ATTACHED, IN

FAVOR OF ALL TH E F A IT H FU L , TO

THE CHURCHES, OR ORATORIES
OF THE

DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY.

May 22, 1896.
L

eo

X III.,

P ope.

f o r a m e m o r i a l .—Moved by charity, to increase the
piety of the faithful, and to contribute to the salvation of
souls, by means of the heavenly treasures of the Church:
to all and to each of the faithful of both sexes, who, truly
penitent, having confessed their sins, and received Holy
Communion, shall visit any church or oratory dependent
on one of the religious Houses of the Daughters of Charity,
which Company is united to the Congregation of the
Mission, in whatsoever portion of the globe:
We grant—all requirements being observed—each year
on the Second day of August, from the First Vespers to
sunset of said day, all and each of the Indulgences, called
of the Portiuncula , and to obtain the remission of sins, and

INDULGENTIA PORTIUNCULA
LUCRANDA AB OMNIBUS FIDELIBUS IN ORATORIIS FILI ARUM CARITATIS.

22
Leo

MAI

1896;

a d s e p t e n n iu m

.

PP. XIII.

A d f u t u r a m r e i m e m o r ia m . — Ad augendam fidelium religionem et animarura salutem, coelestibus Ecclesia thesauris pia charitate intenti, omni
bus et singulis utriusque sexus Christi fidelibus vere poenitentibus et confessis ac S. communione refectis, qui quamlibet ex ecclesiis vel oratoriis
piis domibus adnexis Filiarum Charitatis Congregationis Missionis, ubi
que terrarum existentibus, servatis servandis, die secunda mensis augusti,
a prim is vesperis usque ad occasum solis diei hujusmodi, singulis annis
devote visitaverint, et ibi pro christianorum principum concordia, haeresum
extirpatione, peccatorum conversione et S. Matris Ecclesi® exaltatione, pias
ad Deum preces effuderint, ut oranes et singulas de Portiuncula nuncupatas
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the relaxation of penances, which they would gain and
obtain, if they visited, in person, a church of the Brothers
or Religious Women of the Order of St. Francis. In these
churches or oratories, they should pray to G od for peace
among Christian Princes, for the extirpation of heresies,
the conversion of sinners, and the exaltation of our Holy
Mother, the Church.
This concession is made by our Apostolic Authority, in
virtue of these Presents, and for seven years only. Not
withstanding the rule followed by Us and by the Apostolic
Chancellorship, not to grant indulgences ad instar. All
other Constitutions and Apostolic prescriptions, and all
other dispositions to the contrary, notwithstanding.
It is Our will that the facsimiles of these Presents, even
printed copies, signed by a Notary Public, and furnished
with the seal of a person constituted in ecclesiastical dig
nity, be accorded the same credence as these Presents
themselves.
Given at Rome, near St. Peter's, under the seal of the
Fisherman, May 22, 1896, in the Nineteenth Year of Our
Pontificate.
For Card, de Ruggiero , N

ic o l a s

M ARIN I Subst.

indulgentias, peccatorum remissiones ac pcenitentiarum relaxationes consequantur, quas consequerentur si quamlibet ex ecclesiis fratrum monialiumye ordinis S. Francisci personaliter ea ipsa die ac devote visitarent. De
apostolica nostra auctoritate, tenore praesentium, ad septennium tantum
concedimus. Non obstantibus nostra et cancellariae apostolica regula de
non concedendis indulgen tiis ad instar, aliisque consti tu ti onibus et ordinationibus apostolicis cteterisque contrariis quibuscumque. Yolumus autem
ut praesentium litterarum transumptis seu exemplis, etiam impressis, manu
alicujus notarii publici subscriptis, et sigillo personae in eeclesiastica dignitate constitutae munitis, eadem prorsus fides adhibeatur quae adhiberetur
ipsis praesentibus, si forent exhibitae vel ostensae.
Datum Romae, apud S. Petrum sub annulo Piscatoris, die 22 maii
MDCCCXCYI, Pontificata nostri anno decimonono.
Pro Domino Card. de Ruggiero,

N ic o la u s
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EUROPE.
FRANCE.
CAUSE OF BEATIFICATION OF CATHERINE LABOURE,
DAUGHTER OF CHARITY.

The Sacred Congregation of Rites examining the facts
which have led to the establishment of the “Feast of the
Manifestation of the Miraculous Medal,” have been
much impressed by the signal benefit, with which Catherine
Labouré was favored by M a r y Immaculate. His Emi
nence Cardinal Maseila, Prefect of said Congregation, has
been pleased to testify his sentiments of admiration for the
humble daughter of Saint Vincent, and, at different inter
vals, has strongly insisted upon the propriety of beginning
the Process of her beatification. While the Most Honored
Mother Lamartinie was at Rome, the zealous Cardinal ex
pressed his surprise that no steps had been taken to glorify
Catherine Labouré. “One who has received from M a r y
Immaculate graces so extraordinary, cannot,” said he to our
Most Honored Mother, “be consigned to oblivion. With
out doubt, her glorification enters into the designs of G o d .
We should, therefore strive to secure her beatification.
Begin: Heaven will aid you. Miracles obtained by
pious souls, through her intercession will manifest the
designs of G od and bring the Cause to a happy issue.”
The words of his Eminence were inspired by the conviction
that the investigative Process, by the Ordinary, should be
gin without delay. This is proved by a letter from the
Cardinal to Our Most Honored Mother, which we here
cite; also some measures in relation to Mgr. Richard,
Archbishop of Paris, at the time of that prelate’s late jour
ney to Rome. The zealous Prefect of the Congregation of
1*
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Rites, took the first steps towards inducing His Eminence
Cardinal Richard, to begin the Process of the beatification
of Catherine Laboure. This inspired Our Most Honored
Father to solicit Mgr. the Archbishop, to undertake the
important affair.
His Eminence, despite its coincidence with several
other Causes of beatification, actually under discussion in
the Archiépiscopal court at Paris, acceding to this humble
request most graciously, promised to give it his earliest
attention. In fact, the Monday following Quasi mo:lo-Sunday, April 13, Mgr. Richard presided at the first session
in the Archiépiscopal Palace; the object being to establish
the ecclesiastical tribunal appointed to judge this Cause; in
the presence of His Eminence, all the members of the tri
bunal took an oath faithfully to fulfil the duty confided
to them. The following are the members of said tribunal :
Presiding Judge, Rev. Abbé Gril, titular Canon of the
Metropolis; Judge-Assessors, Rev. Abbé Allègre, Doc
tor of Theology and Canon Law; and Rev. Father
Cogniard, Doctor of Theology of the Congregation of
the Holy Spirit and of the Sacred Heart of M a r y ; Pro
moter: Rev. Joly Gabriel, Doctor of Canon Law; Notary:
Rev. Abbé Deffieux, chaplain of* the Nuns of Reparative
Adoration. These gentlemen are to hold their sessions in
“the Hall of Relies” of our Mother-House. They have
already held several assemblies there. We hope that the
proceedings will terminate within a year. When the Pro
cess shall have concluded at Paris, a copy of proceedings
will be forwarded to Rome—and, only after minute scru
tiny, will the Congregation of Rites beg His Holi
ness to append His signature, which will be an official
introduction to the Cause. From that moment only,
shall Catherine Labouré be honored with the title of Ven
erable. It will require several years to fulfil all these
formalities.— Meanwhile, all Saint Vincent’s Children
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will make it a duty to pray for the success of the Cause which
should be very dear to them; they should also lovingly
recur to the powerful intercession of her whom there is
question of glorifying. A d majorem Dei gloriam.

Letter of H is Eminence Cardinal A l o y siu s MASELLA,
to the Most Honored Mother M a r ie L a m a r t in ie *
Rome, April 67 1896.

V

ery

R everend Mo th e r :

Your amiable ietter of the 2nd inst.,
conveying assurance of your kind wishes for this holy
Paschal Season, touched me deeply. To the offering of my
sincere thanks,.! unite the expression of my ardent desires
for your own happiness, and for the prosperity of your
dear and holy Company. My poor prayers, accompany
these good wishes, to the feet of our risen Lord.
I am happy to learn that the investigative Process to the
Cause of Sister Catherine Laboure, whom I hope to behold
glorified by the Church, as she has been honored and priv
ileged by the Blessed, Immaculate Virgin, is about to open.
This is the first Cause among the Daughters of the Ven
erable Louise Le Gras. But, I am sure, many others
might have been introduced, long ago! “ Bet ter late than
never!”
Recommending myself to the prayers of the two hun
dred Sister Superiors, who are soon to assemble in your
vast Mother-House (1) I renew, with my thanks, the as
surance of my respectful devotedness.
C a r d . A l o y s iu s M

a sella

.

( 1) For the Exercises of the Retreat.
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TRANSLATION
OF TH E

RELICS OF SAINT V IN CEN T DE PAUL.
F

ea st a n d

N

oy e n a

.

The feast of the Translation.of the Relics of St. Vincent
was celebrated, at our Mother-House, with great solemni
ty. His Eminence, Cardinal Richard, Archbishop of
Paris, celebrated Pontifical High Mass. Before dinner,
Our Most Honored Father introducing Monseigneur to the
entire Community, in the Hall of Relics, expressed to him
the joy and happiness we all experienced,at being honored
by his presence on that auspicious day. His Eminence
responded in a few words full of kind regard for our Very
Rev. Superior General and all the Children of St. Vincent.
Mgr. Bray, Vicar Apostolic of North Kiang-Si, presid
ed at Vespers. Before Benediction, Mgr. Jourdan de la
Passardiere, Bishop of Ros^a pronounced a magnificent dis
course in every respect, appropriate to the occasion. He
took for his text these words from Ecclesiasticus, chap.
x l i x , v. 17, 18.
Nairn est homo, princeps fratrum ,
firmamentum gentis, rector fratrum , xfabilimentum popu li;
et ossa ipsius visitata sunt, et post mortem prophetaverunt.
“ A man was born prince of his brethren, the support of
his family, the ruler of his brethren, the stay of the peo
ple; and his bones were visited, and after death, they
prophesied.”
The eminent Orator then applied these portions of his
text to our Holy Founder: Sons of St. Vincent, he ex
claimed, and you, his beloved Daughters, who are his
crown of honor, is it not true, that whilst listening to the
words of Holy Writ, you saluted your Father, the little
Child of Landes, who gave no presage of his future great
ness; whom France beheld enveloped in his humility, and
whom the proud world called: u Good M r . Vincent ”
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Then, His Eminence, commenting upon the last words
of the text, developed these two thoughts: 1. The bones
of St. Vincent have been the object of the greatest vener
ation ; 2. They prophesied after his death.
In the first part, Mgr. presented, in an oratorical and
thrilling form, the history of St. Vincent’s Relics. He
called attention to the fact, that when his tomb was opened,
before proceeding to his beatification, the body was found
in a state of perfect preservation. He described the scene
that occurred at the beginning of the Revolution, when
the Priests of the Mission gave over to the Commissary
of the Convention, all the Altar ornaments; only asking
to be allowed to retain the Relics of the Saint, far more
precious to them than silver and gold. He recalled the
fact that, after the Revolution, the Relics were deposited in
the Chapel of the Daughters of Charity, beside the re
mains of their Foundress who, during life, was the cooperatrix of St. Vincent de Paul. Afterwards, referring to
the last Translation of the Relics in 1830, Mgr. de la Passardi^re, in a burst of lofty eloquence, represented Saint
Vincent de Paul passing that Palace of the Louvre,
whither he had so often repaired, to attend the Council of
the Queen.
In the second part of his discourse, the Bishop of Rosea
explained the manner in which St. Vincent’s remains had
realized the closing words of the text just cited: Ossa
prophetaverunt. To this end, he showed that the gift of
prophecy is, according to St. Paul, the crown of charity;
he remarked, that the Relics of St. Vincent prophesied by
edifying , by exhorting, by consoling, which three ideas he
developed. This led him to speak of the conquest by
France, of Algeria, of T u n i s , and of Madagascar; and
he showed that this triple conquest is the consequence and
recompense of the Apostolic labors of St. Vincent’s Sons,
in those divers infidel countries.
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The Orator likewise proved that, wheresoever the Relics
of St. Vincent have reposed, admirable wdrks of charity
have been undertaken and realized. During the sanguin
ary French Revolution, his Heart was conveyed to Turin;
immediately, another Vincent de Paul, “Cottolengo” ap
peared in that city, and a providential work of charity, in
favor of the poor, was the fruit of the merciful spirit he
derived from the remains of St. Vincent. Under the em
pire, that same Heart is carried to Lyons; and Lyons be
comes a city preeminent for missions and great undertak
ings of Apostolic zeal. Hence proceeded the “ Work of the
Propagation of the Faith.” The body of St. Vincent is
solemnly transferred to the Chapel of the Priests of the
Mission, where it becomes a centre of charity that inflames
all hearts. The Conferences of St. Vincent are established
and, by their powerful organization, soon spread through
out the world. The Confraternity of the Ladies of Charity,
almost forgotten during the season of trouble and anarchy,
receives new life, which it quickly communicates from city
to city, even to the most distant lands. Finally, the
Brothers of St. Vincent, specially devoted to the educa
tion of Boys, were inspired by the spirit of their great
Saint to meet a new want in our society.
In words replete with lofty and fervid eloquence, Mgr.
de la Passardiére, concluded by a patriotic and religious
appeal to Paris, and to all France.
This discourse, delivered with pious unction and Apos
tolic zeal, produced a profound impression upon all present;
among whom, were remarked several members of the Con
ferences of St. Vincent de Paul and of Ladies of Charity,
a Society in aid of the Sick-Poor.
Monseigneur Bray gave the Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament. The faithful came, throughout the day, to ven
erate the Relics. This beautiful solemnity shows the hold
that St. Vincent de Paul and his works maintain on the
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people of Paris. The better to describe the immense popu
larity of devotion to St. Vincent de Paul, we shall render
a brief account of the series of pilgrimages made, during
the No vena, to the shrine of Our Blessed Father.
M onday :—The Brothers of St. Vincent de Paul, ten or
twelve priests, novices and two or three hundred orphans.
Mass at 7. 30, Communion.
Tuesday :—In the morning at 6 o’clock—Seminary of
St. Sulpice.—In the evening, Seminary of the Philoso
phers of Issy.
Wednesday:—At 6, a. m. Irish Seminary— at 8, a. m.
Confraternity of the Holy Agony.
Thursday: — At 9, a. m. A General reunion of the
Work of the Holy Infancy. A great concourse of children.
Mgr. Bray celebrates Mass, furnishing interesting de
tails upon the work of the Holy Infancy, the fruits of his
long Apostolic career in China. Mgr., the Director of the
Work,and the members of the Council assisted at this cere
mony. Invalid children, collected by the Brothers of St.
John of God, sang several hymns greatly appreciated by
all present.
F rid a y: —At 6, a. m. the Seminary of Foreign Missions
under the charge of their Superior-General, Rev. Father
Delp&che.—At 8, a. m. a general Assembly of the Ladies
of the Society for the Sick-Poor, presided over by Mgr.
Jourdan de la Passardiere: Mass, Communion, Benedic
tion, Reading of Report of the Work by the Sub-Director,
Allocution by Mgr. the Bishop of Rosea.
Saturday: At 7, a. m. the Patronage of Enghien; Pro
fessional school and orphans of Saint Louis en Isle.
At ten a. m. St. Casimer’s Home. (Polish) male and
female orphans, old men under the charge of the Daugh
ters of Charity, and of their Reverend Chaplain.
Sunday .—At 7, a. m. Patronage of Enghien in Saint
Anthony’s suburb.—A number of boys with their band
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of music.—At 8, a. in. High Mass.—At 9. 30 First re
union of the Extern Society of Children of M a r y .—
Mass—Instruction. At 5. 30 p. m., the Little Seminary of
Paris, Rue Notre Dame des Champs, Solemn Benediction.
Monday .— 8 , a. m. Intern Society of Children of M a r y ;
Mass, Communion, Instruction, Consecration to M a r y
Immaculate. At 6. 15 p. m., close of the Novena, Te De~
urn, Veneration of the Relics.
Fourth Sunday after Easter.—At 9. 30 a. m.,—Second
reunion of the Extern Children of M a r y ; Mass, Instruc
tion, Consecration to M a r y Immaculate. At 4. 30 p. m.,
Reunion of the Alsatian Lorrainese of House St Rosalie.
Instruction, Solemn Benediction.
These several pilgrimages were so numerously attended
that our chapel could scarce accommodate all; some were
obliged to occupy the sacristy.
Tuesday of the fourth week after Easter , two hundred Sis
ter Servants came, as in previous years, to conclude their
retreat before St. Vincent's Shrine. At 5 o'clock in the
morning, they were in the chapel, ready to attend Our
Most Honored F atherTs Mass.—A fitting conclusion to the
numerous pilgrimages of the preceding days.
Like our Lord,St. Vincent, possesses the gift of attract
ing all hearts. We love to believe that, from high Heaven,
he shed upon those who were lavish of their homage, a
rich profusion of graces and blessings.
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FEASTS
C

elebrated at
upon

P

a r is , in

St. L

I n t r o d u c t io n

of

a w r e n c e ’s

C a use

P

a t iis h ,

of

T H E V EN ERA BLE LOUISE DE MARILLAC.
Continued:—
In our last number of the Annals, we described these
touching solemnities. A somewhat detailed account of
the eloquent discourse of Mgr. Jourdan de la PassardiSre,
Bishop of Ros£a has been communicated to us by one of his
Lordship’s favored hearers. As we have already remark
ed, we regret our inability to render a complete copy; but
it would prove to us a subject of self-reproach did we, by
neglecting to furnish these summaries, unfortunately, still
incomplete, fail to share with our readers the joy and in
terest that filled all present. We submit them, in the
oratorical form, under which they have been collected and
transmitted to us.
I
Hate requies mea in sce,culum sccculi;
hie habitabo quoniam elegi earn. Viduam
ejus benedicens benedicam ; pauperes ejus
saturabo panibus.

“This is my rest forever and ever.
Here will I dwell, for I have chosen it.
Blessing I will bless her widows,
I will satisfy her poor with bread.”

My d e a r B r e th r e n :

The Church, in these words, gives us divine lessons:
they are drawn from the cx x x i Psalm. All that the
spirit of G od relates in these lines of the merciful tender
ness of J e s u s C h r i s t for His Church, is applicable to all
Christian cities, wherein G od has fixed His tabernacle,
where He has pitched His tent. And since we are in
Paris, and that there is question of a handmaid o f G o d ,
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the glory of France; since for the space of twenty cen
turies, G o d has bestowed His blessings upon “Lutetia” (1 )
by sending thither its earliest Apostle and first martyr;
since He deigned to promise that He would abide with it,
and, He never revokes His promises, may we not, be
permitted to apply to it the words we have quoted from
the royal Prophet?
A h! I am well aware that in Paris there are two Cities.
One that obeys and serves G o d ; another that blasphemes
Him and kills His prophets. But the latter is not the true
Paris. The true Paris, which G o d will ever love, des
pite its ingratitude, is the Paris of St. Dionysius, of St.
Genevieve, of St. Vincent de Paul.
At the present day, G o d seems to address these words
to the favored city: ‘‘Behold the new Protectress I have
raised up for thee!” Com temp late this widow whom I
have blessed “ with my most abundant blessings.” And
ye poor: Look ! you who hunger and thirst, you who are
naked and destitute, you need, not only bread for the body,
but the bread of mercy ‘mid the sorrows of your soul;
the bread of truth for your intellect. Rejoice for you
shall be satisfied!
Who is this widow?
Consult, my Brethren the history of your ancestors.
Enquire of this parish of St. Lawrence in which we are
now assembled; in which she spent a portion of her life,
and which, after the lapse of two hundred and thirty-five
years, greets her with glad acclamations, bearing witness
to its faithful memory and love!
March 15, 1660, the Curate of Saint Lawrence’s church
was called to an humble abode in that parish, known as
the House of the Daughters of Charity. A woman, weighed
down by the burden of her sixty-eight years, lay extended
on a lowly couch, already transfigured by the vision of
(1 ). Ancient name of Paris.
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whom she tenderly loved and faithfully served. And,
when the last sigh had escaped her trembl.ng lips, the
Curate of St. Lawrence’s, amid the tearful group that sur
rounded the departed, pronounced these first words of 1er
funeral eulogy: O t h e beautiful soul! The beautiful sou .
ascending to' Heaven in all the pure glory of baptismal
innocence! And, two days later, amid the lamentations o
the poor, she was brought here. She reposed in the chapel
then dedicated to the Visitation of the Blessed \ îrgin.
Here she rested for ninety-five years; and, if her mortal
remains, at the earnest request of her religious family, were
lifted from under these sheltering stones that so long con
cealed them, to be conveyed to the Mother-House of the
Daughters of Charity, her memory has been faithfully
cherished in this place. The Sovereign Pontiff has just
inscribed her name as first on the list, introducing Cause
of her beatification.
Therefore it is, that next to the pious homage tendered
her by the family of St. Vincent de Paul, the Parish of
St. Lawrence, under the leadership of an eminent Priest
whom we all love, (1) is gathered here to continue in 1895,
the admirable praises bestowed upon her by the Curate
of 1660 ; and offer a tribute of honor to the memory of
Louise de Marillac, a Daughter of Charity; which beauti
ful title she was the first to bear. We hasten here, to ad
mire in her person, amid this troubled age, the admirable
favors with which G o d adorns His saints.
I shall endeavor to place before you some incidents of
her life, that may lead yon to love and induce you to imi
tate , this venerable widow, the true and noble handmaid
of the poor. This evening, I shall study with you the early
portion of her life with a view of manifesting the benedic
tions that G o d heaped upon His servant in her individual
life, her life as a woman of the world. In the next dis-

G od

(1) R ev. Abbé 01 mer.
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course, we shall see how G od blessed her in the crowning'
w ork o f her life ; in the su b lim e, touching and, we m ay
add, the d iv in e work which she founded: the Company o f

Daughters o f Charity .

But, before entering upon this subject, let us, together,
implore the blessing of the most pure, the Immaculate
Virgin. O Virgin ever blessed! Virgin, Mother, and
Widow! this triple crown adorns thy brow, tenderness fills
thy heart. O thon, upon whom Heaven’s choicest bless
ings have been so lavishly showered! may all souls par
ticipate therein, may blessings rest upon my words; may
blessings descend upon the immense audience I address!
St. Paul admirably describes the formation of sanctity
in a soul, and the blessings resulting therefrom to society
at large. Humanity forms but one family, in which J e s t o
C h r i s t is the elder Brother.
And J e s u s C h r i s t by sim
ple means and an unwavering line of action, collects and
groups around Himself, these members that continue to
augment in number from age to age. From amid them*
G o d chooses souls that He sanctifies to serve as models to
others: Quos prcesdvit hos prcedestinavit, etc. For whom
He foreknew He also predestinated to be made conformable
to the image of His Son: that He might be the first-born
amongst many Brethren.
Let us trace the verification of these words in the admi
rable life of Louise de Marillac, so long preparing for
sanctification and glorification.
The epoch from which her existence dates, is one of thrill
ing import in the history of the Church. Louise de Marillac
was born August twelfth, 1591: in the latter part of that
agitated, sixteenth century and on the eve of that seven
teenth century, that witnessed a marvellous diffusion of the
faith, a consequence and fruit of the council of Trent; of
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ih a t 'Seventeenth century w hich beheld the simultaneous
splendor of all that is beautiful: that carried to its apogee)
the development of literature and art, and w hich has since
been and shall ever continue to be known ass The Great
Century,”
Confronting the }period of the pagan and corrupt J?enaismnoe, the Church prepared) by every means within
her reach) a complete Renaissance from all the ruins
wrought by Protestantism, and by the revival of Pagan
literature* Souls that hungered and 'thirsted for greatness*
sacrifice, and beauty5 the divine ideal) gased in admiration
upon the sublime transport with which a phalanx of
heroes appeared on every side. Then it was, that Ignatius
Loyola unfurled his banner; not the one he so proudly
waved over the battlefields of his native Spain, but,a ban
ner on which was inscribed the sacred Name of J e su s * He
styled himself a soldier of C h r is t , he enrolled a new Com
pany) a glorious militia in the cause divine; and onward
he marched, with his sacred cohort) to the conquest of souls:
A d majorem Dei gh riam . About the same time, Olier
infused into ecclesiastical seminaries) that supernatural in
terior life, hidden with J e su s C h r is t in G o d , which en
kindles and maintains the sacred flame of the Apostolate*
Berulle) de Condren, all that sacerdotal generation*
walking in the steps of St. Philip Neri, founded the Oratory
in France, the Oratory, where so many eminent men whose
eloquence has stirred and converted multitudes, prepared
themselves for their noble labors, in prayer, study and
recollection—“ We wish,” said they, “ to be messengers of
the Gospel but above all, Men of Prayer.”
The Order of St. Francis was rejuvenated; and under
the name of Capuchins, heroic men, belonging to the most
distinguished ranks of French and Parisian society, revived
the seraphic poverty of the Friars Minor.
2
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Catherine de Bar founded the Society of Perpetual Ad
oration; Carmel bloomed anew, tinder the inspiring breath
of St. Theresa and St. John of the Cross, and scattered its
choicest perfumes over the world.
Caisarde Bus founded “the Christian Doctrine Society/7
the Venerable Father Elides poured the flames of his
Apostolic heart into other hearts; and, first Apostle of the
Sacred Heart of J esu s and the Immaculate Heart of
M a r y , after kindling this devotion wherever his burning
words re-echoed from the pulpits of France, founded his
Congregation. St. Vincent de Paul whom it suffices here
merely to name—had but just appeared. There was a pro
digious movement at that epoch in the Church of France.
Precisely at this momentous period, G od blessed a
noble, influential Parisian family with a daughter: Louise
de Marillac. She was born August 12th, Feast of Saint
Clare, styled, in the poetic language of the Middle Ages:
“The Duchess of the Poor/’ “The Empress of the Lowly/’
and, who, no doubt, bestowed a blessing and a heaven
ly smile upon the cradle of the future “Servant of the
Poor.”
Louise was born,as we have said,of an illustrious family.
St. Jerome, alluding to the noble ancestry of Saint Paula,
said : “I f I mention the glory of her family, it is not that
I attach importance to lofty titles, but I love to signalize
those great souls that trample under foot worldly honors
and, in contempt of them exclaim: “ For all these, I care
nothing, I hold them in no account, provided I win C h r is t
J e su s , and that He abide in my heart!”
Louise de Marillac was reared in that elevating atmos
phere wherein all the glorious memories of France were
faithfully preserved; thence she imbibed the strength, no
bility and energy of soul which appear throughout her life.
After the death of her mother, whom she scarce had
known,she was placed in a convent; St. Theresa had expe-
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rienced a similar privation and sorrow. It has been said,
that a soul that has never known a mother’s influence, is
always conscious of a strange feeling of desolation, it is like
a fruit that never fully matures; the consciousness of an ach
ing void that leaves melancholy traces through life. I will
add in this, G od has special designs; above all, if that
soul is holy as was, certainly, the soul of Louise de Marillac. If such a one find herself amid orphans, she is
moved to compassion, she conceives inexpressible pity and
an immense desire, inspired by the remembrance of her
own loss, to impart consolation: and, sympathizing in their
privation she becomes, doubly, their mother.
Louise de Marillac was educated at the Royal Monastery
of the Dominican Nuns at Poissy, where the historic mem
ories of France former!, as it were, an atmosphere of gran
deur and heroism. Thither Blanche of Castile and St. Louis
were wont to repair to pray for France,and for the Church.
Thither Kings resorted in the dawn of their glory, and, ab
sorbed in deep reflection, sought from their ancestral tombs
inspiration, as to the means they should adopt to maintain
the dignity of the throne. There, two hundred Daughters
of St. Dominic chanted day and night, the praises of the
Most High.
Louise de Marillac was bred amid these refining influ
ences and lofty traditions. I t would seem that to a soul like
hers, this monastic life must possess great attractions, and
that she would reluctantly depart from this holy solitude.
G o d had bestowed on her a different vocation.
During the term of her sojourn at the convent, she dil
igently cultivated her natural endowments. She possessed
a noble intellect. We learn from her contemporaries that
she was well versed in Philosophy, Mathematics and Lit- *
erature. Latin had no secrets for her, and St. Vincent,
quoting in her presence Latin texts, would say: “I
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know ttiat it is emnecessary to translate these lines, you
nnderstamd them.”
Whilst evidently gifted with a high degree of culture,,
she felt an ever-growing desire for a life of self-sacrifice.
Her Uncle de Marillacy had contributed so generously to
the establishment of the Carmelite Nuns in France, that
one might naturally expect to find her inclined to enter
that Order; but,such was not the case. I f ever she wavered,,
momentarily, it was once when she beheld passing
through the streets of Paris, a band of Religious women
barefooted, clad in habits of coarse serge, girded with
heavy cords, their heads encircled with a crown of thorns.
They were: the poor Capuchins, or Daughters of the
Passion. Paris has forgotten them. The quarters they
formerly occupied, are now devoted to sumptuously light-'
ed stores that display their luxuries to entice the vain.
Their name now distinguishes a boulevard, where worldly
splendor replaces the penances of those pious Nuns.
On seeing them pass, Louise de Mari line felt, interiorly
attracted to embrace their way of life. “ My heart thrill
ed with emotion,” said she, “ when I gazed upon the walls
of their cloister.” She desired to join them. She was
then twenty-one years old. The Rev. Director of the
Nuns, opposed her wish, believing that her health could
not endure the austerity of their Rules. Thus, she became
impressed with the idea that she was destined to remain
in the world; and she married Anthony Le Gras, Secre
tary to Mary de Medicis. “Now,” some of her friends
may have thought, “her great gifts are to be buried in the
obscurity of an ordinary life. This chosen soul will be
sanctified along with her husband, she will bring up the
children with which G o d may bless her.— She will do a
little good. That is all.” Such was probably, the general
opinion .
My Brethren, we should remember that the Lord hath
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said: “My ways are not the ways of man!” The same
might have been said of Elizabeth of Hungary, when she
espoused the Landgrave of Thuringia. Who eould then
have foreseen the marvels of humility, of charity, and of
love which she was destined to perform; marvels that
inspired the pen that had already produced the volume
known as The Monks of the Wed , one of the most beau
tiful works that have been written to the glory of France
and of contemporaneous literature. (1) The same might
have been said of her relative, Elizabeth of Portugal,
when she ascended the steps of a throne; and again, of St.
Hedwiges of Poland, also of Madame Acarie, afterwards
so celebrated, under the name of Mary of (he Incarnation.
Louise de Marillac, in the meanwhile, piously and he
roically fulfilled all the duties of her state. She educated
her only son, she loved her husband with all her heart;
she did good, she cared for the poor; striving, not merely
to provide for their bodily wants, but to instruct them by
words full of goodness and charity. She watched over her
servants, as members of her own family; two of their
number left her to enter the religious,tstate: one became a
Friar-Minor; the other a Benedictine; this grace, accord
ing to their testimony, was the fruit of the prayers and
pious exhortations of Mademoiselle Le Gras.
Let us contemplate our Saint in the bosom of her fam
ily, in the obscurity of her own private abode. Once, she
met a holy Bishop who attracted all Paris by the suavity
of his words. Saint Francis de Sales, for it was he, look
ed upon her, blessed her, gave her a rule of life adapted to
her position in society. He added : “Madam, I perceive
that you perform many good works, but what are your
penitential practices? Take every day, a few strokes of
the discipline, wear a haircloth to rekindle the fervor of
(1). Life of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary by the Count deMontalembert

2*
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devotion/’ Behold women carrying in their hearts the
flames of Charity, and bearing on their bodies the stig
mata of C h r i s t ’s Passion! Ah! we should return to these
practices. We hear of constitutions growing weaker, it is
true,—But, where do we chiefly discover this exhaustion?
In the sold . We are weak, because we allow no place for
mortification in our way of life. Yet the Saviour’s words
areas true as ever: Unless you do penance, you shall all,
likewise perish! And penance must exist under one form
or another, in every truly Christian life.
“At the present day,” writes Father Faber, “there is a
School that calls for Christianity without austerities, that
would fain suppress that which can never be destroyed:
the mortification of the passions and of the senses.” There
are many pious women, who believe themselves dispensed
from the necessity of doing penance. And, if amidst
beautiful works, we perceive so many tepid and fainting
souls, it is because mortification of body and heart is a
void in their lives.
This was the commencement; you shall soon find whith
er G o d would conduct His servant. She passed through
one of those interior trials which are experienced by all
holy souls. On the one side, her son was growing up; on
the other, the life of her husband was declining. One
night when she was suffering much, a night of agony, she
was inspired to promise G o d , through the intercession o f
St. Monica, whose feast the Church was celebrating, that
in the event of her husband’s death, she would consecrate
to Him, her widowhood in whatever way obedience would
direct. She then passed through that ordeal known to Out*
Lord and which nearly all the Saints have undergone.
Her soul endured a sort of agony. She began to be sor
rowful, to fear, to doubt. She went so far as to question
whether G o d , the soul, immortality, were not plausible
fictions. In the meanwhile, she continued on her way,
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triumphing over temptation by the force of good works.
At last, G od granted her peace, through the intercession of
St. Francis de Sales,—whose death had occurred a short
time previous, and to whom she felt indebted for the grace
of restored tranquillity of sou!.
St. Francis de Sales, who had been her guide and light,
had entrusted the direction of her conscience to Mgr. Cam
us, Bishop of Bel ley. He, after directing her a few years,
finding it impossible to continue his visits to Paris, said to
her : “I cannot, however, leave you without a guide, Ap*
ply to good Mr. Vincent.” In this manner, she came un
der the direction of St. Vincent, whilst still uncertain of
G o d 's designs upon her.
The kind Saint finding her preoccupied by this uncer
tainty said to her: “Be tranquil: it seems to me that I
think enough about this matter to suffice for us both: that
which is necessary, is to serve G od — cost what it may, with
the strength of your arm and in the sweat of your brow.”
My Brethren, vigor and energy are requisite in the train
ing of the Saints, Who were gentler, among the Saints,
than St. Francis and St. Vincent de Paul? and yet their
language was forcible!...
The Saint added : “Continue your works of Charity, Do
not forget when you meet a poor creature, that it is Our Lord
Himself that you contemplate; and serve Him in the per
son of the poor,”
Our Venerable Mother consecrated herself to the edu
cation of her son with all the powers of her soul. We
frequently hear the remark: Saints have no heart! from
the moment they love G o d , they care for no one else! This
is false! St, Vincent de Paul addressing Louise de Marillac,
said: “I am acquainted with no mother who loves her son
more than you love yours. Only, show the difference be
tween a heart captivated by human affections, and a heart
that at the same time loves G o d !” T o the very close of
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her life, she could not live without sometimes receiving ti
dings of him; life seemed impossible to her, if uncertain
concerning the fate of her beloved child. It would have
filled her soul with joy to behold him enter the ranks of
the priesthood; but G o d did not call him to that state, as
St. Vincent attested. Finally, he contracted an honorable
marriage—and G o d blessed him with a daughter.
When the holy widow was dying, on one side of her bed
knelt the Daughters of Charity, her spiritual family; on
the other, her son, his wife and Mademoiselle Le Gras*
granddaughter. She gave them her blessing in these words ;
“I beseech the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, by the
divine authority which empowers fathers and mothers to
bless their children, to give you His blessing. May the
blessed Trinity detach your hearts from the things of earth
and fix your affections above! Live as good Christians!”
Behold the tenderness abiding in the detached heart of a
Saint. Behold the holy Maid, Wife, Mother and Widow,
of whom St. Paul speaks: secluded from the world, in
prayer day and night; she passed through the world
doing good.
I add a word that belongs to historic France, and which
affords us some insight into the strong soul of Louise de
Marillac.
Mary de Medicis loved the de Marillac family; this af
fection may explain the animosity that led to Richelieu’s
pitiless severity against the Chancellor and the Marshal de
Marillac, both uncles of Mademoiselle Le Gras. One per
ished on the scaffold, bv order of Richelieu; the other died
in prison. Both were true Christians. When the Marshal
was arrested, he said: “I have just heard Mass during
which I read these words of St. Paul: ‘Rejoice when you
shall be found worthy to suffer for C h r i s t . ’ The Chan
cellor who died in prison, wrote shortly before his death
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these words full of faith: “ I belong not to this world, 1
go to my Father.”
And, while Mademoiselle Le Gras bewailed these two
deaths, Saint Vincent said to her: “Weep my child, for
your beloved ones: I do not blame you, but let it be your
sole ambition to rejoin them. Provided we attain to G o d ,
it matters little by what road we reach the bourn!”
Thus did G o d form and direct this admirable woman,
for the work in which He destined her to be employed.
He made her the model of the Ladies of Charity.
“A widow,” remarked Saint Francis de Sales, “ is like
a lamp filled with aromatic oil; when the fiame is extinct,
the perfume is diffused around.”
Sometime after her husband’s death, Saint Vincent de
Paul said to Louise de Marillac: “Now, my child, you will
devote your life to Charity.”
What was this charity to which he referred? A reunion
of Ladies in society, who visited and relieved the neglected,
or destitute poor. Saint Vincent named this work: “The
Chanty; because,” said he,“ its head is C h r i s t J e s u s , who
is charity itself.”
It was in this very charity of Saint Lawrence’s Parish,
where Louise de Marillac had fixed her abode, that she first
manifested her seal. She visited every quarter of it; car
rying provisions, consolations; and visiting the sick in the
hospitals. Then Saint Vincent said to her: “Go, visit all
the Charities.” And for ten years, that heroic woman,
disregarding her own sufferings, went fom city to city,
enduring cold and hunger visiting the sick whether in the
Hospitals or in their humble abode ; gathering together
and teaching the children of the poor, knocking at the
salons of the rich and worldly, which opened to receive
her, and led by example, women of fashion joined “The
Charity.”
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Ah! many interesting articles have been written about
the illustrious women of the seventeenth century; but,
many things remain to be told of those titled ladies, who
might safely serve as models to the Christian woman of
our own times. Doubt it not, Ladies, you should cherish
Apostolic virtues under the rich vesture of the world.
This example continues to bear fruit, for if Paris deserves
and shall forever merit the blessings of the Heart of J e s u s ,
it is because that Heart is, by excellence, the centre of
Charity, the source and aliment of great works; and, if,
within its limits there are, alas! many wandering souls,
let us hope that they may attain Truth, through Charity,
To conclude, I ask, is there not an admirably striking
and touching lesson to be derived from this holy, firm, de
voted life? Let us not doubt, but study to apply it to
ourselves.
O dear and venerable Foundress, I cannot descend from
this pulpit, without repeating thy last words. When quite
near this spot, thou wert about to die, in a moment of ex
treme anguish and excessive suffering thou didst ask for a
change of position. A Priest of the Mission assisted thee
in the absence of Saint Vincent de Paul, whose own suffer
ings prevented him from receiving thy last sigh, and who
was so soon to rejoin thee above. Holding before her eyes
a Crucifix, this priest said: “ C h r i s t Crucified, whose im
age I present thee, remained until death upon the Cross.”
“Oh! I will remain, I will remain upon it,” exclaimed
the dying Saint, “ until it shall please my G o d to take me
and unite me to Himself forever!” She then added: “I
only ask that on my grave be placed a Cross bearing the
inscription: Spes Unica : Our only Hope,” And when
she was buried from this church, not then, surrounded
by streets, but by a cemetery, as we see in rural districts,
beside the wall, near which her body reposed, a wooden
Cross was erected,—bearing the inscription: Spes Unica.
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“May the last cry that escaped the lips of the Vener
able Louise de Marillac, be likewise ours! Like her, let us
cling to the Cross. May the Cross be the centre of our
hopes; and, let us say with our whole hearts: O Cross of
J e s u s ! I salute thee as my only hope! 0 Crux Ave!
Spes U nical —Amen.”

TI
Benedictus D eus qui benedixit nos in
omni benedictione sprituali in coelestibus
in Christo , sicut elegit nos in ipso ante
mundi constitutionem ut essemus sancti et
immaculati in conspectu ejus in charitate.

“Blessed be the G od and Father o f
our Lord J e su s C h r is t , who hath
blessed us with all spiritual blessings
in heavenly places, in C h r is t .
As He chose us in Him before the
foundation of the world, that we should
be holy and unspotted in His sight in
charity. (Eph. 1. 3.)

My

beloved

B rethren,

Do not these words of St. Paul correspond fully to the
desires and aspirations of your soul? We began this
Triduum by blessing G od in His Venerable servant,
Louise de Marillac. We have sung, referring to Him
from whom proceed all honor and glory, these prophetic
words of the Psalm : Viduarn ejus benedicens benedicam.
“ I will bless this predestined widow; through her, I will
satisfy the poor.” On this day, considering from what
height, sanctity descended upon the world, deeply moved, I
repeat these words of the Apostle: “Blessed be G od who
hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings.” And, children
of the Church, we sing and we bless Him, because in His
divine bounty, He ceases not to point out to us, Saints holy
and unspotted in charity. These last words embody the
thought I shall develop to you this evening.
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The last day of this Triduum (1), also brings before
us, the anniversary day of the Apparition of M a r y Im 
maculate, to a Daughter of Charity. This humble Sister
belonged to the glorious lineage that humbly originated
with Louise de Marillac, to attain,subsequently, throughout
the Church, a marvellous development, ever increasing in
a charity whose source is divine love; and which spends it
self without measure.
This evening, the Church celebrates, throughout Paris,
the Apparition of M a r y Immaculate to a Daughter of St.
Vincent de Paul and of Louise de Marillac. The glory
of the Daughter is reflected on the Mother. The Mother’s
sanctity, no doubt, contributed to this wonderful favor.
This very evening, we shall, together, study the consum
mation of sanctity in the Venerable servant of G o d ; that
woman so admirable in her youth, in her life, as a Christian
spouse, a widow, a mother. I would like to describe her
to you as she attained the summit of sanctity, by the exer
cise of Charity.
My Brethren, let us, before entering upon this subject,
beg of the Venerable Louise, a blessing and a prayer: A
blessing for ourselves, a prayer for the Church and for the
Sovereign Pontiff. When all the formalities necessary
to the introduction of the Cause had been completed, His
Holiness said to the Superior of the Congregation of St.
Vincent de Paul: “I have greatly at heart, the Cause of
beatification of this holy Widow. I t will be no fault of
mine, if she is not raised upon our Altars, like St. Vincent
de Paul.”
Monseigneur, (2) you represent, in our midst, the Sover
eign Pontiff, Leo X I I I ; You will rejoice io hear certain
words that escaped from the heart of the Venerable Louise
de Marillac. From amid the works, in whose foundation
(1) November 21th, Manifestation of the Miraculous Medal.
(2) Mgr. Celli, Auditor of the Nunciature at Paris.
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she was engaged, she wrote to one o f St. V in cen t’s Sons(l)
at Rome. “Qh! if you see the H oly Father, the Venerable
Vicar of J esus C hrist upon earth, the Guardian o f Faith
and Doctrine, a man filled with incomparable zeal for vir
tue, tell him that, in France, there is a poor woman, who
finds her highest claim to glory in being called, the
servant o f J esus C h rist in H is most forsaken and desti
tute members in Paris. Tell him that I long to tear my
se lf away from my many cares, to go and kneel at his feet
and implore of him, for m yself and all the Daughters of
Charity, who shall persevere until death in the Commu
nity,a blessing that will fortify the soul in the combats and
struggles o f the last agony; inspiring them with confi
dence when about to appear before their Judge. Tell the
H oly Father that if he benignly grant this blessing, she
w ill pray for him, unto life’s last hour.”

O yes! Louise de Marillac! in high Heaven thou dost
fulfil thy promise. Pray for our beloved Pontiff*, Leo X I I I ;
that J esus and M a r y may preserve him long to our duti
ful and filial love!
Daughters of a V enerable Mother, you can, on this day,
repeat in grateful accents: Charitas Dei diffusa est in cordibus nobis per Spiritum Sandmn qui dcdus est nostris: “The
charity of G od is poured into our hearts by the Spirit
which has been given us.” You may add that you this
day live by “the faith that worketh charity.” As you are
the Daughters of Louise de Marillac, I would like to af
ford you a glimpse of that charity which inspired her to
perform the works which you continue; and I would like
wise prove to you that the life of your Foundress is but the
elucidation of what Theology and St. Thomas teach us of
the characteristics of charity.
Saint Thomas asks: what* is charity? Charity, he an
il)

M. Berthe.
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swers to his own query, is the first and chief passion o f
every soul. For a human creature can only comprehend
itself by means of great love. For this is he created.
Now, as his aspirations are infinite, he can be satisfied
only with that love which has infinity for its object; that
is G o d , and whose name is charity. Charitas, means: that
which is deare-st: res chara.
What does man desire? He desires the good, the beau
tiful.—He seeks it everywhere; he is often deceived; but,
even whilst pursuing shadows, and wandering from his
object, he still pursues and often believes that he possesses
his ideal.
And by what means do we seize those two great figures
of G o d , which are known to us as the Good and the Beau
tiful? We find them by sight and hearing. True Beauty
passes before our eyes, we catch the sound of eternal har
mony, and, after having contemplated and heard with de
light, we can repeat with St. Thomas: “I love Thee.”
Dominus meus et Deus meus! And what did I behold as
I contemplated Him who is the Eternal Beauty! I beheld
Him who loves Himself and all that is like unto Himself;
and then, the Word became Man. And not only did He
become man, but He became poor, to teach me, to love
the poor; He became the Man of Sorrows, and from the
sole of His feet to the crown of His head there was no
soundness in Him.—Then I listened, and I heard Him
say: All that thou shalt do unto the least of ray brethren,
thou wilt do unto Me. I f thou dost pity, if thou
dost love well! I will love thee and we shall be the more
intimately united to each other. Therefore, when man has
contemplated this Beauty, when he has heard this heaven
ly word he has but one desire— to become identified with
Him whom he loves. And as man cannot directly do good
to G o d , he does good to his neighbor for the love of G o d .
He makes himself all to all, to win all to J e s u s C h r i s t .
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The soul filled with charity leads an almost ecstatic life.
It sees J e s u s ascending and descending, inclining towards
mankind and bearing away with Him, to His Father, the
souls of His followers. It contemplates the Man of Sor
rows ); it enters into communication with Him. This soul
can cry out: “I follow my Beloved whithersoever He
leadeth me!” It lives by charity, and charity is the
mainspring of all its actions.
Now see how this doctrine is made applicable to the Ven
erable handmaid of the Lord! You know the marvellous
preparation to which G o d subjected her for the attainment
of her vocation. She possessed a cultivated intellect, an
ardent heart, and solid instruction. She devotes herself to
the service of the poor, without clearly understanding what
use G o d intends to make of her. G o d is about to perfect
her sanctity by developing charity within her.
On the Feast of Pentecost, two years prior to her widow
hood, remaining in church after Holy Communion, she had
an interior illumination, during which G o d signified to her
that a day would come, on which she would consecrate her
self to Him by the vows of poverty, chastity and obedience;
and, that along with many companions, she would serve
the poor. “And as I saw, said she, these companions freely
coming and going, I was troubled ; for I did not understand
how they could consecrate themselves to G o d , unless in
a monastery,” And she awaited the revelation of G o d ’s
design.
One day, being very ill, she believed that she was about
to die. But, St. Vincent said to her: “ G o d always pre
serves those who are necessary to the execution of His divine
plans. He has designs upon you.”
In fact, as soon as she was at liberty, and when G o d had
broken the bonds that attached her to the world, by the re
moval of her husband, she drew nearer to St. Vincent de
Paul who resided at the college des Bons Enfants, given to
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the Saint by the family of Gondi. In that quarter of the
city which was the centre of her activity and zeal, Saint
Vincent placed her at the head of the Ladies of Charity.
There was a lack of something in this Work, The Ladies
of Charity, whom the Saint had assembled, were all women»
of the world, moving in fashionable society. They took
good care of the sick, but there were certain services to
which they could not stoop; there were contagions disease#
before which they recoiled, fearing the consequences to their
husbands and children. And yet, charity insisted? there
is nothing despicable in the service of the poor—Must we
leave to hirelings the care of the members of J e s u s C h r i s t ?
Are there no souls of good will that would freely and gen
erously undertake these duties? St. Vincent was consulted :
He said to them ; “I often meet in country places, piou&
young girls whom the spirit of G od invites to perfection.
We might find some of their ntimber who would cheerfully
aid you in the service of the poor/' And even, whilst h*»
was talking on the matter, God sent him the first Daugh
ter of Charity, properly speaking; the first disciple of
Louise de Maril lac. I mention her name, she has had many
trials to endure; it is but just to honor her.
She was a poor shepherdess of Suresne named Margaret
Naseau. She was unable to read ; yet Goi> had inspired
her with a special attraction; she, who knew nothing, burn
ed with a desire to instruct others. With her bumble sa
ving?, she purchased an alphabet; and when, to use her
own words: “I saw any one passing by, who appeared to be
somewhat educated, I would ask him the name of such and
such a letter. And when I had learned how to read,
I gathered around me little children and taught them
their letters and prayers, teaching them their Catechism
and to know, love and serve G o d .” G oi> permitted that
some of those very children, aided by the savings of that
humble shepherdess, should become priests.
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St. Vincent, who had a keen discernment of generous
■souls, sent for her and said; “Teaching children to read is
a good work; but, there is something better still, which is
to give up your freedom and devote yourself to the poor
sick, who frequently have no one to care for them. There
are Ladies of Charity whose family duties prevent them
from devoting themselves as entirely as they desire. Will
you come to their aid?” She acceded joyfully to the pro
posal. Her name was truly prophetic, for Margaret signi
fies pear), and she was indeed a hidden pearl. She was, as
we have said, the first Daughter of Charity.
My Brethren, if we take a worldly view of these facts,
as did the sceptical Jews, who listened to the relation of
our .Saviour’s miracles and asked: “ Whence comes he?”
and, without either reasoning or seeing, shrugged their
shoulders and said: “Can any good come out of Naza
reth?” We too might ask ourselves; what can we think of
this first recruit?
What can we think? I f any one had said toj certain
proud Dames of the seventeenth century: “Behold the corner-stone of a work which shall become one of the glories
of France,” they would have smiled for very pity. Well.!
I could have answered them : “ Have yon perused the
pages of History? If you have but hastily scanned them,
you must have remarked that they abound with proofs of
G o d ’s preference of the humblest means for the fulfilment
of His grandest works!”
Did not J e s u s C h r i s t choose for His Apostles, twelve
poor fishermen? bidding them: “Go teach all nations!”
If St. Bernard’s contemporaries had been shown the .
many monasteries of La Trappe so multiplied on our own
soil, what would they have said?
If, when the Seraphic Francis had cast oif the last cloak
that his avaricious father claimed of him, and the sceptical
3
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citizens of Assisi deriding the poverty and latx>rs of the
Saint, cried out: “Sell us a drop of thy s w e a t t h e y had
been told that he was one of the world’s greatest conquer
ors! Who would have believed the assertion?
And when St. Dominic said to his Brethren: “the seed
dieth when it is buried in the ground, it must be scattered
broadcast : “Go ye to the four quarters of the globe/’ men
of the world would have sneered. The same would have
happened if the works of St. Ignatius, of St. Francis de
Sales, and of St. Jane de Chantal had been proposed to
their judgment. The same happened during the present
century when the admirable works of the Little Sisters of
the Poor were founded.
And G od , after having chosen the elements of His works,
continues to manifest that His ways are not as the ways of
man. When the corner-stones have settled deep in the
soil, suddenly, He seizes them and carries them up to
Heaven to build up His mystic city. Two years after
her entrance into the Company, Sister Margaret died of a
contagious malady, contracted whilst nursing a plaguestricken patient.
She was universally beloved. The Community then occu
pied an humble abode on the Rue du Cardinal Lemoine:
there being no room there for the sick, Sister repaired
to the Hospital and begged to be received among the pa
tients, where she died in great calm and peace of heart.
What a blow to a work but just begun. Humanly speak
ing, all was over with it!
At Rome, at St. Sabina’s, where Lacordaire revived the
oft-secularized branch of Saint Dominic’s Order, the few
men of faith and self-sacrifice who had accompanied him
from France to embrace that austere life that they were to
introduce into our own country, were called upon to mourn
their chief reliance, Requ6dat, who died before pronounc
ing his holy vows. And, whilst his companions bewailed
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his loss, Lacordaire uttered these words which are in
scribed on the tomb of the departed; “Here lies Father
Requ6dat, who has ascended to Heaven to announce the
work we are about to begin.”
And so it happened with that first Daughter of Charity:
Scarcely had she breathed her last, when St. Vincent gath
ered several others around Louise de Marillac, of whom
he required another sacrifice. “Up to the present time,
said he, “you have given yourself up to works of Charity;
but yon have maintained your rank as a lady of quality.
Here is a number of poor country-girls, you will now
live in their society from morning till night, the year
round, in memory of the life of our Lord amid His Apos
tles.” He added on other occasions. “Good King Saul,
set out to seek the asses which his father, Cis, had lost;
and, to his surprise, he found a Kingdom. St. Louis re
paired to the Holy Land to recover possession of the Holy
Sepulchre and the terrestrial Jerusalem; and G od gave
him a Heavenly crown and received him into the celestial
Jerusalem. Well! my daughter, you, too, will do some
thing unforeseen; you will come and dwell with these sim
ple souls. You will say, I am the handmaid of the Lord,
Ecce ancilla Domini. Henceforward, you shall be the
Servant of the Servants of the Lord, a title which, for the
future, shall be given to your successors, among the Sis
ter Superiors.”
The Venerable Louise answered simply ; “I will do what
ever you wish.” Certainly, she experienced some natural
repugnance, of which we may discover traces. But, even
this, is a subject of consolation; it shows us that the Saints
have the same nature as ourselves. We should not con
template them in glory, only:— we should watch them
struggling against difficulties, trials, natural repugnances,
over which they triumph by the most generous efforts.
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At the first assembly of the Daughters of Charity, Saint
\ incent addressed them in his Conference, so simple,
touching, and sublime. “Up to this time" said our holy
Founder to his Daughters, “you have not formed a distinct
and separate body from the Ladies of Charity. But Goi>
desires that, henceforth, you form a special body. Your
confraternity shall bear the name of Sisters of Charity,
Servants of the Poor-Sick. Oh! What a beautiful title!
What a beautiful quality! It is as much as to say: Ser
vants of J e s u s C h r i s t . Preserve it my Daughters, pre
serve carefully, the title G od bestows upon you! It is
the most beautiful and advantageous you can bear. Pre
serve it. Be Daughters of Charity truly worthy of that
beautiful name!”
Behold, my Brethren, how simply and perfectly, Saints
perform the will of G o d ! “Up to this tim e/’ said St. Vin
cent again to his Daughters, “ virgins sought the seclusion
of monasteries, when they consecrated themselves to the
service of G o d . Henceforth, your cloister shall be the
houses of the sick, your enclosure holy obedience, your
grate, the fear of G o d , your veil, holy modesty.” With
out doubt; my Brethren, this was a great novelty in the
Church, but the hour had come for it to adapt itself to new
necessities. Does not the Father of a family, draw from his
treasury, things old and new? says the Gospel.
It is sometimes said: that we are behind the times,
that we remain stationary. We are, 011 the contrary, at the
head of legitimate progress. Every succeeding centurv
brings improvement in closer touch with the multitude.
Contemplate each Saint whose name has become a matter
of history. We find that he originated many things. Every
new Religious Order is a revelation, an expansion of
divine Charity. This has been true of every age; it is
equally true of our own. I t is our strength and our glory.
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A work, to be rendered permanent, requires a solid
foundation and an alimentary centre. Now, in modern
times, what has been to the admirable works, established
by G o d , this vivifying centre to which holy souls have
had recourse to enkindle and maintain the flame of love?
The Sacred Heart of J e s u s , the Immaculate Heart of
M a r y ! J e s u s understands the human heart; He knows
that if there be any worth in us, it is in the heart. This
is true of all mankind. I t is true of France, above all it
is true of Paris, which despite all, remains ever open to
the influence of the great, the noble, and the holy, Iii the
hearts of the poor denizens of Paris so often ensnared by
strange errors, we meet incomparable transports of devo
tion and charity. On this account it is, that amid the great
works of Catholic France that have flourished amongst us,
J e s u s C h r i s t has drawn us closer to His Heart, and to
the Immaculate Heart of His Blessed Mother. We are
particularly struck at finding in the life of the Venerable
Foundress of the Daughters of Charity , that she had truly
a marvellous intuitive knowledge of the devotion to the
Sacred Heart of J e s u s and His Blessed Mother.
On the feast of St. Dionysius, probably at Montmartre,
whither she may have gone to pray, in all probability at
the Saint’s tomb, G o d favored her in prayer with a special
interior illumination. In a little book, in which she fre
quently noted thoughts that most impressed her in her
meditations, were found the following words: “O Lord
J e s u s , Thou hast shown me France, but especially Pagan
Paris, when bedewed with the blood of martyrs.” Then,
as if inspired with prophetic fire, addressing St. Diony
sius she added: “Obtain for the nation thy Blood has pur
chased for J e s u s C h r i s t , that this still smoking mountain
may attract the flames of divine love!” Does not the Ser
vant of G o d , m y Brethren, appear to have foreseen the
3*
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grand Basilica that devout, and penitent France has erect
ed to the Heart of J e s u s ? (1) So true is this, that when
she came down from that blessed mountain, she gave her
Daughters a seal and armorial bearings which are still
preserved: A Heart surrounded by flames; in the midst
of which, is portrayed J esu s upon the Cross; and around
this image the following inscription: Charitas Christi urget nos: “The Charity of J e su s C h r is t presseth us!”
And remark that History proves the devotion to the
Heart of J e su s to have been until then unknown. In its
present form, it did not then exist, and the emblems, that
represent it, were alike unfamiliar. We cannot but think
that hers was a divine intuition.
And, since that device has been given to the Daughters
of Charity, they have borne it around with them whereso
ever J esus has left traces of His compassion and His love:
in schools, in hospitals, in the hovels of the poor, and on
the most distant shores.
J e s u s has bent His pitying glance on all sorrows: all
the infirmities of nature. He loved and blessed little chil
dren, healed the sick, and, having given all things else,
He gave Himself. Behold our model!
What did the Foundress of the Daughters of Charity?
identifying herself, as it were, with the love of G od for
poor abandoned little ones, she collects and instructs
them. This was, you are aware, one of the first and
principal works of St. Vincent de Paul’s Daughters. This
trait of his charity had popularized, even among impious
writers the admirable figtire of St. Vincent de Paul. Vol
taire himself, in a blasphemy which I here repeat but to
denounce it, Voltaire after having insulted Holy Church,
(1.) This is the formula of the inscription to be engraved on the facade
of the votive Church which has just been erected on the hill of Montmar
tre: Sacratissimo Cordi Jesu G allia pcenitens et devota.
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His Blessed Mother and the heroic Joan of
Arc, dared to write: “there is, however,one of these Saints,
or pretended Saints, whom I would willingly except; for,
he, indeed, so loved men that we can forgive him for lov
ing G o d !”
Aye! profane wretches, you may pardon him; for if we
relied upon mere human love for the maintenance of works
of mercy, we would not long behold these marvels of chari
ty and devotedness. Men are inconstant. In fact, outside
of Christianity, which derives its power from divine love,
we find only savage egotism and shameless debauchery.
We must love G od with all our hearts, my Brethren, if we
would courageously endure the defects and miseries of our
neighbor.
You know the origin of Foundling Asylums. Saint
Vincent had been informed that many new-born infants
were poisoned, and that many were maimed for unlawful
purposes; one evening passing through an almost deserted
street, he saw a wretch breaking the limbs of an infant—
“ Monster” cried he,“ I mistook you fora man!” The mis
creant fled; and St. Vincent carried off the child. From
that time, he went about collecting the poor little innocents,
exposed by unnatural parents to a cruel death.
“Once,” said he, “night prowlers caught and searched
me, thinking that I carried a treasure; when they discover
ed what I carried, those unfortunate creatures knelt and
begged ray blessing: which shows that there is some good
even in the heart of a thief.” Such is the charitable judg
ment of Saints.
When this first work was established, he sent his Daugh
ters to the aid of the galley-slaves.
They devoted themselves, in hospitals, to the service of
the sick, calling themselves the slaves of J e s t j s ; and, they
rejoiced and considered themselves honored when they met
with ill-treatment on the road. One of them wrote: “the
J e su s C h r is t,
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harvest is promising, for, in the course of our journey,
we were turned out of an inn.” And when they were
tempted to take a last look at that world, that might still
possess some fascinations for them, these pious Sisters, in
their exquisite naïveté, found matter for the most merito
rious sacrifices. A Sister, upon being questioned at one
of the Conferences, gave an account of her thoughts: “I
was on my way,” said she, “carrying broth to the sick; it
was during the big Fair; I wanted to look, as I hurried
along, but I kissed tlfe Crucifix of my chaplet and said : O
my J e s u s ! Thou art far more beautiful than any thing of
this world! Without doubt, that humble little Sister ex
pressed the sentiments of the Seraphic Theresa.”
“Are you dying, in peace of heart, my Sister?” said St,
Vincent to one who was about to breathe her last ; “ Is there
anything on your mind, that troubles you ? “No, my Father,
except that I have taken too much pleasure in serving the
poor!” “What! my child, is there nothing else?” “Only
that, Father, I took too much satisfaction in that duty. For,
when I went through the village to see those good people,
it seemed to me that I flew rather than walked,—I was so
happy to serve them!” “Depart in peace, my Sister!” said
the Saint.
They repaired to the battlefields with the same cry of
love upon their lips: Aut charitas aut mors, “Charity, or
death !” To this day, they repeat it amid the sublime
works, and on the many theatres of their heroic devotedness.
Before the end of the Venerable Louise de Marillac’s
life, the Institute had extended not only throughout France,
but into remote countries.
The first foreign mission established during St. Vincent’s
time, was the Mission of Poland, whither Queen Mary de
Gonzaga, wife of John C tsimir, invited the Daughters of
Charity. The poor Sisters had to traverse Europe, at that
time devastated by factions and wars. St. Vincent address-
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ing his Daughters, told them: “You are going to battle
fields on which you will meet Swedes, Cossacks, Poles,
whose language you do not understand. You are going
to repair the ravages of war which kill the body, and of
tentimes, the soul. You are going to pour balm on wounds
inflicted by hatred and ambition!” And they went to those
frozen plains, calmly and joyfully, with the Crucifix in
their hands, telling the poor victims of war, of G od , and
of France which had sent them to their assistance. “Ah!
said Louise de Marillac, “let us pray for poor Poland!” ...
Allow me, my Brethren, to indulge in a personal retro
spect: Last year, I experienced great pleasure, as a Bishop
and a Frenchman, on finding, in the course of my jour
ney, that amid the ruin, which Russia had wrought among
Catholics, in that unfortunate country—three Religious Or
ders contemporaneous with Louise de Marillac, still existed
there. The Daughters of Charity, the Sisters of the Visi
tation, and the Benedictine Nuns of the Blessed Sacrament.
There they pray for the Church, for Poland, for Russia and,
for France.
I do not judge those peoples; G od alone sounds con
sciences! And, yet, there will come an hour, we look for
it, we await it, when there shall be: but one Fold and
one Shepherd.
One of the Sisters in Warsaw, in her deposition for the
Process of beatification of the Venerable Louise de Marillac,
made an assertion which appeared to me very significant.
I shall complete it by a fact of which I have personal
knowledge. Just as Russia declared a renewal of hostilities
against Catholic Religious Orders, the Princess Tcherkaska,
schismatic as she was, said one day to the Sisters at W ar
saw, at sight of a portrait of Mademoiselle LeG ras: “I
have read her life. She was the true genius of Charity; I
should like to translate her biography into the Russian
tongue.” Do you know the result of that publication?
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Last year, in Russia, I was invited to visit a schismatica!
Russian Convent in which the women observe every point
of St. Vincent’s Rule. A schismatica 1 monk conceived
the idea of endowing his country with this institutionr
which effects the greatest amount of good in Russia, and, isextremely popular. And, I said, as I looked at those Relig
ious and prayed for them; “Ah I St, Vincent de Paul,
behold these Sisters who belong to you, whilst they are still
outside the pale of the true Church, May Charity win
them back to truth ; and may they bring, with themselves,
to the Holy Mother Church, the Empire of Russia.’7
St. Vincent de Paul announced to his Daughters, that
they were asked for in Madagascar to take care of, and
convert the poor negroes. Not one hesitated to undertake
the voyage. And when Louise de Marillac, assembling her
Daughters, enquired if they did not fear to start? With
one accord, they arose and solicited the favor of carrying
their works of charity into that remote land.
O
St. Vincent de Paul! O Louise de Marillac! from
high Heaven, your hearts admire the tender ways of G od
towards your spiritual family upon earth. May they di
late with joy on witnessing the marvellous development of
your Communities.
And thou, O Paris! rejoice to behold the realization of
the words formerly written by the Abbé of la Trappe to
the Daughters of Charity: “I am sure all Paris will join
you; all its inhabitants shall rise as one man, when you
petition for your Mother’s beatification. She is a Parisian
by birth; a Parisian by education; and, Paris holds her
sepulchre!”
“Ah! Surge I Arise O handmaid of G o d ; arise O sacred
remains ! Thou wast carried from this Church on. the shoul
ders of thy children in 1755; but as they removed hence
thy mortal tenement, they promised the Pastor of St. Law-
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rence’s that if ever the Church raised thee upon her Altars
thy festival should be celebrated here, and this parish re
ceive a portion of thy relics!
Reverend Pastor, the Daughters of Louise de Mari 1lac
have proved faithful to their promise. And I feel deeply
touched, at the conclusion of this discourse, in offering you
my congratulations. Because you are a Scion of the An
cient and of the New covenant!
Finally^ O holy family of Vincent de Paul, rejoice, have
we not recently seen one of your Sons raised upon our
Altars, the Blessed Martyr, John Gabriel Perboyre? G od
is ever preparing these luminous stars, that shine through
the night of egotism and human passions. And whatever
may be attempted against our Holy Mother, the Church,
we repeat the words of Holy Writ, so applicable to our
present sentiments:
Benedictus Deus qui benedixit nos
omni benedictione ccelesti in Christo, ut essemus saneti et
immamlati in conspectu ejus in charitate. “Blessed is He
who has sent down upon us, through C h r is t J e su s , every
blessing, that sve may be holy and spotless in His sight in
charity!” And soon,N
we hope to contemplate on the brow
of the servant of G od , the brilliant Crown of Sanctification.
Amen.
SISTER APOLLONIA ANDRIVEATJ
AND THE. SCAPULAR OF THE PASSION.

July 27,1896, will be the fiftieth anniversary of a signal
favor, that of the Revelation of the Scapular of the Passion
of Our Lord J e s u s C h r i s t , to Sister Apollonia Andriveau?
Daughter of Charity, who died at Montolieu, February
23, 1895.
This fiftieth anniversary suggested a Work which we
are happy to announce to our readers: Sister Apollonia
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Andriveau , Daughter of Charity , and the Scapular of the
Passion. This publication is destined to increase devotion

to the Passion of our Lord, by pious and deep considera
tions on this Mystery; and especially, by making known
the history of the revelation of the Scapular of the Passion.
We here insert the letter of the Very Rev. Superior
General to the Author, commending the Work,
“ Paris, March 14, 1896.
“ VERY DEAR A N D ESTEEMED CONFRERE,

The grace of our Lord be with you forever !

“All who are interested in the development of the super
natural life, will, I am confident, be happy to receive your
publication on the Passion of our Lord J e su s C h r is t . It
will be particularly acceptable to the numerous souls
throughout the Church, who are already acquainted with
the practice of the devotion of the Scapular of the Passion
of our Lord Jesus Christ.

“You make known to the public the origin of this devo
tion so long enveloped in a kind of obscurity. A fervent
Daughter of Charity, Sister Apollonia Andriveau, was the
instrument employed by G od in this revelation, as Sister
Catherine Labour^, some years previous, was the medium
of that other heavenly gift, the Miraculous Medal. Sister
Apollonia, whom G od recently called to Himself, during
her lifetime humbly guarded the secret of the favors she
received. The hour seems now to have come, to lay before
the Christian public, the edifying details of a life most
simple as to the exterior, but, at the same time, most fer
vent and closely united to G o d . All this you have done,
“I t is incumbent on us to promote in every possible
way, devotion to the Passion of our Lord. I am convinced
that your book which has been carefully examined, will
contribute to the increase of love towards this principal
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“ Mystery of our faith” and the source of true virtue and
solid piety.
“I am in the love of our Lord, Rev. and very dear
Confrère,
Your very devoted servant,
“ A . F ia t , Superior General/5
“In the Introduction to this beautiful work, we read:
That the Cross is the pulpit from which the divine Saviour
proclaims the Christian law; it is a book always open,
wherein all mav read,—the ignorant as well as the learned :
it is an irresistible magnet drawing all hearts to God: Be
hold me on the Cross, said the divine Master to Sister Apol
lon ia, and see if men should not love me. Meditation on the
Passion gives us the noblest and most exalted ideas of the
divine attributes, especially, goodness and justice : we shall
find therein an abridgment of Christian perfection, and the
pattern of every virtue.
“All the Saints entertained a special devotion to the
Passion of J esu s C h r is t , the true source of all sanctity.
It was also the devotion of Sister Apollonia who, during
her whole life, was intimately united with J esu s crucified,
and who was chosen by Providence to reanimate, in this
age, the devotion of the faithful to the dolorous mysteries
of the Passion.
“But, in the accomplishment of this holy mission, Sister
Apollonia found means of remaining faithful to her love for
the hidden life: she imparted to her Rev. Superior alone,
the favors she had received; G od Himself seemed to un«
dertake the task of keeping her in humility, by subjecting
her to painful trials; hence, she completed her career at the
age of eighty-five years, without having, by her name,¿crea
ted any sensation in the world, without even being known
to the Sisters with whom she was intimately connected. It
is true to the letter, that her life was hidden in G od with
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Jb'ro-m this statement, it is easily under.stood that this biographical notice will not present startling;
facts, extraordinary events:-—everything in her life was
quite simple, humble, regular, cordial, as becomes a good
Daughter of Charity.
“ The letters of Sister Andriveau which follow the bio
graphical notice, will suffice to make her known.”
The work concludes with certain practices in honor of
the Passion of our Lord J e s u s C h r i s t . First, the Scap
ular of the Passion; also several chapters consecrated to*
the Compassion of the Blessed V irgin, to the Arch con
fraternity of the Holy Agony of our Lord, etc.
An interesting Appendix gives edifying and historical
facts regarding the monuments and instruments of the
Passion of our Lord.
J

esus

C h r is t ,

The W ork, embellished with numerous engravings, bears
the stamp of that artistic taste and perfection which char
acterize all that issues from the press of Mr.- Dumoolku

REV . P IE R R E M GURRUT.
On March 15, 1895, at the Seminary of Sens, Rev.
Pierre Mourrnt, peacefully closed his earthly career. H e
was born at Bagea, diocese of Carcassone, Nov. 1, 1822?
and was received into the Congregation of the Mission,.
Dec. 31, 1844.
Monseigneur Ardin, Archbishop of Sens, has eulogized
the deceased in most affecting terms, in his circular-letter
which we append.

Circular-letter of Mgr. Archbishop of Sens, to the clergy
of his diocese, on the occasion of the demise of Rev. Pierre
Mourruty Priest of the Congregation of the Mission VicarGeneral and, Superior of the Ecclesiastical Seminary .
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Sens, March 167 1895.
G

entlem en

and

very

dear

C o-l a b o r e r s ,

Our diocese has just sustained a very painful loss. A t
three o’clock this afternoon, Father Mourrut, Superior of
the Ecclesiastical Seminary, terminated a life full of merit
before G o d and men, having sanctified his illness b y calm
and holy resignation.
H e filled in a holy manner, the place he has left void
among us. At an early age, Father M ourrut entered the
Congregation of the Mission. H e was distinguished by
his fervent piety, precocious judgment, and an affable and
genial exterior which gained all hearts. F o r the space of
half a century, he was successively, Director and Superior
of the Ecclesiastical Seminary. He discharged the func
tions of this arduous and responsible position with adm ira
ble order and devotedness. He merited our confidence and
that of all his Archbishops. H e deserves to be proposed
as a model to young Levites, to priests, to the Confrères
of the Congregation of the Mission*
When appointed to reside among you, we were most
happy to have at our right hand and at the head of our
Seminary, this man of G o d and of his brethren— this man
of prayer and of counsel, of whom it could be said : Hie
estfratrum cimator et populi Israel; hie est qui multum oral
pro populo ( i l m a o ., x v ).
Notwithstanding the visible decline of his strength, he
labored assiduously even to the last, in the direction of the
Seminary; allowing himself no respite, no repose; making
himself all to all—" S e m in a ria n s, priests, the faithful, mem
bers of Religious Communities—»in order to gain all to
J e s u s C h r i s t . When his physical strength failed him,
neither his tender piety, nor his union with G o d was inter
rupted for a single moment* No one better than he, veri
fied the portrait of the man of G o d , sketched by St. Peter :
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Absconditus cordis homo, m incorruptibilitate quieti et modesti Spiritus , qui est in conspectu Dei locuples ( i . p e t . , i i i ) ,

A distinctive characteristic of the venerable deceased, was
perfect regularity. With himr it was a point of honor to
be a man of rule and duty. In all his functions, in hislabors, in hi» life itself, every thing was foresee« and regu
lated in the minutest detail.
Despite his advanced age, he retained all the acutenessand delicacy of his intellect, so that he was in a condition
to fulfil with the same zeal and devotedness, during many
more years, the duties of Superior of the Seminary.
When notified of his illness, we hastened to visit him, to
console and bless him. His spirit of faith and his humil
ity were manifested in the most touching manner.
You will feel this loss deeply, Gentlemen and very dear
Co-laborers, and you will share our grief. Father Mourrut
fully appreciated the weighty responsibility of his mission.
Each day he asked himself: “Who am I? —I am another
J e su s C h r is t . And who is J e su s C h r i s t ?—Incarnate
Charity.” The divine Word shares the Providence of His
Father: He decks the fields with flowers, and supplies the
little bird with food. The Incarnate Word is prodigal of
Himself; He gives Himself for the salvation of the world.
This magnificent donation of His entire being, commenced
with His mortal life, it was consummated on the Cross. He
renews and perpetuates it in the Eucharist; He passionately
desires to give Himself to man. O, Superior of a seminary
wherein good priests are to be formed, behold thy model.
Sacrifice thy life for young Levites; this is for thee an
alms of the highest obligation, because, above all things,
thou must minister to souls redeemed by the blood of J esus
C h r is t . Give all thou hast. How liberal soever thou
art, thou wilt never equal the generosity of the Man-Goi>
whom thou must imitate. He shed the last drop of His
blood for our redemption. Thy sacrifice will never com
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pare with that of Calvary. But, at least, be imbued with
His spirit; let mercy flow from thy heart, as the blood
from the veins of thy Saviour.”
Thus did the venerated Superior exhort himself. In
studying J estjs C h r is t , he was excited to a respectful but
ardent emulation; he strove to respond to the charity of
•the Master for whom, after the example of St. Vincent, he
spent himself entirely; endeavoring to become a faithful
copy of Him in whose hands he regarded himself as a sim
ple instrument.
Many of you have been formed to the sacerdotal life in
the school of this zealous Religious. You surely will not
lose an occasion of testifying your attachment and grati
tude. We thank you for this, and, at the same time, in*
vite you to unite your prayers with ours for the wise Di
rector of your clerical youth, who, for so long a period, has
rendered most valuable service to our beloved diocese.
His sufferings have certainly purified his soul, and multi
plied his merits. After so holy and exemplary a career, we
may justly apply to him the consoling testimony of our
sacred Books : Blessed are they who die in the peace of the
Lord! But let us also fulfil the duty of prayer, that G od
may crown in peace and glory, the soul He has been pleased
to withdraw from our midst.
With pleasure, Gentlemen and very dear Co-laborers, you
looked forward to September next, hoping to take part in
the feast, commemorating the fiftieth year of the Religious
profession and Sacerdotal ordination of our lamented de
ceased. He was deeply affected by your eagerness in sub
scribing to the altar which you were to present to him as
a Jubilee gift* Alas! we shall deposit his mortal remains
in a modest sepulchre, thereby to satisfy the humility with
which his soul was filled; although this obscurity, which
looks almost like ingratitude, will be a subject of just af4
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fliction to you. I t is our intention to erect the projected
altar in the Chapel of the Seminary lie so much loved.
This monument will perpetuate his memory; it will be a
worthy tribute to his merit, as well as a mark of your grat
itude. Noble sons of a noble Father, yon will thus have
followed the counsel of the Holy Spirit who invites us to
praise the men of renown in their generation : Laudemus v i
vos gloriosos, et parentes nostros in generatione sua (Ecclus.,
XLIV., I.)

This separation will not be long: we shall one day find
him whom we now deplore, if, like him, we endeavor to
live and die in the grace of G o d .
We doubt not, that you will come in great numbers to
unite with us on the day of burial, for you will be eager
to render this last testimony of gratitude and filial piety
to your former Director.
The obsequies will take place, Wednesday, March 20,
at 10 a. m., in our principal and Metropolitan church.
Accept, Gentlemen and very dear Co-laborers, the assur
ance of our affection and devoted ness.
j- E t i e n n e , Archbishop of Sens .

NOTES ON THE LATE REV. FREDERIC PRUNAC,
PRIEST OF TH E MISSION.

The Mother-House has recently lost a member who, for
twenty-one years, elicited the esteem and affection of all
his Confrères, from the most ancient to the last new-comer;
a Missionary who was instinctively sought out by those
returning to Paris, and of whom all spoke with the same
respectful affection, either whilst inquiring for good Father
Prunac, or giving news of him.
In accordance with family traditions, a Conference was
held concerning him; many voices were lifted in praise of
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the virtues that had been remarked in the worthy deceas
ed. What each one advanced was but the echo of univer
sal opinion; in transcribing this testimony for the general
edification, we a r e confident that all will cheerfully endorse
it and say : This is indeed himself.
Father Frederic Prunac was born at Cette, in 1815. His
excellent Christian parents transmitted to him, together
with their religious sentiments, special aptitudes for practi
cal life. His father, at first a baker, like his contemporary
and colleague in poetry, Reboul de Nimes, exchanged his
profession for a mercantile life. One of his sons follow
ed him in this pursuit, and, for twenty-five years, was
president of the Tribunal of Commerce. Frederic made
his début in the same direction, and achieved such success,
that his patron, in order to retain him in office, made him
the most advantageous overtures. But, the future Mission
ary understood betimes, the dangers attending this situa
tion. An interior voice convinced him that he was not
destined for the world; and he did not hesitate to sever
the bonds that retained him in it.
After his classical studies, which he must have complet
ed in a short period, Mr. Prunac entered the Congregation:
this was in 1845. No sooner was he installed in the in
tern Seminary than he appeared as in his natural element;
and his young Confrères were not slow to remark the fer
vor with which their worthy elder brother, notwithstand
ing the easy habits of early life which he might have found
difficult to relinquish,accommodated himself from the very
first, to that life of regularity in which he persevered to
the end. Appointed infirmarían, he applied himself so
diligently to his office, and was so watchful over those who
suffered from the seasons and the regime of the Seminary,
that he was styled Mother Prunac.
His Seminary and his studies being completed, he was
ordained priest and sent by his Superiors to Constantino-
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pie; where, although he spent but a short time, he attract
ed the attention of an eminent man, then Ambassador,
but who was one day to become our Most Honored Father
Bore, Superior General of the Congregation. Impressed
by the religious spirit manifested in the person of this good
priest, he bore him in mind, and, a long time after, estab
lished him at the Mother-House, not only in capacity of
an efficient Procurator, but also as a model of the true
Missionary, and a subject of great edification.
The climate of the East having proved detrimental to
the health of Father Prunac, he was recalled to France
and employed in the Seminary of Montpellier. W e may
form some idea of the prudence and activity required in
the temporal administration of an establishment which, in
consequence of the union of the two Seminaries, the Eccle
siastical and the Preparatory, comprised a household of
nearly four hundred. Moreover, there was a house in
the country and lands under cultivation, that required his
attention. Our dear Confrere was equal to the task, and
proved himself a faithful dispenser whose vigilance ena
bled the Superior to repose in all security. Not content
with successfully accomplishing this duty, and giving the
servants of the house the most assiduous care, this esti
mable Procurator accepted the office of Catechist in the
central prison. Versed in the German and Italian lan
guages, he devoted himself particularly to the prisoners of
these nationalities, with a spirit of faith and earnestness
that imparted to his words a wonderful efficacy.
All these various occupations received his closest atten
tion, despite the weakness of health; he was sustained
by the vigor of his obedience, a striking proof of which he
gave on the occasion of his recall to Paris.
H e wTas ill in his native climate, and found himself al
most at the point of death, after a severe hemorrhage
the day following that on which his letter of obedience
V
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reached him. There was every reason to fear the effects
of a northern temperature. His Confrères who deeply
regretted his removal, had the most painful presenti
ments on his account. Hut Father Prunac disregarded all
th is, a n d s e e in g o n ly t h e w ill of G o d in th e o r d e r , se t o u t
a t once»

And now, what will he do in Paris, what services will
he render to the Mother-House? This question can be
answered in a few words: Our dear Confrère is to prove
himself a Procurator by excellence;-—a scrupulous observ
er of our holy P u le s;— the man of duty under all circumstances;— in fine, an accomplished model of the spirit of
prayer and recollection.
I — Who is ignorant of Father Prunac's ability as an
accountant and Procurator? I t is proverbial in the Com
pany, and justly so. In truth, there are few men endow
ed with so special an aptitude for the ungrateful task of
keeping accounts. Doubtless, these exceptional types are
much indebted to nature; but, independent of this, it is
just to extol the indefatigable industry with which the
venerated deceased employed this gift of G o d , W hat
secures to an accountant of the first order, the confidence
of his Superiors, and enhances his merit, Father Prunac
enjoyed for nearly fifty years; accomplishing his duty with
the most edifying zeal, inspired by his love for the Con
gregation and his passion for order. W hat exactitude in
his legisteis ! F or one missing centime in balancing con
siderable sums, he would repeat his calculations, nor would
he lay aside his pen until the error was detected. W hat
shall we say of his notes on subjects apparently the most
unimportant, but which he had learned from experience
would be useful lessons in the future! One would require
to have in hand his numerous account books, and memo
randa, without mentioning the countless little papers in
4*
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his keeping, to form a just idea of the services rendered
to the office by this skilful and zealous accountant.
I I ,—-Whatever be the heroism of obedicnce which we
are accustomed to admire in the Fathers of the Desert,
there is not the least exaggeration in affirming that Father
Pranac showed himself a worthy imitator of these great
models: and, in all security, he could be presented to
the great Pope, who said he was ready to canonize any re
ligious who had been faithful to all his obligations.
Throughout his life, the Rule and his Superiors were
his oracles and the objects of his veneration. One of our
Brothers who had observed him very closely for five years,
took pleasure in studying him with regard to rising at four
o’clock... Never the least infidelity: on the contrary, the
worthy Missionary never profited by the day of repose;
and vet, his advanced age, his labors, and sometimes addi
tional fatigue, seemed to require it. In the remarkable
year of the influenza, there were days of overwhelming
toil, so that in the evening, this good Brother would insist
upon the necessity of extra rest: the next day, the vener
able old priest arose at the usual hour; he would also,
when necessary, supply the place of the one appointed to
call the others. Many of the priests perceiving how pain
ful it was for him to walk, or to stand, begged him earn
estly, to spare himself— useless. The observance of Rule
was his best remedy. When he was told to retire at eight
o’clock, and not to assist at prayers in common,he submitted
through obedience, but G od only knows how much this
exemption cost him!
He was also remarkable for his fidelity to silence; he
never interrupted it but with regret, and only when charity
obliged him to do so. Many among us observed him on
this point; and, as upon every other, we found him most
exemplary. In fact, he could not understand how it was
possible to do otherwise. While at Montpellier, he some-
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times surprised the students in unnecessary conversation.
This good Director expressed his astonishment to a young
relative: “Alexander,” said he, one day, “have you not
remarked certain Seminarians speaking in the corridors?
and yet, they know this is forbidden.” Behold the son of
holy obedience! Were his coffin opened, might we not
find this word upon the lips of our venerated Confrère?
I l l - We may add that he was also distinguished for his
love of duty, and, consequently, of labor. Duty is doubt
less comprised in the practice of obedience. But we may
be permitted to point out a perfection on this point, found
in an invariable constancy in the accomplishment of duty
in its smallest details: the least observances in use in the
Company, were sacred to him. Non minus, non majus negligebat ojjîcium, may be said of Father Prunac, as well as
of Nepotien. A visit to the Blessed Sacrament, a genu
flection, a sign of the Cross, a particular attitude in the
recitation of the Breviary.... Whatever was indicated either
by letter, or by family tradition, became a law for him : the
fervent Missionary knew not how to resist.
What shall we say of labor! To judge only from appear
ances, we might have supposed that the position occupied
by Father Prunac was an honorable sinecure. But if we
interrogate those with whom he lived, they will tell us:
that the long life of this worthy priest was a most laborious
one. Always at his post, at all seasons, without rest or va
cation, without even allowing himself a few moments to
look over the newspaper; however it was well known that
news and political affairs were a matter of absolute indiffer
ence to him. He paid no visits to the parlor; no outside
intercourse or business consumed his time: he was a man
devoted to duty; interrupting it only for intercourse with
G od.
Hence, from these long hours of labor invariably
repeated day after day, we may form some estimate of the
multiplied affairs which passed through his hands, and to
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which Father Pruuac applied himself, if not with vivaci
ty,—for this was not in his character,—at least» with a
tenacity which fastened him to his desk, until he was con
scious that he had disposed of every item claiming his
attention. Sometimes the result did not depend on him
alone; but, if he had to deal with a less active assistant,
he gave himself no rest; he went and came, urging gently
and amiably, until the work was completed. This attach
ment to duty was so strongly rooted in his nature, that he
had to do violence to himself to take a little repose. This,
perhaps, was the greatest sacrifice of his life; and, if his
spirit of submission had not ruled every other sentiment of
his beautiful soul, it would have been a difficult matter to
induce him to exchange his dear cell for the well-earned
retreat of the infirmary.
IV .—However, our venerated Confrère possessed a vir
tue still more striking than all his other estimable quali
ties: this was his piety,—his union with G o d , his spirit
of prayer. Had this been the only example he left to the
Company, we should owe him a debt of the most lively
gratitude. For what secures the blessings of heaven to a
religious family, is chiefly, the fervor of its members who
seem to be in this world only to pray! This was the
prime vocation of Father Prunac, and we know how faith
ful he was to it. We see him still, passing through the
corridors leading to the chapel, or to the various oratories
scattered through the house; his head inclined, his eyes
cast down, chaplet in hand, and we may say, with a heart
all burning with love, going to visit the Blessed Sacra
ment, the Immaculate Virgin, or our other friends in
heaven. On returning to his cell after these daily pilgrim
ages, the saintly Procurator, while applying to his books,
continued his intercourse with G o d . H ow’ often did Con
frères coming to consult him, find him on his knees! To
pray, and to pray continually, was a necessity for him.
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During the night, his heart sighed for G o d , and he often
addressed to Him most fervent prayers. The Brother to
whom we have alluded, remarked that the good Father, on
retiring, was careful to place a little statue of M a r y in
such a position, that it was turned towards him when in
bed. If, by an innocent ruse, the Brother placed the image
differently, he found it next morning in its accustomed
position; why this, unless the pious Missionary wrished to
salute his Blessed Mother in his sleepless nights, or at the
hour of awakening? This seemed a childlike devotion, but
it is all the more touching in a venerable old man who
might have been supposed to be engrossed by figures; it
must have rendered him very agreeable to the Mother of
G od.

In conclusion we may say, that this life of union with
increased during the two years which Father] [Prunac spent in the infirmary. Freed from all temporal cares,
he thought only of his heavenly country, and prepared
himself for it by uniting with still greater fervor in the
prayer of the blessed. Devotion to Saint Joseph was one of
jfche special attractions of his life; he asked of him daily,
the grace of a good death. The holy Patriarch gracious
ly heard his prayer, obtaining for him the favor of dying
the very eve of his feast, that he might celebrate it with
the Angels who had been witnesses of his tender piety.
May G od grant to all his Brothers and Sisters in St.
Vinc8iit, the precious grac3 to resemble him, both in the
simplicity of his life, and in the peace of his holy death.
G od
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AUSTRIA.
Letter from K e y . J o se p h B i n n e r , P riest of the Illu 
sion, to V

ery

K e y . A . F ia t , Superior General.
Vienna, Wahring, March I, 1896.

M ost H o n o r e d F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, i f you please !

I address you these lines to comply with my duty, and
to give you some details respecting our mission.
The church served by our Confrères at Wahring, is not
entitled a parish church, but it is such in effect. Forty
years ago Wahring was only a village with a population of
from three to four thousand, situated in the outskirts of
Vienna; at present it numbers sixty thousand souls; the
most of these are Catholics, at least, in liame.
The parish proper, is relatively small: nevertheless, the
Curate and his vicars find it difficult to meet the wants of
the people. The case is similar in the neighboring parish,
comprising seventy thousand faithful.
Our church, situated between these two, belongs to the
former parish; it is dedicated to St. Severinus, and can
accommodate two thousand persons. It is filled at the of
fices of Sunday and festivals, and much good is effected.
Edifying lectures are held here every week. We often
visit the dying and carry them the Holy Viaticum—in n i gris , as in heathen countries.
We have still another duty. We instruct in our church,
the faithful who, for the most part, are poor; at least,
eleven twelfths of those who attend our schools are poor
children. We also give our care to others in need, to the
“ poor incurables” of the “ house of mercy.” The interest
ing history of this house of human miseries and of heaven
ly blessings, well deserves a place in our Annals. Who
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ever witnessed its humble beginning, and beholds its pres
ent admirable development, instinctively reverts to the
mustard-seed of the Gospel which became a tree, extending
afar its branches. It suffices for my purpose to state, that
at present, nearly two hundred and eighty “incurables”
have found under the shade of this wonderful tree, a most
desirable abode. We exercise in this house all the duties of
the good Samaritan. In the spiritual order, we adminis
ter to the needs of these good and dear patients. Weekly
confession and frequent Communion are, for the greater
number of these poor creatures, a holy tradition to which
they cling, we sustaining them in this happy disposition.
This labor renewed weekly, demands much time. Divine
service in the chapel, instructions to the sick; assisting the
dying; burials; an annual retreat given in the divers wards,
which exercise is multiplied five or six times in the year;
all this consumes much time, nor is it accomplished with
out great fatigue.
I have enumerated, Most Honored Father, our princi
pal occupations. May our Lord vouchsafe to grant us the
graces necessary to discharge faithfully these various duties ,
to the glory of His holy name, for our personal advance
ment, and for the salvation of souls!
This account, Most Honored Father, has been written
at two different periods; a portion, in November last, on
the occasion of the annual Retreat; during December and
January, I had not a free moment to complete it; at pres
ent, being confined to my room in consequence of indispo
sition, I am furnished with the involuntary, but desirable
opportunity of finishing this notice.
The delay affords me the occasion of mentioning two
events, one of which caused us great joy, whilst the other
was a source of deep sorrow.
From Dec. 25th, 1895, to Jan. 6, 1896, a Mission, in
accordance with our regulations, wras given in our own
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church; the orators were Rev. Isidore Pertl, Superior afc
Laibach, Rev. Joseph Erthal, Superior at Neudorf; and
Rev. Ferdinand Medits of the house of Vienna. Our good
G od visibly blessed the efforts of our zealous Confrères.
Rut alas! on the evening of the last day, a young Con
frère, Father Nowak, was taken ill; the most assiduous
care could not arrest the progress of the disease. At one
o’clock a. m., our dear Confrère peacefully expired: the
hopes which his beautiful qualities of mind and heart had
excited, were buried with the dear deceased.
To these labors and to the duties in our public church,
those of the schools may be added. Seven thousand chil
dren of both sexes, attend the schools in the parish of
Wahring, These children must have religious instruction.
At the earnest request of the Archbishop we assist as far
as possible, in this important work; we give catechetical
instructions, first, in the school under the charge of our
dear Sisters; then, in two other large primary schools be
longing to the city, one of girls, the other of boys. The
number of children to whose instruction we devote many
hours anc1 much labor amounts to two thousand; fortyeight hour» are consecrated weekly to this ministry aloneMoreover, our task is increased by multiplied and constant
demands on our time, to hear the confessions of children
who do not attend the schools under our care.
No effort of the imagination is requisite to convince you,
that such a duty absorbs time and consumes physical and
spiritual strength !
I beg you, Most Honored Father, to bless in a special
manner the little family of Wahring.
I am in the Jove of Our Lord, your most devoted and
obedient Son,
J o s e p h B î n n e r , u. f . e. m.
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SPAIN.
Letter from R e v . A. I l l e r a , Priest of the Mission , to
V

ery

R

ev.

H. A r n a iz , Visitor of the Province of Spain.
NOTICE

ON THE NEW HOUSE OF LAS PALMAS, (CANARY ISLANDS)*

(Continued).
His Highness, Mgr. Rey Redondo, the estimable Bishop
of Teneriffe, with whom we had the honor of travelling
from Madrid to the port of Santa Cruz, and whose affec
tion for the Congregation of the Mission is well known,
had scarcely taken possession of his See, when he wrote to
the Rev. Visitor requesting that one of our Confrères
should be sent to his diocese to give two missions,—one in
the Cathedral of La Laguna, and the other at Santa Cruz,
capital of the Archipelago. To this the Rev. Visitor con
sented, and requested our Superior to accede to the desire
of His Lordship. I was then at Santa Cruz giving a re
treat to the Daughters of Charity; on the point of depart
ure, I received a letter from Father Jaume, charging me
to arrange the affair with the Archbishop. Towards the
end of February, I placed myself at his disposal, and it
was agreed that the Mission in the Cathedral should be
opened on the third Sunday of Lent. The Ecclesiastical
Bulletin notified the people a long time in advance; and
owing to this announcement, the fruits of the Mission were
such as we expected.
La Laguna, the residence of the Bishop and of his
Chapter, is one league distant from Santa Cruz. I t is sit
uated in a charming and fertile valley with an elevation of
six hundred metres. The population is not large. The
inhabitants, numbering about six thousand, are engaged
in field labor, in the cultivation of grain, potatoes and to
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matoes, staple productions of the Island. The country people are docile, artless and well-disposed. However, for
various reasons, and, principally, on account of contact
with English Protestants, who come here to spend the
winters, the population leaves much to be desired in a re
ligious point of view.
March 16th, I opened the mission with the recitation of
the chaplet, the singing of the Litany of the Blessed V ir
gin, and the instruction.
On this day every thing in the church inspired recollec
tion. A black veil concealed the beautiful picture of the
main altar: in the centre was the figure of a large crucifix,
a lighted candle at each side; the soft light which they
shed, enveloped the Sanctuary in mysterious obscurity.
From the centre of the cupola was suspended a chandelier
with six candles; this was all the light that the five large
naves of the Cathedral enjoyed. In the choir in the centre ot
the principal nave, was seated His Lordship, the Bishop,
together with his Chapter, the clergy of the parish, and
other Ecclesiastics of the city. The other choir was oc
cupied by the students of the Seminary with their profes
sors. All this solemnity added to the scene which was
already so grave and imposing.
From the very first day there was great enthusiasm
among the people, to profit by the mission; despite the
continual inclement weather, the Cathedral was not spa
cious enough to accotnmodaie the crowds flocking to the
sermons; so, that many were compelled to remain in the
street.
The result of the mission was most consoling; great
numbers approached the Holy Communion.
It is not possible to give exact figures, but it is certain
that the Communicants amounted to nearly two thousand.
The number would have been much larger, had not these
poor people the bad habit of deferring their confession to
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the eve of Communion, or even to the day itself; conse
quently, it would have required more than thirty confes
sors to satisfy the faithful who then thronged the confes
sionals.
After a rest of three days, I commenced the mission of
Santa Cruz of Teneriffe. Santa Cruz, is the capital of all the
islands composing the Archipelago, and forming the Prov
ince of the Canaries. It is the residence of the gover
nor, of the civil and military authorities, and of the whole
official corps. I t counts twenty-five thousand inhabitants.
The city is the most beautiful in the Archipelago and it
may favorably compare with many of the chief cities of
Europe. It is the only one affording, by its magnificent
hotels, desirable accommodations to strangers.
On March 27th, the mission was commenced in the
church of the Immaculate Conception; and from the first
day, we remarked with great satisfaction the religious eager
ness which prompted all the inhabitants of this city to assist
at the sermons of the mission. What greatly contributed
to the success of the mission, was the tender devotion which
all profess to our Lady of the Seven Dolors: profiting by
this circumstance, and with the approbation of the Bishop
and the Rev. Curate, we opened the mission on the
first day of the solemn novena which, from time imme
morial, is annually made on this occasion. The presence
of His Lordship who desired to take part in the principal
exercises of the mission, joined to the good will of the
people, who had already heard me twice in this same
church, were powerful stimulants.
There are five large naves in the church, but these were
insufficient to contain the immense audience that attended
the exercises. The Bishop and the Rev. Curates were
most happy to witness the docility and earnestness of the
faithful, as well as their respectful deportment in the
church during the mission. I was also much edified, for in
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this assembly of four hundred souls absolute quiet reigned.
Much good was effected by the mission. We met with
persons who had not been to confession for thirty years;
some young men twenty years of age belonging to families
of high standing made their first Communion ; many, who
hitherto had led scandalous lives, entered upon the path of
virtue.
The Daughters of Charity have been established in this
city for sixty-five years; they labor indefatigably in the
works of their vocation, and G od visibly blesses them. The
country, in general, gratefully extols the beneficial influ
ence they exert, by attending the sick and by the education
of children. Hence, they are objects of universal esteem.
The Lord has blessed them in all their labors; on dif
ferent occasions he has even assisted them in a remarkable
manner: for example, in the conflagration of March 17«,
1888 which destroyed the greater portion of the hospital
of Santa Cruz of Teneriffe not a ©ingle member of this
Community was injured, although many of the Sisters
were exposed to imminent danger. Again, when the chole
ra in 1893 ravaged the capital and the hospital, in which
more .than sixty patients were carried off by the scourge;
moreover, although during two months they were obliged
to nurse the cholera patients at the Lazaretto where more
than seven hundred died, not one of the twenty Sisters fell
a victim to the terrible epidemic; nor did they experience
the slightest indisposition. All this can only be accounted
for, by the particular intervention of divine Providence.
(Concluded in the next number).
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IT ALYLetter from Sister R ic h o n , Daughter of Charity, to Our
Most Honored Mother L a m a r t in ie .
Rome, St. Vincent’s House, December 2, 1895»

M ost H o n o r e d M o t h e r ,

The grace of our Lord be with us forever !

For a long time we bad been desirous to celebrate the
Feast of the miraculous Medal, in the chapel of St. V in
cent’s House, in which the Apparition to Sister Catherine
is so beautifully represented. We decorated the sanctuary
of our Blessed Mother, the Immaculate M a r y , as richly as
possible. The altar was adorned with roses; on either side
was placed a gigantic bouquet of lilies resting upon a grace
ful column of white marble. The twelve stars illumined
by gas, seven jets forming a crown around the cupola, and
a magnificent chandelier, gave to our sanctuary a heavenly
aspect. In the centre appeared our statue of the Immacu
late Virgin, of rare beauty. Hence, with our whole heart,
we prayed for our venerated Superiors to whom we were
indebted for the rich decorations of our chapel.
The Feast was preceded by a Triduunu One of our
Missionaries, Father Santoro, spoke in moving terms on
the 24th, 25th, and 26th, of the Apparition and its effects.
The instruction was followed by the exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament and Benediction. Our Children of
M a r y endeavored by their harmonious canticles, to tes
tify their affection and lively gratitude to their heavenly
Mother. They were constantin their attendance, although
the weather was most inclement.
On the Feast proper, the whole house was in joy. Masses
commenced at five a. m. Bishop Bisleti said the Commu
nity Mass. At eight a. m., Cardinal Macchi celebrated
Mass at which there was a general Communion. His
5
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Eminence was pleased to nomam for the Reception of the
Children of M a r y which took place shortly after; , he
was much affected by the edifying ceremony. Fourteen
children made in concert, their act of consecration to
M a r y Immaculate. The illustrious Prince of the Church
united with us in chanting the Magnific at.
After breakfast, His Eminence visited the ouvroir, and
addressed a few kind words to our dear Children of M a r y
who, to the number of one hundred and thirty, gathered
around him.
After the departure of the Cardinal, we returned to the
chapel to assist at another Mass, offered by Father Valentini, the devoted Director of the Children of M a r y ; these
chanted some beautiful canticles during the holy Sacrifice.
At three p. m., the chapel was again filled,' and after
the recitation of the chaplet, Mgr. Radini-Tedeschi, pri
vate Chamberlain to His Holiness, and a distinguished
orator, ascended the pulpit and delivered a fervid allocu
tion on the Apparition itself, on its results, and fruits.
This was followed by solemn Benediction, during which a
Tota pulclira es of celestial harmony was sung. Benedic
tion was given by His Eminence Cardinal Parocchi, Vicar
of His Holiness, who was enchanted at the beauty of our
Sanctuary, which in the estimation of all, was transformed
into a little Paradise!
Thus closed the day, but not the Feast. The following
day, 28th, Father Valentini came at eight a. m., to say
Mass for all the school children who were not present the
day before, on account of want of space. After explain
ing the origin and power of the miraculous Medal, he
gave the Benediction of the Blsssed Sacrament. On
leaving the chapel each child received a little Medal as
a souvenir of this beautiful Feast.
Accept, etc.,
S is t e r R ic h o n , U .d .o . c . s . o .t .p .s .
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ASIA.
CHINA.
NORTH KIANG-Sr.
Letter from R e v . J. W a n g , Priest of the Mission, ti)
V

ery

R e v . A. F

ia t ,

¡Superior General.

From our Residence of Sau-kiao, Feb. 26, 1896.
M o st H

onored

F

ather

,

Your blessing, if you please !

I

It is a subject of great pleasure to me, to recount in all
humility, to your Paternity, certain events which trans
pired during the past year in the regions intrusted to my
care. •
.'
>
In the district of Fong-tcheng-hieng, there is a village
called Siao-fou-ling, in which, during the year 1890, four
teen entire families renounced their superstitions; at this
moment (many having since died) there remain about forty persons who received Baptism within the last few years,
and as many more are preparing for it in the catechumenate. With the sanction of Mgr., Vicar Apostolic of North
Kiang-si, they built last year a small chapel and residence,
to the erection of which our neophytes and catechumens,
although very poor, contributed all in their power, by do
nations, and actual labor. The chapel, the residence, and
the whole district of Fong-tcheng-hieng, were solemnly
dedicated to Saint Michael, the Archangel, by His Lord
ship. T have occupied the residence for about two months,
and am much pleased with it. The Christians come every
day to assist at Mass; they recite in common morning
and evening prayers, the Rosary, and other devotions pe
culiar to the associations of the most holy Virgin. I par
ticularly admire in these good Christians, their generosity,
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and their attachment to the priest. Every family wished
to share with me the dishes they prepared for the occasion
of the new Chinese year; and yet, many of these had
barely sufficient for their daily wants. Several Pagans
living in the neighboring villages, have been converted;
and I was very hopeful in regard to some fishermen who,
to the number of more than forty, spend their lives on
the water. But, alas! the evil spirit has interfered ; and
by means of terror and threats, has deterred them from
their good designs.
Acateehistof the neighboring village is sought after, to
be put to death. More than three hundred men were sta
tioned around the house which he ordinarily occupied; but,
by a special protection of divine Providence the man was
absent. Another, recent catechumen was seized by a mob
of two hundred families of his village. They brought him
to a public place with his hands bound behind his back,
and suspended him, naked, to a pillar for the space of half
a day, in the midst of falling snow and intense cold: all
this with a view to force him to renounce his religion.
However, he escaped death, and sought refuge with us.
The demon continues to fear and to rage; and his allies,
the Pagans, take all possible means to prevent our holy
Religion from penetrating into their villages. And yet,
through the mercy of G o d , there are many conversions
everywhere among the infidels; the more opposition to be
met with, the more frequent they become. It is a subject
of deep regret, that in this Vicariate of North Kiang-Si,
so extensive, so immense, and among these millions of Pa
gans, there are so few apostolic [laborers. The district of
Pe-siang had been a long time sterile; but, at present, there
are numerous conversions among the Pagans, as well as
among negligent Christians. And this revival is due to
the zeal of Father Braets.
All our Confrères who at present, are in our residence of
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San-klao are well and are laboring zealously: visiting
the missions, or teaching in the schools. Our schools are
filled; no more pupils can be received although there are
earnest and multiplied applications to be admitted, in or
der to learn what is necessary for salvation.
In concluding, I beg your Paternity to vouchsafe to
accord a generous blessing to your Servant, and to the lo
calities confided to his solicitude; and believe me with the
most profound respect, in the love of our Lord, of M a r y
Immaculate, and of St. Vincent, Most Honored Father,
Your very humble and obedient Servant,
Joseph Wang, i. .s. c, M,
TCHE-KIANG.
Letter from Mgr. R e y n a u d , Vicar Apostolic of TecheK iang, to Sister N. Daughter of Charity, at P aris.
Ning-po, Aug. 14, 1895.

M y v e r y d e a r S is te r ,

The grace of our L ord be with us forever !

Alas! what an eventful life is ours! How m a n y surpris
es and alarms in the course of this prolong«! strife! The
peace so earnestly desired, seems to increase the dangers of
our situation. Having been vanquished by the Japanese,
the Chinese take revenge on the Europeans. Fire and
sword have destroyed large and flourishing Christian settle
ments; and in the neighboring province blood has flowed
in abundance, by the horrible massacre of ten English Prot
estants: A minister, a child, and eight ladies. These bloody
outrages have excited the Pagans, whose bold hatred is
not restrained by fear of any punishment.
I
must forget for a moment our present grievances, to
thank you for your invaluable gift,—selected with such in5*
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telligenceof our needs. Oh? the charitable thought of
your oovroir, thus to assist us! How happy I was to dis
tribute in your name, among the Missionaries, and ever®
among the Mandarins themselves, the various articles you?
forwarded to me,—there was something for each one I Tru
ly, I admire the generous and delicate devotedness of your
dear children who, by their daily industry, secure such
beautiful results!
The best safeguard for the future of these dear children,
is to- accustom them, betimes, to practices of charity so op
posed to the indolent selfishness which is the ruin of so
many souls: It should be a subject of joy to you, my very
dear Sister, to see those under your charge so emulous, so
eager to impose on themselves little sacrifices in favor of
the missions. You possess in these good dispositions, a
pledge of perseverance in the right path, wherein you have
directed their first steps. Charity will always draw down
the blessings of heaven, and you need never despair of
souls who have learned to devote themselves to the exer
cise of it.
But to you, principally, I offer my thanks; begging you
to believe me in our Lord, and in M a r y Immaculate,
My very dear Sister,
Your grateful Servant,
f P. M. K e y n a u d , C. M., Vie. Ap.
WEST TCH fi-LY ,
n o t ic e

on

rev

,

om er

v asseur ,

PRIEST OF TH E MISSION,

Who d ied a t Tcheng-ting-fou, A p r il 2 2 9 1 8 0 3 ,

We read the following inscription on a tomb in our
cemetery of Pai-t’ang: “Blessed is he who understands
concerning the poor and the needy. The Lord will deliver
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him in the evil day.-—Here lies Omer Vasseur, Priest of
the Mission, He was born at Bavinchove, France, Oct. 7,
1851. Admitted into the 'Congregation of the Mission,
Sept. 26, 1871, he there made his vows on the 27th, of the
same month 1873, Later, in 1876, when but recently
invested with the dignity of the priesthood,he was appoint
ed to our missions of China, His character was exceed
ingly mild, his piety, remarkable; but he was particularly
distinguished by his zeal for the salvation of souls, in favor
of whom he made himself all to all, endeavoring, by word
and example, to bring all to our Lord. In the midst of
his labors in the holy ministry, he fell sick, and on April
22,1893, peaceful and happy, he took his flight to heaven.
May his soul rest in peace.”
It was by the practice of the virtues designated in this
epitaph, that Father Vasseur, called out of this world in
the flower of his age, gained universal esteem and affec
tion, as we may see from the following testimony. Mgr.
Sarthou, Bishop of Pekin thus speaks of him in writ
ing to Mgr. Bruguière: “ Like yourself, I am exceedingly
grieved at the affliction that has befallen you. The loss
you have sustained is a heavy one, and you will hereafter
realize it more and more. I am convinced that this dear
Father Vasseur is now happy, enjoying the reward of his
good works. Hence, while celebrating yearly the anniver
sary of my birth in this world, April 22nd, I certainly
shall not forget the anniversary of his birth in heaven; he
will thus become one of my patrons.”
A Confrère who was intimately acquainted with him,
writes: “ What a loss for your mission ! What an excellent
Confrère! he was indeed a Saint. During the little time I
had the happiness of being with him, I could not but ad
mire him...He was so compassionate and charitable to
wards our Chinese! I reproached him on this score, when I
was procurator: smiling, he replied: “What would you
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have? these Chinese are so unhappy! St. Vincent wonfd
have done much more for them /7
A I>alighter of Charity, Superioress of the Hospitalr
»peaks of him in terms no less honorable: “I cannot express/* site writes, “ how deeply I regret the death of the
holy priest, Father Vasseur. I was unwilling to credit it.
Oh ! yes, Monseigneur, I understand your grief, and the
sacrifice imposed upon you. This dear Father Vasseur
was a saint: he was so good, so amiable, so charitable.
While kissing the hand that inflicts the blow, we are almost
tempted to ask, why our good G od withdraws so early
from this life, souls calculated to effect so much good.”
These testimonies are confirmed by the impression which
his death made upon the Chinese.
Since the decease of our lamented Confrère, many Chris
tians have recommended themselves to his prayers. Some
in particular, in their admiration for him whom they style
the Saint , ask for some object that belonged to him, to keep
it as a relic. One of these good Christians, whose father-inlaw has hitherto appeared insensible to grace, aware of the
efforts formerly made by Father Vasseur to bring back
this unfaithful soul to G o d , recently applied for a relic of
the deceased, to sew it, she says, in the garment of her
father-in-law, and thereby compel our holy Confrère to
take a pious revenge on his rebellious penitent, by obtain
ing his conversion.”
Others have Masses offered for him, remarking at the
same time, that he has no need of them; but, say they,
other souls in purgatory will reap the benefit; for, in the
estimation of all, our lamented Confrère was a holy priest,
a zealous and charitable Missionary, an apostle, according
to G od ’s own heart.
1.
Zeal.-^-The marble which will transmit to posterity
the name of Father Vasseur, informs us, that he was par
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ticularly distinguished by his zeal for the salvation of souls.
In truth, the prominent characteristic of our regretted
Confrère, was to love G od above all things, and to spread
His love among men.
His heart abounded in love; he felt a necessity to diffuse
it around him. Hence, it was perceptible even in the smile
with which he greeted all who had the happiness to ap
proach him, or to meet him in his walk. His lips parted
but to speak of G o d , to excite others to love and serve Him.
His gestures, his bearing alone, preached modesty, piety,
charity, and respect for the presence of G od . Ejaculatory
prayers involuntarily escaped from his glowing heart,
either at the foot of the holy Altar, or even passing through
the house. His soul, disengaged from earth, aspired con
stantly to G od , thus verifying the words of the holy
Bishop of Geneva: “They who love G od , cannot but
think of Him, breathe for Him, aspire after Him, speak of
Him; and they would wish, if possible, to engrave on
every heart, the holy Name of J esus .”
To give a complete notice of our dear Confrère, we should
meet him 011 his entrance into China, and follow him step
by step in the various missions intrusted to him. By so do
ing, we would witness a thousand edifying scenes. Unhap
pily for us, his humility was ever ingenious in concealing
his merits, although it did not succeed in hiding every
trace of virtue.
All his fellow-laborers in the missions, testify that in the
districts he visited, he always manifested a particular affec
tion for the poor, the ignorant, the newly-converted, for all
those whose faith was more exposed to danger; and those
most afflicted in body or mind. I f he heard of a luke
warm Christian settlement, of a poor, miserable locality, in
which a Missionary would scarce find means of subsist
ence—this was his choice. It was useless to discuss the
point with him : to point out the sufferings he would be
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obliged to undergo: to persuade him that the settlement,
so to speak, was debarred to Europeans,—it was all time
lost. The more unfavorable the picture they unfolded t a
him, the more glowing it appeared to him in the light of
faith; what others regarded a purgatory, he considered as
paradise. His cause gained, the zealous Missionary set out
at once. On reaching his destination, far from hastening
to complete the work as soon as possible, he settled himself
as if he intended to remain a considerable time. He would
first, pour out his heart in prayer to the Blessed Virgin, to
St. Joseph,and totheGuardian Angel of the locality. Then,
he opened his package of engravings, arranging them on
the walls of his room; the subjects of these pictures were
both pious and terrifying: here was the death of the just;
again, that of the sinner:—judgment, heaven, and hell.
He thus prepared subjects of conversation in free time, or
at repast: these were perpetual sermons for those whom
preaching, properly so called, did not attract. From the
very first day, our apostle sought to assemble his sheep.
This was no easy matter : some were absent, others indiffer
ent, others lukewarm. However,lie must have an audience.
I f he succeeded in gathering together, cripples, a few old
men, or some children, he would speak to them with the
same zeal and earnestness, as if he were addressing a mul
titude. “ What are the obstacles to a good confession?’7
This was his favorite subject on entering upon his mission:
Injustice, enmity, proximate occasions of sin which men
were unwilling to avoid ; ignorance of the virtues necessary
for salvation, etc,, etc. Then he explained the manner of
making a good Communion, and the crime of an unworthy
one: the judgment, the damnation that await those who
are rash enough to be guilty of it. All these essential truths
were presented, at least, briefly, from the commencement.
After these preliminary instructions, he heard confessions;
but how many exhortations, what trouble, what fatigue in
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drawing these people, and assuring himself that the Sac
raments would be received with the requisite dispositions!
He preached, he prayed, he procured the services of others
in advancing the good work, while he scoured the country
in search of the wandering sheep.
As a general thing, the faithful responded to his invita
tion ; they, at least, presented themselves at the sacred
tribunal.
When the confessions were terminated, the heart of
the zealous missionary was far from being satisfied : how
many recommendations he had to make, how many coun
sels to be given before leaving these poor people! He did
not fail to remind them of the “merit they would acquire
in seeking out and baptizing little Pagan children in dan
ger of death, and in preparing the sick for a good death,
etc., etc.” Nothing was forgotten; hence, the great fruit
produced in souls! He was known to all the Christians; for
all, we may safely affirm, had experienced the effects of
his zeal.
Stationed at our residence, intrusted with the direction
of the Seminary, he found means to save thousands of
souls by giving them the opportunity of making a good
confession. He had many ways of attaining this end: A
courier coming to the city, a trader, a bystander, a relative
of some student,— quite unsuspicious of any notice, would
be approached by Father Vasseur, who spoke to them of
G od and of their soul.
He employed Seminarians, catechists of the house, and
all who could assist him in this work of zeal. I f he learned
that some one had strayed from the path of duty, a Sem
inarian was appointed to help him: “ Well,” he would say
to the sinner, “ prepare yourself: it is all-important to make
a good act of contrition. Commence by saying the rosary
to obtain the grace to receive the Sacrament of Penance
well. Here is a Seminarian who will assist you.” Then,
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addressing the Seminarian,he would say: “Explain to him
the examen of conscience, what is meant by true repent
ance for sin/? Having disposed of this case, he goes to
another whom he had just recognized. I f any one sought
to detain him, he would say: “I beg pardon, but some one
wants me in the confessional,” and he disappeared. I f he
was informed that a Christian had given disedification, he
would arrange to bring him to the house, keep him a few
days, in order to settle the affairs of his conscience.
“On one occasion”, relates a venerable Confrere “I re
turned with him to the residence on foot. At the gate of
the city we met a poor man asking alms: Immediately
Father Vassenr invited the beggar to follow us even to the
church; and on the way, exhorted him very simply to be
come a Christian. I afterwards learned that this poor man
actually received Baptism.”
Our zealous Missionary faithful to the teachings of St.
Vincent, endeavored in all thing» to imitate the divine
Master. It is said of our Lord that He exhorted the peo
ple as one having authority: tanquam potestatem habens.
This divine word was for them who listened to it, not only
light and truth, it was, moreover, the way and the life;
it was essentially practical, pointing out to each one the
road he must follow, to reach perfection ; it wras, above all,
life-giving, imparting to his hearers a secret strength which
rendered labor and effort sweet and easy, while revealing
all the snares which the world, the devil and the flesh were
laying under the feet of the newly-converted. As a true
disciple of onr Lord, Father Vassenr had been liberally
endowed with this secret power, this triumphant grace
which allures as well as enlightens; which, in a short time,
converts the old man into the new man, into the elect of
the kingdom of Heaven. His discourses, however, were
very simple. He presented his subject briefly and accord
ing to the “little method;” stated his reasons concisely and
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clearly, proving the necessity, or, the great advantage of
the virtue proposed: dwelling especially on the means to
be adopted. But he had the talent of interspersing ap
propriate texts and edifying examples, so that his sermons
were both entertaining and instructive. It seemed as
though an Anthony, a Francis of Assissium, or some other
favorite of good Father Rodriguez appeared before his
auditors and addressed them, one, on the value of obedi
ence, another on humility: this one, on the awful judg
ments of G o d , that other, on the glorious recompense
promised to virtue. Hence, it is not surprising, that al
most every instruction brought some hardened sinner to
G od.

This eloquence was not restricted to his sermons; it dis
tinguished him on all occasions. It embellished his con
versations and entered into the most unexpected circum
stances. He indulged in no useless speculation, no idle
talk. At all times, his language, his manner of acting,
were calculated to raise the heart and mind to G o d . Five
minutes of conversation with him wrought a Sursum corda,
as surely and as promptly, as any spiritual reading.
The Pagans often experienced the gentle influence of our
Apostle’s zeal: for they were not unfrequently the objects
thereof, in his missions and journeys! Although he was
most prudent and circumspect in regard to whatever might,
in the least, offend holy modesty, yet, he was bold and in
trepid when occasion offered, to snatch a soul from the
dominion of Satan. To lose any opportunity of doing ever
so little good, would have attained in his eyes the propor
tions o,* a crime. The blood of J e su s C h r is t was shed for
this soul this was more than enough to engage our Apos
tle to spare no fatigue to secure it. He felt compelled to
do so. Charitas Christi urget nos, said hes “Souls, give me
souls, he could have exclaimed with a great Saint; I hun
ger and thirst for souls.” Hence, for example, on arriving
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at a settlement, where there were only a few Christian fam
ilies, Father Vasseur trampling under foot all human res
pect, would often alight from his carriage and travel on
foot through the village. He would be followed by the
inhabitants eager to see the stranger, this Wedeym devil, as
the Chinese style us, who thus dares to set his foot delib
erately among them. The driver in his turn would grum
ble. But on these occasions, the Missionary had an object
in view. Sometimes, it happened to be market-day. A
crowd of men, women, dirty children in tattered garments,
with curses in their heart or, at least, a mocking smile
upon their lips, came to meet the daring adventurer, and
penetrated even into the court which he entered. Then
our Apostle, like another Paul in the midst of this degener
ate Athens, standing at the entrance of his habitation, with
a smiling countenance, and friendly manners, invited these
idlers to approach; these astonished, wondered what news
this stranger had brought them; “Who knows, said he,
but G o d in His mercy has sent me here for some chosen
soul! Let us comply with our duty, and leave the rest to
G o d .”
Then he invited all to draw near... G o d only
knows at the cost of what humiliations! “Come,” said he;
“come, and see the beard of a European. Come to me, I.
do not pluck out the heart and eyes of the people. The
Europeans are your friends. Come, then ...When you go
to the city, come to the church and ask for Father Wei
(Vasseur), I will show you everything.” Then, turning
to his companion: “Now,eateehist, you say a few words to
them. See if there are not some who would like to be
Christians. I feel these are all honest people. I ought
to have some friends among them.” And the catechist re
newed the charge. Militia est vita hominis super terram .
“The life of man on earth is a warfare.” How greatly I
esteem these brave deeds of a true soldier of C h r i s t !
In order justly to estimate the exalted virtue that
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prompts such acts, it would be necessary to understand the
physical and moral depravity, the rudeness, and frequent
ly, the hostility of these Pagans. Who knows? Many
a one who would fearlessly leap into the flames, would not
have the moral courage to follow the example of this good
priest in these humiliating circumstances. The demon,
doubtless, was enraged on such occasions. We may as
sert that in every district through which Father Vasseur
passed during the ten years of his mission, many Pagans
were permanently gained to the faith by his holy and
zealous industry. And those who were not converted, are,
nevertheless, very well disposed towards the priest; they
speak to him, and never fail to inquire for Father Wei.
The Pagans from a certain settlement, coming to the city
for examination for Bachelorship, agreed among them
selves to purchase some presents for Father Wei. Although
this good Father had the misfortune of belonging to the
race of “Western devils/’ he at least enjoyed the honor of
being ranked in the category of benevolent devils. The
race continued execrable; yet, an exception was cheer
fully made in favor of him who had proved himself so
good, and who had the faculty of gaining the heart.
Father Vasseur was indeed, truly good: he spent him-^
self, and also spent all he possessed. It was remarked
that his purse was always empty; the smallest sum of
money announced from Europe, was apportioned even be
fore it reached him: it was destined for the poor, the mis
erable, the lame, the blind, for little Pagan children for
whom he was desirous to procure the grace of Baptism,
and for the unfortunate creatures sold to Pagans by apos
tate parents, and whom he was anxious to redeem, etc., etc.
Sometimes to obtain resources which he judged necessary
for his works, he made a delicate appeal to those whom he
thought were in a condition to assist him. For example:
if he was aware that a Confrere had means at his disposal,
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he would approach him smiling, saying: “See, Father so
and so, it appears you are rich; perhaps you are embarrass
ed as to the manner of investing your funds. I f you only
knew...—Well now, I will not mention your name, but I
will give it in the name of a beautiful soul, and I will en
gage prayers for you. It is so meritorious before G o d , in
the performance of a good work, to be known by Him
alone. Besides, my first free Mass shall be for you.” The
promise of a Mass gained his cause on many occasions.
How agreeable this must have been to G o d !
On witnessing his conduct at these times, how often our
thoughts reverted to the Apostle, St. Paul, who could say:
Omnia
vestris.

impendam tt superimpendar ipse pro animabus

Father Vasseur did indeed spend himself absolutely for
his mission; he spent himself for the Seminary, he spent
himself also for the hospital of which he had charge. The
venerable Superioress of the establishment speaks of him
thus : “ What an amiable saint,” she exclaims, “is he whom
we deplore! G od appointed him our chaplain six years ago»
Our heartfelt gratitude is powerless to express all that this
worthy Missionary has done for us. At the first call, he
^placed himself at our disposal. Nothing was a trouble to
him! His extreme kindness, his condescension in listening
to all we had to say to him, were most admirable. We
knew that his occupations were numerous, and yet, he never
seemed hurried. On the contrary, he would say: “Sister,
tell me all you wish...Do not fear to annoy me.” The
good Father on taking leave, would always give us a word
of encouragement: “ Let us labor earnestly for our good
G o d : Let us take great care of our poor Chinese, they are
so much to be pitied! Let us strive to save as many souls
as possible. Oh! what a privilege the good Master has
granted us in sending us to this country! Let us thank
Him daily for it. Courage, dear Sister, the holy Angels
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count our steps.’5—Again, he would say; “You know, dear
Sisters, that it is on your account I am not engaged on
the missions: therefore, you should pray earnestly for me,
that I may not eat idle bread at the residence* Call upon
me any time, for your patients, for your children. One
confession, a little advice, may be very profitable to a soul!
I have always time.” “ What shall I say, my Lord,” adds
the Sister, “of the devotedness of Father Vasseur to our
children of the Holy Infancy? He was ready to serve them
on any occasion, and at any time. Our poor children were
well asvare of this, and they placed unbounded confidence
in this holy Missionary. His explanation of the catechism,
and his other instructions,7 were most edifying
•/
o and solid.
He generally arrived in advance of the appointed hour,
and while the children were making their preparations, he
repaired to the chapel to adore our Lord, whom he did not
leave till the bell called him. In the beginning and at the
! conclusion of his instructions, he asked the children’s ear
nest prayers for his Seminarians, that they might become
good priests ; he also begged prayers for the sick, or for
the dying...“Well, dear children, said he, pray fervently
to St. Joseph.—A Remember to this great Saint—there
are so many Pagans to be converted ... I know of a Chris
tian who has not been to confession for a long time; let us
ask our good G od to touch his heart, etc., etc.”
“ As it was his duty to procure homes for our dear chil
dren, this worthy Missionary sought with the greatest care
to place them in good Christian families. On the eve of
their departure, he gave them all his time, assembling
them frequently to instruct them in their new duties.
“Our poor blind, and sick children were special objects
of his paternal solicitude. He came often to visit them, to
encourage and exhort them to patience. When any one of
them was reduced to the last extremity, this zealous priest
6
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multiplied his visits; he remained with the dying child to
the last, praying with a fervor which inspired all present
with the desire of being assisted l>y so holy a Missionaryr
when their hour of death arrived.
“The zeal which Father Vasseur manifested in regard to
our children, was equally exerted in behalf of our patients.
The holy priest wept with those who wept, and rejoiced
with those who rejoiced. Hence, he effected incalculable
good in our hospital in behalf of our patients of both
sexes.
“ It is unnecessary to add that the children, as well as the
old people, were always delighted to see him, for he made
himself as one of them. He seemed to have taken for his
maxim : “Suffer little and grown children to come unto me.”
“In conclusion, allow me to state the manner in which
this dear chaplain recommended his proteges. Two or
three little notes written by his own hand, will give a bet
ter idea of his charity, than lengthy considerations: “All
for J e s u s ! A poor old man of seventy-eight. Receive
him I beg you, for one month; for many years he has been
among Christians; he has the faith, I will send a catechist
to instruct him, and we will baptize him.—It will be one
more soul snatched from the demon. Grant this favor tc
a poor sinner who asks it in the name of our Lord.— Vas
seur Omer.”—Another: “Live the great St. Joseph! Deat
Sister, I send you a poor beggar who is very sick. I found
her lying on the road to the cemetery. Could you not re
ceive her into the hospital? The unworthy Samaritan of
Tcheng-ting-fou. Vasseur Omer.”
From all this we may judge how admirable was the
zeal of our lamented Confrère. No less remarkable were
his other virtues: meekness, humility, mortification, regu
larity, and piety, of which we shall briefly speak.
2. Meekness and humility .—“Learn of me that I am meek
and humble of heart,” said the divine Master to His dis-
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ciples.—Father Vasseur seems to have made this maxim
the practical rule of his whole life; so that he would have
w is h e d to pass for a man devoid of judgment, deficient in
good sense, rather than to fail in these virtues by yielding
to anger, or by obstinately maintaining his own views. In
joy as well as in sorrow, whether praised or censured, the
holy Missionary sought to love J e s u s and to extend His
love by the practice of humility and meekness; convinced,
with the holy Bishop of Geneva, that more flies are caught
with a spoonful of honey, than with a hundred barrels of
vinegar; and that if sin were unavoidable, it would be
better to commit it on the side of meekness. Hence, meet
ing with any one, rich or poor, great or lowly, Christian
or Pagan, he was ever kind in his words, and obliging in
his manners, calling all by the sweet name of friend. Let
us recall what has been already said of his zeal: how he
made himself all to all, fearing no humiliations, provided
he could gain a soul to J e s u s C h r i s t ; —we need no furth
er proof of his humility and meekness in his missions.
He endeavored by his exhortations, and still more by
his example, to inculcate these virtues to the Seminarians.
This holy priest avoided with the greatest care, all that
could bring him into notice, while he was always ready to
render the most humble services.
“From the time of my acquaintance with him,” writes
one of his Confrères, “I always found him faithful to the res
olution he took on entering China:—namely, to extend the
love of J e s u s by meekness. I never heard him utter an
impatient or sharp word. Although he was constantly
occupied, without a moment for himself, yet he never mani
fested the least displeasure when interrupted in his duty.
He was most admirable under contradictions.”
Frequently, in a kind of playful malice, some would find
fault with his arrangements and rules of direction in the
training of his Seminarians. Father Vasseur could not but
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be deeply sensitive to this painful insinuation. In spite of
h im self, he grew pale, but he profited by the occasion, to
advance in patience and meekness.
To this effect, he redoubled his visits to the Blessed Sac
rament, doubtless, asking of G od peace of soul for himself,
and the preservation of union and charity among all; then,
returning to his Confreres, he sought to promote the recre
ation, profiting by any little incident to expand his soul.
Sometimes the harmonicum lent him timely aid: a lively
march or a brilliant offertoriurn executed with taste and
spirit, scattered the mist which dimmed the horizon, and
all became serene. Joy was diffused, trouble vanished, and
the merry dissenters only acquired a new claim to his affec
tion and good will.
His humility and meekness were no less apparent at the
hospital. The Superioress says:
“How often to my shame and confusion, this holy Mis
sionary said to me: Sister, please warn me of anything
wrong I might do here, without perceiving it; you would
do me a great service: in return, I will offer my first free
Mass for you.—One day, adds the Sister, after recommend
ing a sick Missionary, he met a Chinese Virgin and said to
her: Do you know that Father N. is very ill? Pray ear
nestly for this good priest who is so useful to the Mission...
I t would not be easy to replace him....offer your life to
G o d , that his may be spared.” The Virgin having accepted
the proposal, believed it her duty, as well as a matter of
courtesy to reply: “But, Father, I pray also for you, for you
do so much good!—Be silent, said Father Vasseur much
excited; you are doing the work of the devil. Is this the
way you speak to a Missionary?” And he speedily with
drew, leaving the poor girl to her sorrowful reflections.”
We have seen that meekness and humility were, in
Father Vasseur, all that could be desired in a holy Mis
sionary : The same can be said of his mortification.
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S. Mortification,—As a true son -of St, Vincent, he knew
lirnv to bear this daily martyrdom—these privations of all
kinds accompanying -every step of the Missionary ill his
«constant intercourse with the poor, who are rude and often
heartless, and this under a 'climate Very severe. He em
braced these mortifications not only without a unarmur*
•but we may say-, he eagerly sought them. When obedience
called him to mission duties, he was the first at toil, the last
to repose. Once at work, he was in his element; for on
such occasions his thirst for mortification could be more
easily satisfied than at the residence, where it would have
been a subject of remark. He commenced, as said above>
with choosing the most destitute locality, whefe nature
would find less consolation; ami greater opport uni ties fot
daily sacrifices would be furnished. He seemed to delight
in the coarse food of the poor, and he followed to the let
ter, our Lord’s recommendations Manducate -qiwe upponuntur nobis. In point of repose, he still gratified this spirit
of mortification. On one occasion it required the authority
of the Vicar Apostolic, to induce him to accept a eoverlet
¡n a district remarkably damp. Unless sicklless obliged
him to take some special precautions, he would have blush*
ed at what ever was calculated to flatter delicacy or self-*
ease, When in want of anything, far from complaining,
he thanked G o d for treating him so well; giving him
wherewith to sustain his life, while so many unfortunate
creatures were forced to beg their bread on the high-way:
“ How good is G o d ! ” he often exclaimed. “Look at Chinai
I ask myself how is it supported? One good year of har
vest in thi© land, would be considered in Europe, a year
of famine. And then, to think that we want for nothing!
How truly amiable is divine Providence!” In seasons of
intense cold, complaints would sometimes be expressed.
“ And you, Father Vasseur, do you not suffer anything?
6*
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aMy heart Puts m ore
Oht that w e had for ou r

they would say.— H e would rep ly;
need o f w arm th than my feet.
good G od , more ardent lo v e !”

Sometimes,. interesting tidings were announced in recre
ation, journals from Europe,even letters from the MotherHouse, All were eager for every word.,,But this good
Father, to mortify curiosity, would disappear before the
expected revelation. I f bantered on the subject, he would
reply; “But, do you not know that I should be with my
Seminarians during recreation, to see how things go on?
This is the reason why I do not always attend recreation
with the Community/7 If a letter was handed to him, it
was customary with him to lay it at the foot of the Cruci
fix for two or three days, even should it have come from
afar—from five thousand leagues
distant I It migrbt
even
o
o
be from his dear mother whom he loved next to G o d : but
it w*as all the same, grace was to triumph over nature.
What countless merits this holy priest must have acquired
by this extraordinary mortification, this absolute detach
ment! For a long time he had habituated himself to these
sacrifices. One of the greatest which he offered to Goi>
was on the occasion of his departure for China. His good
mother had expressed the desire to see once more, her dear
son, to assist at his Mass, and receive his blessing. His
brother? a zealous and fervent Religious of the Congrega
tion of the Most Holy Redeemer, joined his entreaties to
those of the mother. There would have been no inconve
nience in spending a few days in this patriarchal family—
this true nursery of religious vocations, where nothing
was heard but what was according to G o d . (1) Father
Vasseur was aware of all this, and moreover, he tenderly
(1 ) Father Vasseur had two brothers and two sisters. The eldest brother,
Philemon, was a Redemptorist; the second, Abbe Jeremias, died h olily.
His two sisters are R eligious: one is a Daughter of Charity, the other, an
Ursuline.
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loved his mother3...Yes, he loved her devotedly, mid we
are tempted to believe, that it was for lier he ■offered to
G o d , the sacrifice of this visit.
Seventeen years have pissed since that time, and Mad
ame Vasseur will see her Oraer, only in the boson of G od,
4.
H is regularity.— Is it necessary, after all we have
said, to speak of his regularity? May it not I>e readily
inferred? Ever exact to the smallest Rule or custom of
the Congregation, Father Vasseur was justly styled a liv
ing ruta. All that fie had seen practised in our MotherHouse; all that the Director of the intern Seminary, -or
that the Superior General had recommended, was ever
present to his mind, and he observed it with the greatest
fidelity.
“The whole Ruie, and nothing but the Rule,” he often
repeated ; ulet us not omit anything!” One of his fears, for
example, was, lest the Rule requiring us to be warned of
our faults in Chapter, should fall into disuse. He appealed
frequently to certain Confrères, saying: “ I shall ask for
spiritual charity in Chapter, you will please give it to me:
I remind you of this, because there are some points we are
apt to forget.”
He knew no other means of attaining perfection than
those traced out in the Rules. He strictly adhered to this
for himself and for others. He almost held himself responsible for failings in the Community, and these he
strove to prevent as far as in his power ; thus, he never
failed to ring the bell, if, by chance, the one appointed for
this duty, was not at hand.
The following incident will reveal his delicacy in giving
advice: “One day,” says a Confrère, “I had committed
some fault, I know not on what point. Father Vasseur
perceived it, and resolved to warn me of it. Two or three
days after, meeting me, as if by chance, lie said : “Have
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you ever read such a work?—“No, Father,” I replied.—
“But, there are many excellent things in it. I f you wish
to see it*, I will leave the hook on your beneh in the chapel.
As occasion offers, read here and there.” Shortly afterr
going to the chapel, I found the book and with it a beauti
ful picture marking the place. The book opened naturally
at the very place where the engraving was inserted. Who*
would have believed it T I found the very passage which
recalled me to the R ule; Nothing could have been, more
definite: Defect, and means of correcting it*”
5.
His piety and spirit of fa ith . His spirit of faith wa$
particularly apparent in the esteem he entertained for his
Superiors,—for Bishops, priests, Confreres, and ordinary
Christians. A counsel, a simple advice of Superiors, was
always received with the greatest veneration; as long as
authority had not spoken, he could entertain his own opin
ion ; but when Superiors decided, he renounced, at once,
his private judgment. “ He who trusts to his own judg
ment,” he loved to repeat, “trusts in the judgment of a fool/*
“ Vir obediens, loquetur victorias” he frequently said. I
represent to m y self the im age o f C h r is t on the brow o f
m y Superiors: I consider Him in them .”
In regard to our Lords, the Bishops, it was not simply
respect, but true acts of religion that he practised. Pie nev
er presented himself before His Lordship without asking
a blessing on entering and leaving the apartment. “ We
could not prevent him, said our venerated Vicar Apos
tolic; if I made a sign to deter him, he was on his knees
in an instant, his bald head bent to the ground, and already
making on himself the sign of the cross.” I f another
Prelate visited us, the same spirit of faith governed all his
relations with him. He would hasten to his room to ask a
special blessing, and he urged others to do the same:
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“ The blessing of a Bishop,” said he, “is something very
precious.”
He also entertained a very great respect for priests and
Religions.
“ From time to time, says the Superioress of the hospital,
the Rev. Franciscan Fathers on their way to their missions
of Chan-si, pass through Teh eng-ting-fou, and rest there
a day or two. Quite naturally, they visit us: Father
Vasseur always accompanied them. On these occasions,
the humble Missionary, considering neither the Superior
ity of age, nor the excuses of the Rev. Father, always
asked a blessing. “Now, my Father,” said he, “bless our
children, our poor, our patients, I beg you. St. Vincent
says that the blessing of a Religious brings happiness.
And he himself fell on his knees.
A Rev. Father was one day passing here on his way to
La Trappe of Pekin. The good Religious much fatigued,
knowing scarcely any French, seemed embarrassed. Fath
er Vasseur became, at once, his guardian angel: con
ducting him everywhere: to the chapel, to the refectory,
to recreation. When evening came, the good Father, es
corted to his apartment by Father Vasseur, began to ex
press his gratitude for the kindness shown to him. Father
Vasseur immediately fell on his knees, saying:“ My Fath
er, you are going to La Trappe. I t is a very holy House.
You will there acquire great merit. Therefore, you must
give me your blessing: this will bring me happiness.”
The Rev. Father tried to excuse himself, and knelt also;
but he was forced to yield.
In his intercourse with the Christians, and even with
Pagans, he manifested the same spirit of faith. He con
sidered them as brethren of J e su s C h r is t , —creatures of
our good G o d , —and he treated them accordingly.
He prayed for the Emperor of China and also for the
Mandarins, even for those hostile to u s: “I would not be
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a C hristian/’ said he, “ if these were not my sentiments/*
To show how lively was his spirit of faith in regard to
holy things, we give the following proof left in writing: “I f
I but touch the hem of Hi* garment/’ says a woman in>
the Gospel speaking of our Lord, “I shall be healed.” With
what respect, then, should I touch the sacred vessels, the
corporal, the purificator, above all, the Sacred Host, J ksu»
Himself! Ah! if I had faith !...Great respect, then, for
the Chapel, the holy tabernacle, our box for Extreme Unc
tion, even in travelling.—Who knows if J e s u s may not
be on the corporal! At all events, this corporal is as pre
cious as the robe of our Lord.”
Such was his spirit of faith. His piety was remarkable,
it was manifested in continual prayer.
Day and night, all the time not engrossed by duty, or
given to necessary repose, was spent in his devotions to
J e su s , M a r y , Joseph, and St. Vincent,—-the four objects
of his love. A walk in the country was no gratification to
him, unless, at least one half of the time, was given to prayer
aiid pious conversation* The chaplet, the six Pater , Ave
and Gloria for the souls in purgatory; the invocations to
the Heart of J es -ü s , to the Heart of M a r y , to St. Joseph,
were among his pious practices. Like to St. Bernard: a
conversation in which the name of J e su s or that of M a r y
was not mentioned, was insipid to him, he became imme
diately abstracted, pre-oecupied. Where his treasure was,
there was his heart. He had even traced the name of J e su s
on his watch-case, thus, profiting by the smallest circum
stance to maintain in his heart, the love of this amiable
Saviour.
His respect, attention, and devotion to the holy Mass,
and to the divine Office, were well known to all.
Wherever he found a chapel and a tabernacle, thither
he repaired to recite his Breviary : “So many poor priests/7
he would say, “are obliged to recite it in dépota, on the
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This good Father always wore on his person a little
«crucifix; u I give it to the sick/’ said he, uto kiss.” But
he also pressed it frequently to his heart, calling to mind
one by one, the wounds of our Saviour, thereby exciting
himself to holy compunction.
It was also remarked that while officiating at the or
gan in our chapel, on Sundays and festivals, his lips were
in almost constant motion, sending to Heaven aspirations,
a thousand times more pleasing to the hearts of Angels,
than the melodious strains he evoked from his instru
ment. Thus, he seemed to say with David: “I will bless
the Lord at all times, His praise shall be ever in my
mouth.”
H is tomb-stone now bears witness that the piety of
Father Vasseur was remarkable: we have evidence of this
in the following prayer, dated from the year of his en
trance at St. Lazare, March 19, 1870: “I will go to Jesus
by M a r y and Ioseph.— O good St. Joseph, take me under
thy protection! To-day, March 19,1870,1, Vasseur Omer,
consecrate myself in a special manner to the great Saint
Joseph, although I am a most unworthy servant. On this
day of his feast, I also ask many graces of this holy pro
tector; and, according to the remark of St Theresa, I
have great confidence that I shall be heard; 1. I confide
to him my innocence, and implore him to preserve me
pure in mind and body; 2. I ask of him a spark of that
burning love which he had for J esu s and M a r y ; 3. I
place my vocation in the hands of dear St. Joseph; 4 .1 solic
it the grace to die, rather than have the misfortune to com
mit a mortal sin. O dear St. Joseph! I wish to recom
mend myself to thee every day of my life.”
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The Lord, who styles Himself a jealous Got>, had east
fipofi this beautiful soul a look of complacency. Some daysafter the feast of Easter, 1893, Father Vasseur, whose heart
was strongly attached to the work of the missions, asked
leave of the Vicar Apostolic to visit a neighboring Chris-fian settlement, to prepare some children for Confirmation,
He applied himself to the work with his usual zeal and
ardor; but, on the second daiy, in concluding one of his Cat
echetical instructions, he was taken with a chill,.and was
obliged to return to the residence. Typhoid fever set in,
and made rapid progress in a few days. Father Vasseur
then understood that G o d had, at last, accepted the sacrifice
of his life which he had so frequently offered Him. He
sent at once for Monseignenr, humbly begged pardon for
the trouble he had given him; made known to him his last
wishes, recommending his dear and virtuous mother to him.
The restof the day, he spent in earnest prayer. In the even
ing, death had already set its seal upon him: but, respect
ing its victim, it seemed to await a day more in accordance
with the desires of the venerated patient. His mind wan
dered, but the heart of the holy* Missionary conversed con
tinually with J e s u s , M a r y , and J o s e p h , and his other
favor ite Saints. “ Heaven is my country/7 he sang with
enthusiasm j I am numbered among the elect. My brother
is called J e stts, and my mother, M a r y / 7 A Confrere vis
iting him, begged him to rest a little, not to fatigue himself
so much. “Oh I yes, said he, I wil 1 obey/* He was then
silent for a moment, but recommenced: “ Help me, O
Virgin M a r Y , help! Save my life/* Alas! this Apostolic
heart was no longer of this world : “A h ! he would some
times say, how little we know here below! How beautiful
is Heaven ! Brother, we cannot form the faintest idea of it.
Oh! how happy are the Saints in Paradise! Do not say
anything about it, Brother, for G o d has forbidden me to
speak of it.”
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In the meantime the Rev. Visitor arrived and with him
all our Confrères from abroad. It seems that G od wished
thereby to do honor to His humble and pious servant.
The patient was in almost continual slumber. When aroused, he recognized those about him; but, in his extreme
weakness he relapsed almost immediately into a stupor.
Gradually, his speech became less distinct, and it was
thought best to propose the last Sacraments. This proved
a source of joy to our venerated Confrère, who had pre
viously expressed his desire to receive them.
On Saturday, April 22 nd, eve of the Patronage of St.
Joseph, within the Octave of the Translation of St. V in
cent, at seven o’clock in the evening, we all repaired in sur
plices to the sick chamber, accompanying our Lord whom
the pious priest was to receive for the last time. The Rev.
Assistant, his confessor, administered the Holy Viaticum
and Extreme Unction, and applied the plenary indulgence
at the article of death.
During all this time, Father Vasseur was perfectly con
scious. When all was terminated, he said : uThank you,
Father Moscarella, thank you. I am happy, very happy.
And you, my dear Confrères, added he, pardon all the
scandal I have given you.” He had not strength to say
more. The Rev. Assistant recommended him again to
resign his soul and body into the hands of our merciful
G o d . He inclined his head in token of acquiescence, and
fell into a slumber.
We retired with sorrowful hearts. To lose such a Con
frère, such a friend, and to hear him ask pardon for the
scandal he had given! You may imagine our emotion on
this heart-rending occasion !
Two Confrères remained with him; the rest of the Com
munity went to the chapel for evening prayers. The two
Missionaries who watched with him, were still hopeful ;
they dared scarcely to move lest they should disturb the
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gentle sleep of the patient! However, respiration became
more difficult. Our dear Confrère made a sudden motion,
and profiting by the moment, the attendants suggested
.some pious sentiment.—All at once, the countenance of the
dying priest became exceedingly pallid, his breath seemed
suspended for a moment.—One of the Missionaries hasten
ed to give him the last absolution. The chest heaved
once more, and all was over—Father Yasseur had given
up his beautiful sou] to G o d ,
This took place about eleven orclock. Subvenite, Sancti
D ei , occurrite Angeli Domini , suscipientes animam ejus7
offerentes earn in conspectu Altissimi!

Two days after, we all,in surplices, accompanied him to
his last resting place. We walked in procession, with the
Cross at the head, through this great Pagan city, which,
however, seemed to respect our sorrow. These people, lov
ers of pomp and parade even in the honors rendered to the
dead, halted to examine us; our religious demeanor, our
silent grief, the prayers which quietly escaped from our
lips,—everything, in a word, appeared to rivet their atten
tion : there was no exclamation, no laughter, no improprie
ty. Among the Christians who followed us, we were deep
ly affected on beholding some unfortunate creatures who.
in losing our dear Confrère, lost their father and protector.
We noticed particularly two among them, one blind, the
other, lame of both feet; the former was guided by a
friendly hand, the other, dragged himself along on his
knees. At the gate of the city was an old man of eighty,
a penitent of Father Vasseur, waiting in tears to see pass
for the last time, him who had been so long his consoler
and friend.
Thus, we reached the cemetery,and religiously depositing
our Confrère in the tomb, we bad« him a sorrowful adieu.
“Blessed is the womb that bore thee, and the paps that
gave thee suck!” Such is the salutation of my heart in
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concluding this notice!

The mother who gave this holy
Missionary to the Congregation and to China, was, in truth,
most religious and generous!— A letter from her pen will
serve to make her known and admired: “ My very dear
Omer,” she wrote some years ago, “it is with a tremulous
hand I trace these few lines. Although my health is good,
and I am supremely happy in the midst of my children
and grand-children...yet, I am far advanced in age; I
consider the distance that separates us,and the difficulty of
communication with you, and I say to myself: Would it
not be well and sovereignly opportune, to send my dear
Omer my last blessing and my last recommendations?
Therefore, reflecting that death may surprise us at any mo
ment, I have come now, to take leave of you in this world;
trusting to meet you when it may please our Lord to call
us hence, in that beautiful heaven, in company with our
dear Saviour, His sweet Mother,and blessed St. Joseph. I
bequeath to you my blessing: may this blessing be for you
a subject of consolation and happiness during the days
you are still to spend in this valley of tears. Labor to gain
many souls to G o d ; baptize many little Pagans. May I
behold you entering paradise escorted by a numerous pha
lanx of Christians gained to J esu s C h r is t through your
means...Adieu, my very dear Omer, I embrace you affec
tionately: “Au revoir” in a blessed eternity.”
In our turn, let us say : Adieu, very dear and beloved Con
frère! May your memory bring consolation to our souls!
Do not forget in heaven, those whom you left on earth.
May your holy prayers assist us to arrive at that abode of
peace into which, we doubt not, G od has granted you the
favor of preceding us.
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SY R IA .
Letter from

R ev.

P.

C le m e n t,

V e ry R ev. E. B ouvy,

Priest of the 31ission, to

Visitor of the Province of Syria.
Akbes, Jan. 3, 1896.

V

ery

R

ev

. V

is it o r ,

The grace of our Lord be with us forever!

Bless God, and may all who are truly interested in us,
bless Him also; for, once more He has delivered us from
the imminent danger which so lately threatened us with
pillage, massacre, and conflagration on the part of the
Kurds. Behold how the plot devised by our enemies,
turned to the confusion of its originators, who were baffled
by the Providence of G o d watching over us in so visible
a manner, as even to astonish the Mahometans of Akb£s.
Three hundred Kurds were to pounce upon us unawares,
during the night. Some of the soldiers appointed to pro
tect us, had also entered into the conspiracy. Faithful
guardians, were they not? So true it is that, nisi Dominus
custodierit civitatem, fru d ra vigilat qui custodit earn. As
the signal for the massacre, two muskets were to be dis
charged behind our dwelling with cries of: “ Help Mus
sulmans! the Christians are firing upon the soldiers
The secret was divulged by a Kurd who came on the
eve to warn one of his friends, a Christian inhabitant of
Akb&s,that he must fly at once with his family, if he wish
ed to escape certain death. This Christian shared the news
with his relatives, and the latter hastened to inform us of
the danger which threatened our destruction. I immedi
ately notified our yuzbachi, who, summoning the Kurd
obliged him under the severest penalty, to reveal the
whole, Taking G o d and His Prophet to witness the truth
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<of his testimony, the Kurd th-en related what I have said
above» There was no longer a shadow of doubt as to the
certainty of tlie matter. Time pressed ; it Was then three
in the afternoon, and on that very night the blow was to
be dealt. I sent by express, a message to Khassa, to our
liew Caimacan, begging him to repair without delay, to
Akb&s, where the yuzbachi and myself awaited him with
a reinforcement. I dispatched another message to Alex*
andria, requesting the French Consul, Mr» de Loiigeville,
to telegraph to Aleppo and to Mersina, expressing my fears
that, most probably all would be consummated ere my let
ter could reach him*
Father Etienne, prior of the Trappists, wvas absent,
having gone to Djabal JBarakat to treat of our affairs with
the mutessaref.
Arriving at Akbfes with all his aapties, the caimacali as*sembled the soldiers, the beys, the principal Mussulmans
of the village, and in their presence* swore by G od, by
Mahomet, and by the Sultan, that every man would lose
his head if the slightest injury, through their contrivance,
befell the Christians. He then consulted with the ynzbachis as to the measures to be taken for the defence of the
eity, in case of any attack,
I then ordered all my Christians, Catholics, Armenians,
Schismatics, Protestants, to shut themselves up' at home
and to beware of going out of their houses, upon any con
sideration, during the night.
I leave you to imagine in what anguish we spent this
terrible night, starting at every sound, expecting each in
stant to hear the dreaded signal agreed upon for the mas
sacre, pillage, and incendiarism.
To comprehend such suffering, one must have passed
through a similar ordeal; above all, when, as in my case,
there is but one priest in the house, and to this sole pastor
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clings the responsibility of three large parishes.

I thank

G od , courage never failed me, and, as I said recently to

our caimacan, if my blood could allay the thirst for car
nage, which burns in the hearts of all our Mussulmans,
most willingly would I pour it out for the security of my
flock. At length the day dawned, and with the morning
light, confidence revived in every heart. Once more, fear
had been our safety. The Kurds having probably learned
that the government, apprized of their sinister project, had
taken a firm stand at Akbes, thought it prudent not to
make their appearance. To exculpate themselves, they nois
ed it abroad that the beys of the caimacanat of Khassa,
had indeed called upon them to pillage Akbes, Cheikhle
and Taiac; but, that having received no order from the
government, they had not considered it a duty to respond
to the appeal, this may be true also; but who can get to
the bottom of the scheme? Meanwhile, Mr. de Longeville
did not remain idle. He sent telegrams everywhere, es
pecially to our ambassador at Constantinople, to acquaint
him with our situation. He also detained at Alexandretta,
the French aviso, ordered, I have forgotten where. He
has finally sent one of his canvas with five zapties to con
duct us to Alexandretta. We are about to return his escort
with a thousand thanks, begging that he will be pleased to
accept our excuses for not condescending at present to his
wishes. So long as our Christians are in danger of being
massacred, we shall not desert them; to abandon them in
the hour of peril, would be a nameless cowardice basely
unworthy of a Missionary, unworthy, too, of a Frenchman.
Behold, Rev. Father, our difficulties ; behold the sad situ
ation into which we have been plunged by the Armenian
Question!
I write only to satisfy the desire you have expressed to
be kept informed of events relative to us. I rely upon
your sincere friendship to communicate these details to
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those who may be interested, especially at Damascus, where
the good Sisters, my old children, are always most anx
ious to receive news of me. I beg you to thank Father
Saliege for his kind letter enclosing one hundred francs,
his contribution for my poor parishioners whose misery is
extreme. Be pleased to thank also the unknown benefac
tor, to whom I owe the gift of another hundred francs foi
the same intention; I think you can easily identify him. •
I have not a moment that I can call my own. The
house seems a rendezvous for bimbachis, yuzbachis, millazems, caimaeans, cavvas, zapties, soldiers; here likewise
may be found the wounded, refugees, those who have been
stripped of their possessions, many subjected to ill-treatment, etc. To complete our misfortunes, I have just bur
ied the best of my parishioners of Akb£s, an excellent
father of a family, Cutehuc Sacco, a Catholic Armenian,
who, at the opening of the new year, has left me his widow
and five children, the eldest of whom is only eight years
of age. Continue to pray much for us,
I have the honor to be Rev. Father, in the love of
J esus , and M a r y Immaculate,
Your grateful and very devoted servant,
P. C l em en t , u . p . c.

m,

P . 8 .—Father Baladi wrote me from Aleppo, a few
days ago, that three Franciscan monasteries, situated in the
environs of Marache, have been pillaged and burnt; that
one of the Fathers was murdered with unheard of barbar
ity, and that it is not known what has become of the other
Fathers.
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Letter from R e v . E. B oijvy , Visitor of the Province o f
Syria, to V e r y R e v , A . F ia t , Superior General.
Reyrout, March 28, 1896.

M ost H onored F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, i f you please!

’ The most grievous distress is implied in the late accounts
from Akbes. Father Clement writes me as follows:
“March 10th. We have just had a scare, without serious
consequences, however, for which we are grateful. The
mutessaref, to whom Father Etienne (Prior of the Trappists at Cheikhle), immediately made known our situation,
has resorted to most energetic measures in order to avert
any “distressing occurrence!” As the danger was traced
chiefly to the soldiers on whom we relied for protection,
they wishing to amuse themselves in a simple way by firing
upon us, our former guard has been replaced by one more
faithful. We shall, besides, have a bimbachi (captain)
from Djabel who will abide with us during the festivities
of the Ramazan.
“P. S.—You have, doubtless, been informed of an at
tempt to commence a massacre at Adana, under the eyes of
the wali. It appears that the disturbance was quelled by
a vigorous opposition; this is consoling. Our new mu
tessaref, is entirely devoted to us.
“March 20th. The Ramazan festivities passed off very
peaceably at Akbes, thanks to the measures enacted by the
bimbachi. He forbade the Mussulmans to discharge any
musketry, or even to bear arms.
“March 22nd. Another alarm of a very serious nature.
After having massacred the Christians at Killis, the Kurds
directed their march to AkbSs and Cheikhl6. On their
way, they pillaged Bania,a village situated about one hour’s
travel from here, where our Akbesians spend the spring
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and summer with their flocks. I leave you to imagine the
panic that resulted. Our monastery (name given to our
mission in this country), was instantly thronged with
Christians, Protestants, Armenian Schismatics, Armenian
Catholics, Maronites, of whom a great number spent the
night with us, in the church, in the school, in our apart
ments scattered everywhere. Again, we are indebted to
the local government for our preservation from certain
massacre. Our caimacan (sub-prefect), who has taken up
his lodgings in our house, with the beys of Taiac, my f a 
mous friends , bravely discharged his duty. The Govern
ors Youssef and Aly came also to offer their services, as
suring me of their sincere, friendly, and entire devoted¿iess. Amen! We have exposed the Blessed Sacrament,
May it please our Lord to preserve us from all evil.
“March 23rd. The Kurds have just attacked Akbes for
the second time. They were repulsed by the troops and
the bey. The sound of the musketry was heard at Cheikhle. I believe that Taiac has been pillaged.
“March 27th. Telegram from Alexandretta: “ Have
been besieged by Kurds three days and three nights. Are
safe, through the energy of the Government. Be tranquil.
Signed: Clement—Etienne.”
Behold, Most Honored Father, the news received up to
date. These details leave no doubt that the Turkish Gov
ernment intends to protect European Missionaries, by all
possible means, for fear of involving themselves with these
Powers. I f only the vulgar Armenians were in question,
they would not trouble themselves so much. Meanwhile,
the poor Armenians, profit by the favors extended to the
Missionaries, understanding well that, were it not for this
protection, they would long since have perished. Would
it seem that the time had come for us to abandon
these people as we have been counselled on all sides to
7*
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do? When peace shall be restored, they will not forget the
devotedness of these Latin Missionaries who braved the
storm, whilst defending their flock at the peril of life itself
As the French courier leaves to-day, I conclude my let
ter recommending to you our poor, but valiant brethren,
forced to sustain the struggle against barbarity.
In the love of our Lord and of M a r y Immaculate, I
have the honor to be,
Your most humble and obedient Son,
E r Rouvy,

u . p . c . m.

Letter from R e v . P. C l e m en t , Priest of the Mission , to
V e r y R e v . A . F ia t , Superior General.
Akbes, April 10, 1896.

M ost H onored F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, i f you please !

I send you herewith, the Report which Father Etienne,
Prior of the Trappists at Cheikhl6, and myself have ad
dressed to our Consuls, after the grave events wh ich trans
pired at Akbes and Cheikhle. From this record, you will
be able to infer that we have several times been most m i
raculously reserved from death, pillage, and the burning of
our dwellings. You must help us to return due thanks to
that loving Providence, which has watched over us as the ap
ple of the eye. I beg that you will continue to pray, and to
cause prayers to be offered in our behalf, for we are not yet en
tirely out of danger. Henceforward, our only certain security
will be, when France threatens the Sublime-Porte with a
descent of our soldiers from Alexandretta, should any in
jury be done to us. This has been signified to the French
Minister, by Father Louis de Gonzaga, abbot of Staoueli,
and who has charge also of Cheikhle.
I t is true that, until now, G od has preserved us from
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massacre] but we are completely ruined by the going and
coming among us, for the past six months, of mu laze ms,
yusbachis, bimbachis, caïmacans, mahassabjis, mutessarefs,
messengers from our Consuls, whom we are expected to
lodge and board, with their extensive suites for eight and
ten days at a time; not to speak of the poor, who usually
depend upon me, besides the numerous families of whom the
pillage of Bania has made homeless wanderers. Ah! how
gladly would I have poured out my blood for the Faith, if
at such price, I could have redeemed my poor parishioners
from so many miseries, or if I might have spared them so
much anguish!
My health suffers greatly from the fatigues and shocks
attending the terrible days of March 21st, 22nd, 23rd,
24th, and 25 th, ] might hope to recover my strength grad
ually, if you can send me a good French Confrère, who
could learn without difficulty the Turkish and Arabian
languages, the only two spoken here.
It is our dear, amiable and very devoted Consul of Mes
sina, Mr. Summaripa, who charges himself with my letter,
after having spent several days with us to obtain informa
tion regarding recent events.
Once more, Most Honored Father, bless the poor little
Pastor of Akbès and his dear parishioners; they have mer
ited well of the Church, and of France.
Believe me, Most Honored Father, in the love of J esus
and of M a r y Immaculate,
Your very grateful and devoted Son,
P. Clement,
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*Copy of report addressed by the P r ior o f the Trappists
of Cheikhle, and the Superior of the Lazarists of Abbes, to
the French Consuls in those pai'ts.
Akbe&; Cheikbler March 30, 1896.
H

onored

Co n sul,

Until this- date we have passed through, I do not say
without apprehension, but without real danger, the terrible
crisis to which the Ottoman Empire has been subjected.
But during the past week, we barely escaped destruction.
By an order, issuing from Akbes, the Kurds and the
Turks were gathered together from every direction, to pil
lage and massacre the Religious of our two monasteries,
and our Christians.—On Sunday, March 22nd, towards
noon, a village half an hour’s journey from Cheikhle, where
the people of Akbes pass the spring to cultivate their
lands, was pillaged by the Kurds, coming from the cai'macanat of Killis. The inhabitants all fled to Akb£s, and
one of them hastened to inform me that hundreds of bachibouzouks were marching upon Akb£s. I mount my horse
and ride thither, to assure myself of the truth of what I
have heard. Alas! it was only too true. Great was my
surprise on returning that evening to Cheikhle, to see a
large fire enkindled in a narrow passage, about a quarter
of an hour’s distance from our monastery, at a place called
Keur-Kos. This alarmed me, there being not a single
habitation in the neighborhood. It was now about night
fall; until the dawn, I kept guard with our soldiers; but
all was quiet. Meanwhile, some friendly Kurds came to
warn us that on the following day, March 23rd, it was in
tended to pillage and massacre the Christians of Akb§s,
proceeding thence to Cheikhl6. Judge of our anxiety,
Honored Consul.—On Monday morning, numerous bands
of Kurds from our villages repair to Akb&s by the two
roads, running, the one above, the other below our prem
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ises. Kurds from the territory of Killls arrive in great
er numbers, crossing the plain. Even women and children
have joined the marauders.
On this same day, the calmacan of Khassa, with his
mulazem, the mulazem of the soldiers, as also several welldisposed beys, succeed in checking the bachibouzouks, who
withdraw only to return the next day, Tuesday. I had in
the meantime, dispatched a courier to notify our Govern
ment of Islahieh. At 2, a. m., Tuesday, the muhassabji
of Jarpouz (Djebel-Ber6ket), arrived; he had received
news of our danger whilst making the rounds of Islahieh.
He brought with him fifteen zapties. He was our saviour.
At daybreak, seeing that new bands were en route for Akb&s, the muhassabji Effendi Mouktar, a man of singular
uprightness and energy, sent his zapties to force them to
turn back. Our Kurds withdrew, but not without firing
upon the zapties. Effendi Mouktar repaired immediately
to AkbSs; on the way, he was also fired upon. On his
arrival, he was terrified at the sight of the multitude of
Kurds from Killis, threatening Akb&s. The principal aim
of their attack was the convent of the Lazarists, and they
had assembled in crowds at a short distance from the gar
den of these Fathers. The latter were protected by the
zapties of Islahieh, having at their head Mahomet Chaouich,
an able and devoted man. Seeing that the Kurds stood
their ground, the muhassabji gave to the mulazem of the
soldiers, a written order to fire immediately upon them, if
they did not disperse, assuming all the responsibility of
this decisive action. At the same time, he commanded the
Christians to arm themselves, and take up their position,
in a vineyard adjoining the convent of the Lazarists. In 
timidated by these troops, and urged, moreover, by the
solicitations of Mahomet Chaouich, who dismounted to
reason with the principal Kurds, the latter retired. On
Tuesday evening we were once more in security. Several
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Kurds had been taken prisoners, among whom were two
village chieftains. All were treated to a generous bastinado.
Thinking that the evil was at an end, on Wednesday
morning, March 25th, the muhassabji set out for Islahieh,
passing by Cheikhle, taking his captives with him. Joy
fully we returned thanks to G o d , for having again deliv
ered us. But we labored under an illusion; I make a flying
visit to the Lazarists, and then return to the monastery.
One hour after my return, a new courier comes from Akb£s
to announce that Kurds more numerous than ever, had
arrived.—Setting out for Akbes, I direct an intrepid Maronite to take a spy-glass and climb an immense rock which
commands a view of theplain. He exclaims : “They are like
swarms of ants!” What is to be done? I return to our
monastery, waiting for what is to come. Happily, the
lateness of the hour, or rather the expectation of reinforce
ments, prevented any movement on the part of the Kurds
Wednesday evening. I had dispatched a courier to Isla
hieh, and, at nightfall, the same zapties returned to
Cheikhle, Mahomet Chaouich, at their head. This revived
our courage slightly; but another consolation was in store
for us.
At 7 a. m., our excellent mutessaref Kayribey arrived
with two hundred soldiers. This decided our security.—
The mutessaref was at Paias. At the first intimation of
our danger, telegraphed to him from Jarpouz, quitting all,
he selects two hundred soldiers and in six hours, at the
risk of his life, through pelting rain and deep snow, he
traverses roads almost impassable, even bordered with
frightful precipices, thus achieving what could scarcely be
accomplished in ten hours, in the favorable season.—On
Thursday morning, March 26th, the multitudes of Kurds
from Killis, covered the plain, like swarms of locusts.
Those from our villages did not make their appearance.
About seven o'clock, some bachibouzouks had the courage,
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or rather the audacity, to come, in sight of the mutessaref,
to carry off some flocks, not far from Akb£s. Fifty sol
diers were ordered forward to repulse them; but so great
was the number of the marauders, that they could soon hem
in the soldiers sent against them. A zaptie at full gallop
brings the news. His Excellency details one hundred and
fifty men, with orders to fire upon the Kurds. These
fire first upon the soldiers, fortunately, however, with
out wounding any of them. Fired upon, in their turn, one
Kurd was killed and several dangerously wounded. There
was then a geueral save himself who can, and all fled tow
ards the mountains.
I have just been informed that the soldiers sent by the
wali from Aleppo, have arrived ; they have orders to chas
tise the Kurds.
I have laid before you, Honored Consul, the summary
of what took place from Sunday, March 22nd, to Thursday,
26th. All our Christians have sought refuge in our two
monasteries. This situation is too harrowing to be pro
longed; and yet we have endured it for five months. In
these attacks, I beg you to take notice of one grave pecu
liarity, entirely characteristic: elsewhere, it is unheard of
that any attack is made upon European convents, whilst at
Akbes, the Kurds direct their efforts only against the con
vent of the Lazarists, and, on Tuesday they were within
four hundred metres of it. They wish, they declare, to
kill all the Frangis (French). The bachibouzouks had dis
puted whether to commence with Akbeis or with Cheikhl6.
“Let us begin with AkbSs,” said they; “Akbes finished,
Cheikhl6 will be only a mouthful.”
We have been visibly protected by divine Providence,
I f the Kurds had come first to us, not a single Frenchman
would be left alive.
The order was issued from Akb£s. These people would
not have been together on the same day, from points so
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different and so distant, without an order. A price had
been set upon Father Clement’s head,and a bakehich prom
ised to him who would secure it.
In all these frays many prisoners have been taken. The
mutessaref is still in our latitude. He has inflicted pun
ishment upon the mob. An entire battalion has arrived,
and His Excellency takes all measures possible, for our
safety. Now, all this only stores up hatred against us. The
Mussulman never pardons a Christian. The soldiers can
not abide permanently in our midst. What will happen
when they are no longer with us ?
This morning, Father Clement and I discussed the fol
lowing point: “I f matters continue in this state, we can
no longer remain here. As Superiors, our conscience would
not permit us to leave in constant danger of death, twentyfour French religious who dwell in our two houses.”
We submit this question to you, Honored Consul, as we
submit it to our major Superiors. I f we are forced to leave,
it will not be for one or two months: that point would be
settled; to return in a few months, would be to incur anew
the same peril.
Father Clement and I are both of the opinion that, noth
ing less than a threat of landing troops at Alexandretta, if
any harm befall either of us, would entirely remove the
evils which beset us. Be pleased to treat of this affair with
the Embassy.
I believe that the hour is not far distant when, probably,
you or the Embassy will be called upon by the Turkish
Government, to undertake the defence of the muhassabji
Eifendi Mouktar, more especially of the mutessaref His
Excellency Khayri-bey. I t should never be forgotten
that successively these two functionaries have, within the
space of three days, twice rescued us from death. Had not
the mutessaref arrived on Wednesday evening, Thursday
must have found us among the slain.
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His Excellency remarked to as: “ In France, I would
be judged worthy of a decoration; heYe, I shall be cen
sured, if not dismissed from the service, for having adopt
ed measures loo vigorous. Nevertheless, I could not
suffer you to be massacred. Humanity and honor enforc
ed my duty. If men are unjust, G od, who is just, will
decree my recompense/*
The i n t e g r i t y , sincerity, justice,courteousness, mildness,
and affability of this man, are not to be expressed; his affec
tionate interest towards us, is most remarkable. One must
have witnessed his conduct to realize the intrinsic merit of
his character. He has, likewise, protected the Christians
of Tchok-Merzeman from new dangers. Truly, this man
merits a recompense from France. For many years, the
muhassabji has been one of our best friends.
Now, if we are forced to abandon our Christians, what
will become of them? You are not ignorant of the perils
through which we passed last week; you are also aware
of our present anguish, and of our perplexities w'ith regard
to the future.
By quitting Akb&s, the Lazarists sacrifice the fruits of
the labors of twenty-five years. By leaving Cheildile we
must see, counted for nothing, the severe toils of fourteen
years, a devotedne&s which has cost the lives of ten amongst
us, whilst in our departure must also vanish the bright
hopes we had cherished for the future.
Be pleased to accept, Honored Consul, the most pro
found respect with which I have the honor to be,
Your very humble and obedient Servant.
Signed: F. M. E t ie n n e , P rior .
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Letter from the Curate
R ev. E. B ouvy,

E lia s S a a d ,

Maronite, to

V ery

Visitor of the Province of S yria .

(Translated from the Arabic).
Akbes, March 30, 1896.

R ev. V is it o r ,

In accordance with the wish of Father Clement, our
dear Superior, I hasten to transmit a few details of the crit
ical events which have recently occurred at AkbSs, and of
which you have been apprized by telegram.
On Sunday, 22nd inst., I returned from Taiac, where I
had said Mass; but scarce have I entered the mission, than
I meet a young man just arrived from Bania, who informs
me that the Kurds, having plundered and burnt this vil
lage, are on the march to Akb£s. On the instant, I set
out on horseback to convey the sad news to Rev. Father
Etienne, Prior of the Trappists of Cheikhle. The latter
comes immediately to consult with Father Clement, and at
once writes to the mutessaref of Islahieh, entreating him to
come without delay to our assistance. On our side, we no
tify the cai’macan of Khassa, to which Akbes is subordinate,
of the malicious designs of the Kurds. Thereupon, ac
companied by the beys of Taiac, the caimacan hastens to
Akbes.
By the presence of these officials in the house we are
rather terror-stricken than reassured.
Towards evening, we got sight of the Kurds, like
swarms of locusts, issuing from the east; but, as it was
growing dark, they did not venture an.attack. Meanwhile,
all the Christians of the locality, with the Maronites, Ar
menians, Catholics, Schismatics, and Protestants, seek ref
uge at the mission, which by its elevated situation, and
remoteness from other habitations, seems more favorable
to resistance. Nothing could be more distressing to hear
than the heart-rending cries of the women, and the sobs of
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the children. All passed the night in our midst, in the
church, in the school, in our apartments, occupying every
spot. At this critical moment, there being no hope of hu
man aid, Father Clement exposed the Blessed Sacrament,
that Our Lord might defend us against our enemies. On
the following day, Monday, at sunrise, Kurds from the
villages to the north of Akbes, allies of the former, joined
them, and surrounding the mission they made ready to be
gin the attack. Seeing this, the Brothers entreated Father
Clement to give them Holy Communion for the last time;
all the other Christians solicited the same favor, declaring
that they all wished to die with him. The Schismatics
and Protestants urged the same request, insisting in like
manner, that they were disposed to die for the faith of
J esus C h r ist . The Rev. Superior then replied: “As soon
as I perceive the enemy approach the gate—I shall open
the tabernacle, I shall be the first to communicate; after
wards, I shall distribute to all, the Bread of the Strong.”
“But,” added he, turning towards the non-Catholics, “ I
fear lest some among you deny the faith/* The latter in
stantly replied : “We desire to die with you and like you.”
“I f it be thus” he answered, “have confidence and remain
without fear: I shall go forward to meet death, and you
will follow.” Then with his Christians in line, Father
Clement advanced as far as the mill, and the troops were
face-to-face, ready to give battle. But, what could these
poor Christians avail against more than three thousand
Kurds? G od came to their assistance. At a moment when
least expected, the gendarmes, led on by the muhassabji
bachi, came to us. Perceiving them, the Kurds fired, but
happily, no one was injured. Somewhat disconcerted, the
brigands begin to draw back. Then, Mahomet Chaouiche
commanding the gendarmes, fell upon them, capturing two
who were brought into our ranks. This diversion gave us
time to breathe. During the affair the caimacan who was
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at the mission with the beys of Taiac, bravely discharged
his duty; and the other officers, above all, bey Youssef
and bey Ali, our noted friends, assured Father Clement of
tfieir sincere friendship, and untiring devotedness. All
this while, we experienced the greatest anxiety, fearing that
the Kurds might return. These brigands had proposed to
attack Akb&s on Thursday morning; but, here again, Al
mighty G od baffled their projects.—On this very day, the
mutessaref (sub-governor) arrived, at the head of two hun
dred soldiers of the regular army. The Kurds withdrew
to a short distance, when made aware of the presence of
the mutessaref. The latter having halted with us a few
moments ordered his soldiers to charge upon the Kurds in
the ratine. In this attack three of our enemies were killed ;
and twenty captive?, after being flogged, were sent to pris
on. That same evening, the mntessaref telegraphed to»
Aleppo and to Yarpouz for reinforcements and, 011 Satur
day morning there arrived from Mafache a battalion under
the command of a bimbachi. These troops remained with
tis until Sunday, the mutessaref leaving us only on Satur
day evening.
At last, behalf] us safe and sound, thank G o d ! But, it
must be owned that Father Clement is a little displeased
with St; Joseph, who only showed us the palm of martyr
dom, but did not wish os to secure it. On the other hand,,
he blesses G o d for having surrounded us with His protec
tion , for he was apprehensive of the falling away of some
of the Armenian Schismatics, or Protestants who, in this
circumstance, had rallied around the Catholics. As to the
Maronites, they cried out with transport; “This is the day
of victory over the infernal eiiemy! This is the day of
salvation and of martyrdom! We are all the children of
M a r y , and we shall combat to the end under our val
iant chief, Abounci Clement/7 At this moment all the
Christians, Maronites, Armenians,Schismatics and Protest-
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ants were reunited under the leadership of Father Clem
ent, and the curate Elias Saad, and spontaneously they
exclaimed: “We are, henceforth, but one people, and we
acknowledge but one Pastor,” Then, addressing Father
Clement, they say to him: “Beloved Father, once more,
in your presence, we desire to declare our fidelity and our
perseverance in the Catholic faith. Not one of us shall
ever be separated from your flock. You have protected and
fortified us, you have sheltered our children, and provided
food for our families; therefore, we desire to die in your
arms.” Whilst these things were transpiring, the mutessaref entered. As soon as they perceived him, with one
acclaim, the Christians cried out: “Live the Sultan!” This
manifestation occasioned him a sensible pleasure,
Afterwards, each one was sent home, happy and filled
with new courage. I conclude, A^ery Rev. Visitor, in beg
ging that; you will be pleased to have this letter translated
and communicated to the Superior General of your Con
gregation. I beg, furthermore, that as far as you may judge
it expedient, you will publish the services rendered us in
this circumstance, by our dear mutessaref who has wellmerited a decoration: for, without the energy displayed,
and the vigilance exercised by him, we must inevitably
have become the prey of these brigand Kurds.
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BEYR0UT.
Letter from V

ery

ince of Syria, to V

R e v . E . B ouvy , Visitor of the P rov

eby

R e v . A. F ia t , Superior General.
Bey rout, March 31, 1896.

M ost H onored F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, i f you please !

No doubt the telegram announcing the death of Rev*
F. Cauquil has reached you. He is a great loss to the
Mission; for, notwithstanding his infirmities, he knew not
how to recoil before labor, and we shall find it difficult to
replace him with the Sisters. He had been coldly received,
as you are aware, at Antoura, where he arrived in October,
1856. During the events of 1860, whilst every one seemed
bewildered, he rendered the most important services to the
College, by his firm self-possession, and devotedness. He
knew how to secure the esteem of the pupils, without
failing to exercise his authority as Prefect of Discipline.
With him the wratchword was: sincerity and ^fidelity to
duty; by no other means could any one win favor from
him. When Father Depeyre resigned the government of
the College in 1866, Father Cauquil succeeded him in the
office; and under his efficient direction, it may be said that
the establishment acquired a reputation that nothing can
ever obliterate. The lasting proof of his excellent gov
ernment will be found in the fruits borne by his labors in
the souls of his students, hundreds of whom having at
tained to manhood, delight to declare their indebtedness to
Father Cauquil, above all, attributing to him whatever
qualities they possess as good and thorough Christians.
Indeed, our dear departed always regarded piety as the
great means to be made subservient to the formation of
youth. He was distinguished by a special and tender de
votion towards the blessed Virgin; it made him inexpres
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sibly happy to enroll his dear students in the Society of the
Children of M a r y , to secure to them a participation in the
benefits enjoyed by all in the service of this incomparable
Mother.
In 1872, he was transferred from the College of Antoura
to Damascus, to fulfil the duties of a Missionary. I t is well
known that such change of position is often most repug
nant even to the best disposed. On arriving at Damascus,
however, Father Cauquil never betrayed even a semblance
of regret, and no one ever perceived in him the least sign of
discontent. He resumed the yoke of obedience with the
simplicity and humility of a true Son of St. Vincent. He
had, notwithstanding, much to suffer during the four years
spent at Damascus; but he bore all in silence, never uttering
a complaint. When Father Depeyre returned to Antoura,
in 1877, he claimed Father Cauquil, who was restored to
him. Here, again, he was to be the victim of a new
immolation of self; for, he found awaiting him, new and
bitter trials; these, nobly sustained, imparted to his char
acter a singular lustre, and displayed his virtue in a shin
ing light. On the demise of Father Depeyre, Jan. 1,
1879, Father Cauquil became Superior, pro tem. ; and when
Father Saliège was appointed, our dear Confrère, who
might, naturally, have felt surprised to be thus set aside,
seemed to have thenceforth but one thought: to place all
his abilities and his experience at the disposal of the new
Superior: a task of which he most perfectly acquitted him
self, to the great satisfaction of all his Confrères, as well as
the numerous collegians. He alone believed himself a
useless member; and, in his humility,—went so far as to re
gard his presence as an obstacle to the development and suc
cess of the work. Thus impressed, his resolution was taken.
Well-convinced that the institution would gain by his ab
sence, he asked for his removal from Antoura, thus leaving
the field open to more youthful laborers. He returned to
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all the clergy of the city wished to render him the last
duties of respect; many persons of distinction attended;
among them, were conspicuous, Mgr. the Apostolic Dele
gate, the Maronite Bishop, the French Consul, the entire
French medical faculty, etc. The Syrian Bishop, una
voidably absent, assisted at the service chanted on the
following day.
Such was the life, such the end of this worthy Mission
ary. May we, imitating his example, merit to be mourned
as he.
I have the honor to be, Most Honored Father,
Your very devoted Son,
E. B o u v y , u . p . c. m .

AFRICA.
MADAGASCAR.
Mgr. Crouzet gives us news of his arrival, dated FortDauphin, April 10th. “We have arrived safe and sound,”
he writes. He was obliged to halt at Tamatava, as were
also the Missionaries and Brothers who journeyed with
him; the Jesuit Fathers, established in this city, extended
a most cordial hospitality to him and his companions.
Arriving at Fort-Dauphin, he found the church in good
condition. A generous Christian family, that of Mr.
Marchai, received the Missionaries. Mgr. Crouzet has
rented a large edifice to serve as a residence; favorable
also to his design of opening, at once, a school.
8*
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NORTH AMERICA.
UNITED STATES.
DEATH OF BISHOP STEPH EN RYAN,
OF THE CONGREGATION OF THE MISSION,
B

ish o p

of

B

uffalo

.

(Extract from the journal The Catholic Times and Catholic Opinion, o f
Friday, April 17, 1896).

Rt. Rev. Stephen Vincent Ryan, Bishop of Buffalo,
a distinguished member of the Catholic Hierarchy of the
United States, died on Saturday last. He was born near
Almonte, Upper Canada, Jan. 1, 1825. His parents set
tled at Pottsville, Pa., whilst he was still very young.
In 1840, he entered St. Charles’ College, Philadelphia;
and, in 1844, was received into the Congregation of the
Mission, or Lazarists. Having completed his theological
studies at St. Mary’s of the Barrens, in Missouri, he was
ordained at St. Louis, June 24, 1849, and, immediately
appointed to teach in St. Mary’s College, and at Cape Gi
rardeau. He afterwards became Superior of St. Vincent s
College, Cape Girardeau, and, in 1857, was named Visi
tor of the Lazarists in the Province of the United States'.
He contributed to the establishment of the Mission at St.
Louis, and also to that of the Central-House and Noviti
ate at Germantown, whither he transferred his residence.
Appointed to fill the See of Buffalo, left vacant by the
death of Bishop Timon, he was consecrated, Nov. 8, 1868.
Important missions, both at home and abroad, frequently
devolved upon Bishop Ryan, for he was remarkable as a
preacher and a theologian. Among the most note-worthy
fruits of his Episcopate, may be mentioned: the founda
tion of the St. Canisius College, with the introduction of the
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Jesuits to direct this establishment, in Buffalo; the con
struction of an episcopal residence, worthy of the beauti
ful Cathedral erected by his predecessor; an edifice for the
meetings of the “Young Catholic Association,” and the
organization of the weekly, “Buffalo Catholic Union and
Times,” which is the worthy representative of the Cath
olic interests of the diocese. To these may be added, an
immense increase in the number of churches, schools, and
other institutions for the benefit of Religion, the clergy
both secular and regular, Religious Communities of both
sexes, by whom so vast an amount of good is accomplished,
for the cause of education, especially. Bishop Ryan was
held in highest appreciation, not alone by his clergy and
people, but also by hundreds over whom he did not exer
cise jurisdiction; and the presence of Cardinal Gibbons
and so many other prelates at the celebration of his Silver
Jubilee, most eloquently testified to the esteem in which
the Bishop of Buffalo was held by his Colleagues in the
Episcopate.

WEST INDIES.
ANTILLES
Letter from R ev. L. R o u r a , Priest of the Mission, to
V ery R e v . A . F ia t , Superior General.
Ponce, April 17, 1896,

M ost H onored F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, i f you please \

Although we have not yet recovered from the emotions
occasioned by an event which transpired on the 8 th, inst., I
feel it my obligation to inform you of the same. Here our
duties are to evangelize the people of South Porto-Rico,
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by means of Missions, given in the country places; also to
administer the Sacraments to the forty thousand faithful of
this extensive parish. Now, Most Honored Father, for
some days past, your children have been living in a rented
house.
On the night of 8th, inst., whilst sleeping tranquilly,
we were suddenly awakened to iind ourselves in the midst
of flames. We barely escaped with our lives, being oblig
ed to sacrifice all else that we possessed. Our books, cop
ies of the Rules, cross of the Vows, our reliquaries, sou
venirs so precious: all have disappeared. We came forth
from this furnace, bare-foot and without clothing, entirely
at the mercy of divine Providence and the generosity of
the faithful. These have not failed us. Each person wish
ed to share his home with us,7 whilst r e l i e v i n og our misfortunes. But, on a simple manifestation of my desire that
we might remain together, a house was sought for, which
the faithful charged themselves to furnish; so that, from
the first night we all found shelter under the same roof
This was a day of true edification for Ponce. The men
gave their money to purchase what was necessary, and the
women were most happy to provide us with clothing: all
were eager to render us service. We prayed afterwards
with great fervor during the Mass; and the Te Deum,
was chanted in thanksgiving to G od for our preservation,
abundant tears mingling with our prayers.
Thanks! a thousand times, to G od , and to St. Vincent,
for the favors we have received.
Believe me, always, Most Honored Father,
Your affectionate Son,
L au ren t R oura. u.
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CENTRAL AMERICA.
REPUBLIC OF COSTA RICA.
Letter from
to

V ery

R e v . J. K r a u tw ig ,

Priest of the Mission>

Superior General.

R e v . A . F ia t,

Sipurio de Talamanca, April 10, 1896.
M

o st

H

onored

F

ather,

Your blessing, i f you please !

I shall give you some details of the Mission among the
Indians to whose service I have been exclusively devoted
from the commencement of this year. Mgr. Thiel has
separated Limon from Talamanca, allotting to me the two
thousand Indians for whom you sent me here. I set out
immediately with a Brother, taking with us what was in
dispensably necessary to Sipurio, where the authorities es
tablished by the Government, reside. There is but one
house, with a few cottages falling into ruin; one of the
latter serves us for a temporary dwelling.
From this point, we go to visit the half-civilized Ind
ians, in the plains and upon the mountains, where they live
scattered far apart. The Bishop has assigned to this Mis
sion, the coasts of Colombia as far as Limon, reaching
also to the rivers Estrella and Chiripo. The distances
are great, the rivers numerous, and the crossing dangerous;
each moment brings its fatigues and sacrifices. Our jour
neys must be made afoot. The Indians are visibly declin
ing; they must eventually disappear altogether, if the
Mission is unsuccessful in its efforts to civilize them. We
shall, probably, begin next month, the construction of a
chapel and a residence here, and another at Estrella, where
I recently spent three weeks. I intend, G o d assisting, by
degrees to visit the mountains; difficulties always attend
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these journeys, and they are rarely made without accident.
So far, our good G o d has preserved me from all harm. I
make little visits to the sick in our vicinity ; I give them
some trivial present, as well as provide them with remedies
to heal their wounds, and allay fever, maladies most com
mon here. Last year, at my first going among them, I
baptized ninety-one children; this year, forty-five adults;
and I blessed eight marriages. Daily, I cast into these
hearts some good seed, which I trust will, through G o d ’s
mercy fructify, yielding after a few years, a moderate
harvest.
Different languages are spoken in the divers sections of
this Mission; being no longer young, it would be difficult
for me to learn them thoroughly: only a little is required
for the present; I limit myself tu the doctrine of seventy
questions arranged for the dialect of two tribes. The Indi
ans form some idea of G o d , of the demon, but not any
thing definite; they know nothing of the soul, of eternity,
of the resurrection, etc., etc. What pain one experiences
on witnessing this ignorance, this brute life, it may be said,
with its vices and its unhappy end ! I find the Indians
very accessible. Just now, I am explaining to them the
Cross, G o d , our Creator and Father, our Last End, J e s u s
C h r i s t , the Son of G o d , who came on earth to deliver us
from evil and to cleanse us from original sin by Baptism ;
I teach a few prayers, what is meant by a priest, the Bless
ed Virgin, St. Joseph; I instruct my people on the resur
rection, eternity. These points are sufficient, more would
be useless.
The climate of Talamanca is preferable to that of Li
mon and also .of San José. I expect a young Brother to
assist me; he will replace the one who has been my com
panion, and who is now to return to Limon: he was de
voted to his duties here.
Behold, Most Honored Father, a few details concerning
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this new and struggling Mission. Alone, without a Con
frère, without the Blessed Sacrament, I feel that my cross
is heavy; but the peace of G od sustains me. I beg that
you will assist me by your prayers that I may persevere,
and that our good G o d may bless these sacrifices; above all,
that I may not be lost, whilst striving to save others. I
salute with respect, our beloved Visitor, Father Kreutzer.
I beg you to believre me, Most Honored Father,
Your very respectful and obedient Son,
J. K ü A u rw iG i,
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SOUTH AMERICA.
BRAZIL.
Letter from
to V e r y

R ev.

R ev.

A.

A.

B e r a r d in i,

F ia t,

Priest of the Mission,

Superior General
Diamantina, Sept. 26, 1895.

M

o st

H

onored

F

ather

,

Your blessing, if you please !

When I wrote you, a short while ago, I told you how
happy I was to have with me Confreres most devoted, and
filled with the spirit of St. Vincent.
Of this number was our good Father Antoine Perin,
whom death has just snatched from u s: a telegram has
already conveyed the sad announcement to you. He was
advanced in years, and for some time his health was on
the decline; but he was still young in vigor of mind, and
most courageous in labor; for it might be said that, he
ceased to labor, only when he ceased to live. In the con
fessional, he was indefatigable; all the men were his peni
tents: at any time, day or night, in fair or foul weather, he
was always ready to hasten to the sick who might require
his service; hence, he was the right arm of our good Cu
rate who reposed entire confidence in him, especially in the
section of the city where we reside. This death has been a
keen sorrow to all; Father Perin was beloved by the stu
dents in whose sports and walks he often mingled; he was
also beloved by the entire population, whose esteem and
veneration he had acquired by his virtues and devotedness.
He was one of the founders of this Mission. All the priests
now accomplishing good in the different parishes of the
diocese were trained by this skilful Director* He was full
of deference for his Confreres, serving as the bond of u-
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nion between them ; he was never heard to utter a word
against his neighbor.
His most remarkable characteristic was love for the poor.
I t was a very sweet pleasure for him to carry to the sick,
biscuits, fruit,or other nourishment of which they had need.
Such was the worthy Son of St.. Vincent, of whom death
has just deprived us. It was on the 15th. inst., at half
past nine in the evening, after fifteen days of suffering, that
our dear and venerated Confrère closed his eyes to this
world. We feel convinced that he now^ enjoys in Heaven,
the glory merited by a life filled with good works.
Be pleased, Most Honored Father, to accept the expres
sion of my respectful devotedness.
Your very obedient Son,
A c h il l e B e r a r d in i , i . s . c. m .

EC U A D O R .
Letter from R e v . C. B a u d e l e t , Priest of the Mission ,
to V er v R e v . A . F ia t , Superior General.
Guayaquil, March 14, 1896.

M ost H onored F a t h e r ,

Your blessing, if you please !
Feb. 12th, of the present year, brought sadness and gloom
to Guayaquil.
About one o’clock in the morning, the inhabitants were
awakened by the church bells, sounding forth the firealarm. Father Serino from the Preparatory Seminary, who
has been here since Jan. 17th, and your humble servant
arose; we very soon understood that there was question of
a real disaster, not of an ordinary conflagration so frequent
in this locality, because the houses are built of bamboo or
of wood.
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When the fire broke out, the tide was low, and although
very wrell organized here, the firemen stood powerless be
fore the scourge. The flames advanced from the direction
of the Hospital of which the Daughters of Charity have
charge; there were at the time, nearly four hundred pa
tients; beside this building, is Providence College, where
in four or five hundred young girls are taught by the
Daughters of Charity; forty or fifty orphan girls also find
a home there. Our house is only about six hundred me
tres from St. Augustine’s Church where the fire originated;
from St. Augustine’s to the College and Hospital, the dis
tance was between three and four hundred metres.
About half past three in the morning, we heard a rap at
our door: a Sister had brought the children from the Prov
idence, because the latter, terrified as the flames rapidly ad
vanced towards the house, were unwilling to stay there any
longer. To tranquillize them, and to recommend ourselves
to the Blessed Virgin, I recited with them some decades of
the chaplet. As the Hospital was more and more endan
gered by the spreading flames, my Confrères and myself
hastened thither. The flames seemed to leap and fly from
section to section. With the aid of a slight stretch of the
imagination, amid the darkness, one could fancy Satan one
mass of flames, issuing from the abyss, accompanied by all
the demons of hell, and precipitating himself upon Guay
aquil to destroy it. Meanwhile, many deep thinkers re
marked to me : Padre mio, castigo de Dios! castigo de D ios!
“Father, a chastisement from G o d ! A chastisement from
G o d !” The conflagration seemed to laugh at all obsta
cles, as well as to disregard the efforts of the firemen who
were indefatigable. Two of these were killed, many wound
ed. I administered Extreme Unction to four or five.
The flames continued to gain ground, until the heat be
came so intense that it was impossible to remain in one of
the wards. The College seemed to be in the very path of
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the fire. Already the flames whirled around one of the
wings of the building. I then said to the Superioress of
the Hospital, and the other Sisters who were there : “I think
it is time to have the sick removed to a place of safety, and
to endeavor to save what is most precious.”
Father Serino took charge of the ciborium filled with
Hosts, and the patients were taken to the different houses.
The Governor notified the Sisters that a vessel, on the riv
er Guayas, opposite the Hospital, was ready to receive
the sick.
The angry flames appeared to lick the walls of the Col
lege, and all were convinced that the edifice was burning;
suddenly the fire is under control; the firemen, who un
til then had been dazed, resume their self-possession; the
water, which from the bursting forth of the conflagration,
had failed because of the low tide, now flowed abundantly;
so that shortly the firemen were able to conquer the flames
and prevent them from extending their ravages. I t was
then about 8, a. m.
Here we recognized a new mark of the protection of the
Blessed Virgin, over the children of St. Vincent. The
Sisters had cast into the flames a profusion of medals, es
pecially in Providence College. The scourge, after hav
ing devoured like so much pastry, a dozen of houses, halt
ed, not at a street, which would have been the natural
barrier, but at a line which, with mathematical precision, it
had traced for itself at the base of the College. All praise
to M a r y Immaculate whom we consider as our heavenly
benefactress!
The material loss is very heavy. Eight thousand persons
are left homeless by this calamity.
I have the honor, etc.
B audelet,

u . p . c. m.
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PE R U ,
Letter from,
V

ery

R

ev.

K

e V.

A. F

H.

ia t

,

D

uham el,

P ried of the Mission, to

Superior General.
Arequipa, March 1, 189&.

M ost H o n o r e d F a t h e r ,

fowr blessing, i f you please \
No doubt you are surprised, Most Honored Father, not
to have received news from Aréquipa for some time. This
prolonged silence was occasioned neither by forgetfulness
nor indifference, but by ill-health alone. Indeed, a rather
serious indisposition condemned me to an almost absolute
rest, since the close of December, even obliging me to sus
pend my annual retreat which I had commenced with the
Confrères. But thank G o d , I have gradually recovered,
and a few days ago, I wyas able to resume my ordinary oc
cupations. And, as is but just, I wish to devote the first
free moment to you, by gi ving you news of your children
of Aréquipa.
At present, through the mer<y of G o d , we are all well,
even good Father Védy, who, made a victim anew of his
charity towards the sick, had contracted a malady which
for a long while confined him to bed. Naturally, after
the return of a large number of old pupils, besides many
new ones, ,we are overpowered with work. You would
really be edified, Most Honored Father, to see how happy
our young Confrères are, whilst striving earnestly to acquire
the virtues of our holy state. Of course, Father Olivarez,
who has the class of Theology, is unable, like dear Father
Glénisson, to teach the whole course of the Ecclesiastical
Seminary; but Father Mariscal and I assist him. His pu
pils are delighted writh their new Professor, and pleased
with his method of teaching.
Our little Apostolic school now numbers nearly two hurt-
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dred students; of whom fifteen are members of the Eccle
siastical Seminary; ninety-five free Latin pupils, twentyfive boarders, and sixty students in the Preparatory course.
Our number is limited to these for want of room. I think
I have already mentioned to you, Most Honored Father,
at the end of the year that, with the authorization of our
Very Kev. Visitor, we have undertaken a new Work of
great importance: I refer to Catechism classes, for all pri
mary schools for boys, throughout the city and its environs.
Every Sunday at the same hour, the pupils assemble in five
or six churches, and we explain the Catechism, to the great
edification of the public (for it is a gratuitous work); these
boys are very docile, and most eager for instruction, with
which they are but scantily supplied; this fosters the hope
that our labors in their regard, will bear much fruit*
Through G od 's mercy, we shall realize this result in favor
of these children. Thereby, an advantage will also be se
cured to our Apostolic school; for we shall, whilst pursu
ing our Work, be enabled to discover and to cultivate ec
clesiastical vocations; in this country, such vocations are
rare, and even these perish, because of the ignorance in
which these children are left to grovel. You can easilv
understand, very dear Father, how eager we were to begin
this Work, which increases our labors, but holds out to us
the hope of most fruitful issues. I trust, Most Honored
Father,that you will deign to bless our efforts and that your
blessing will ensure their success, even beyond all our an
ticipations.
Not only our seminariaus, our theologians especially, by
their piety and their excellent dispositions, furnish bright
prospects for the future, but even our youthful Latin board
ers, all of the most respectable families of our city, respond
so well to our interest and solicitude, that we are consoled
and edified. Although still so young, they perform all
9
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their exercises of piety like the seminarians. To allow
free scope to their charity, the Conference of St. Vincent de
Paul has just been established among them; they delight
to visit the families they have adopted, distributing among
them the alms deducted from their own slender allowance.
Children possessing hearts so generous, so charitably dis
posed, will surely develop into virtuous and practical
Christians. The entire Apostolic school has just termi
nated the annual retreat; eight days for the Ecclesiastical
Seminary, and four days for the other students. They are
all most edifying, and we have every reason to expect from
these spiritual exercises, abundant fruits of salvation for
all these young people.
I beg you, Most Honored Father, to be pleased to send
your paternal blessing to all your children of Ar6quipa,
especially to him who presumes to sign himself in the
Sacred Heart of J e su s , and the Immaculate Heart of
M a r y , always,
Your very humble, most devoted and obedient Son,
H. D u h a m e l ,
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OCEANICA.
P H IL IP P IN E ISLANDS.—MANILLA.
TH E FEASTS OF TH E MIRACULOUS MEDAL.
The Catholic Review of Manilla has published an account of the magnifi*
cent festivities celebrated to honor the Virgin of the Miraculous Medal.
The following are the principal details :

St. Marcellin.—The announcement of the day set apart

by the Sovereign Pontiff for the celebration of the Feast
proper of the Miraculous Medal, arriving at the Philippine
Islands, only after Nov. 27th, the solemnity was postponed
to the year following.
It belonged by right to the Missionaries, to inaugurate
the beautiful series of Feasts commenced Nov. 27th, the
day appointed by the Church to honor the Virgin of the
Miraculous Medal. Long shall the memory of these relig
ious ceremonies remain engraven upon the hearts of the
inhabitants of Manilla.
The rich and exquisite decorations of the chapel of Saint
Marcellin made of it a very paradise. Each column sup
ported one of the attributes of the Blessed Virgin ; around
the monogram of M a r y were grouped banners displaying
national colors, intermingled with those of the Immaculate
M a r y . The sanctuary was also richly decorated. A back
ground of deep blue, within the arches, threw out in full
relief these three inscriptions in snowy lettering: O pu ris sima et immaculata Virgo M aria.— Tu gloria Jerusalem ,
tu Icetitia Israel.— Tu lionorificentia populi nostri. Two
illuminated transparencies represented the beautiful paint
ings of the first and third apparitions; they were disposed
upon the side altars. The second apparition of the Blessed
Virgin to Sister Catherine, which represents M a r y with
the globe in her hands, was placed on the main altar upon
an artistic pavillion in the form of a royal mantle. A
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profusion of flowers and lights surrounded the gracious
Virgin, encircled by the invocation: 0 M ary conceived
without sin , pray fo r us who have recourse to Thee!
A distinguished concourse filled the chapel to assist at
the solemn Mass, at 8, a. m. By a happy coincidence, a
Hon of St. Francis, religious of the Order which has always
manifested its zeal in defending the privilege of the Immac
ulate M a r y , was the first in the Philippine Islands tochant
the praises of the Virgin Most Pure, with the prayers new
ly prescribed by the Church.
The Dean of the Cathedral ascended the pulpit, his heart
overflowing with jov, enthusiasm and fervor; these senti
ments he knewThow to impart to his audience; he portray
ed, in w'ords full of unction, tho role of the Mother of man
kind, assigned by Providence to M a r y , and the manner
in which this tender Mother had ever shown her maternal
solicitude towards her children. He proved that we are
not forgotten by M a r y , and brought forward her appari
tions in support of his assertion: he developed this idea,
affirming that the Medal contains the history of humanity,
from Adam to C h r is t , and from C h r is t to eternity...
He concluded his discourse by an earnest suppli cation, to
which he joined the prayer of the Medal.
The mass Esclava was rendered by an excellent artist,
and at the offertory Father Jaso, with his fine melodious
voice, intoned the praver: O M a r y conceived without
sin, etc..., arranged by the organist of the Cathedral, com
poser also of the grand hymn chanted at the end of the
Mass.
The chaplet in the afternoon, was followed by a beautiful
sermon, delivered by the same Father Jaso; he represent
ed M a r y in her relations with the three Divine Persons,
and in her relations with humanity; it is in favor of men
that this Virgin Immaculate uses the power, the wisdom,
and love, with which the Lord hath enriched her, the trip-
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le privilege with which the Father, the Son, and the
Divine Paraclete, have endowed the Daughter, Mother,
Spouse.
The Salve Regina , in full orchestra, and closing hymn
terminated the solemnity of the first day. In the evening,
a brilliant illumination decorated the façade of the house,
and the entrance to the court-yard.
Festivities truly splendid were also celebrated in honor
of the miraculous Medal, at the houses of the Daughters
of Charity at Sainte-Rose, at Sainte Isabelle, and at the
Concordia, To our great regret, we must forego the
description, for want of space.

9*
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OUR DEPARTED.
The desire has often been expressed that the names of
deceased Missionaries should find place in the Annals.
In response to this request, we shall henceforth in each
number, give this indication, recommending to the pray
ers of all our readers the Missionaries whom G od has
been pleased to call to Himself:
Francis Drees, cleric, Cali, Central America.— Rev.
Pi5rre Pirotti, Scarnafigi.—Brother Rene Butel, Damas
cus.—Brother Joseph Prato, Lecce.—Rev. Francis Xavier
Novak, Wahring.—Brother Joseph Weiser, Theux.—Rev.
Raymond Ramond, Tching-ting-fou. — Rev. Alexander
Dedieu, Salonica.— Brother VessiSre, Montpellier.—Rev.
Ange Sabini,Turin.—Brother Mark Anthony Garganesse,
Vergini.—Rev. Felix Perroud, St. Walfroy.—Rev. Pierre
Bressange, Salonica. — Brother Thomas Dooley, cleric,
Germantown. — Rev. Frederic Prunac, Mother-House,
Paris.—Rev. Frederic Cauquil, Beyrout.—Brother Pierre
Baccigalupi, Plaisance.— Rev. Henry Douriez, Troyes.—
Rev. Frederic Marin,Limpias.—Rev. Joseph,Yeou, Foutcheou.—Brother James Young, Gratz.— Rev. John Myers,
Black Rock.—Brother Pierre Berghino, Chieri.— Rev.
Anthony Cizeau, Funchal.— Right Rev. Stephen Ryan,
Bishop of Buffalo.—Rev. Desire Bonafonte, Avila.—Rev.
Francis Xavier Del6ens, Mother-House.— Brother Philip
Inamo, Gratz.—Brother John Bodin, St. Pons.—Rev.
Justus Alejos, Merida.—Rev. Adolphus Richette, Angers.
— Rev. Nicholas Basili, Sienna.—Rev. Henry Domergue,
Rio de Janeiro.— Rev. John Nagy, Wahring, Austria.—
Brother Anthony Gardet, Mother-House, Paris.—Rev.
Claude Baudraz, Loos.—Rev. Joseph Hernandez, Monteey, Mexico.—Rev. John Lange, Mother-House, Paris.
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FAVORS
ATTRIBUTED TO TH E MIRACULOUS MEDAL*

Lerida (Spain.) Conversion. Letter of Father Pedros,
C. M.
Naples. Cure of Miss G. P. Letter of January 24, 1896,
Gratz (Austria.) Conversion. Letter of Sister B. 1896.
The following letter communicated:
“ C ., March 20, 1896.

Last December, feast of the Immaculate Conception,
my sister’s servant-maid was returning at 6, a. m. from
church, having assisted at Mass and a general Communion
of the members of the parish. It was dark, and the wind
was high and cold. The poor girl was closely muffled in
her cloak and hood, and was walking briskly, when sud
denly, she felt herself violently seized by some one and
thrown down; vitriol was sprinkled upon her, (doubtless,
for the purpose of blinding her;) she was struck several
times with a knife, but received no wound; the blows
were aimed at her heart, but the miraculous Medal attach
ed to her Scapular, and a little relic of St. Vincent which
she wore, averted the danger. Moreover, she was igno
rant of the cause that put her aggressor to flight ; for, after
seeing him run with the greatest speed, she swooned; nor
was she conscious how long she remained there alone on
the road, before succor arrived. It was feared she was
mortally wounded; but not a scratch was to be seen; and
her health, although extremely delicate, suffered no incon
venience from this terrible shock.
“Such is the fact just as it occurred ; considering it in it
self, and the coincidence of Dec. 8th, and the general Com
munion in honor of the Blessed Virgin, we cannot but see
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in it the protection of M a r y Immaculate. Hence, this
virtuous girl is most grateful to the holy Virgin ; and, with
all the more reason, because,ten years ago, she was instant
ly cured of a malady on the beautiful day of the Immaculate
Conception.
“Sister N., u. d. o. c., s. o. t. p. s.”
. FAVORS
a t t r ib u t e d

to

the

in t e r c e s s io n

of

blessed

JOHN GABRIEL PERBOYRE.

Paris; parish St. Clotilda. Successful examination.
Letter of Dec. 7, 1895.
Bellegarde, France; Ain. Cure. Letter of Jan. 7, 1896.
Ferney, France; Ain. Particular favor. Letter of
April 27, 1896.
Bebek, Syria; St. Joseph’s House. Cure. Letter of
February 27, 1896.
Celleridge, Ireland, Hospital of St. Anne. Cure. Let
ter of May 14, 1896.
Talca, Chili, Hospital del Salvador. Favor obtained. 1896.
Maretz, France, North. Cure of hip disease. Letter of
Dec. 26, 1895.
Broumana, Libanus. Cure of diphtheria, and many tem
poral and spiritual favors obtained. Letter of March 1896.
Constantinople, Galata. Cure. Letter of April 13,1896.
Pl6met, France; Cotes-du-Nord. Temporal favor. Let
ter of April 22, 1896.
Saint Omer, France; Pas-de Calais. Temporal favor.
Letter of April 30, 1896.
Boavista, Sant’ Ana do Alfie, Minas Geraes, Brazil.
Letter of Mr. Quintao, April 11, 1896.
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BOOK NOTICES.
46. History of Mar-Jab;ilaha and of three other Patri
archs, published by Paul Bedjan C. M., Paris, Rue de
Sèvres, 95; and Leipzig, Otto Harrassowitz, 1895. One
Vol. in 12mo 574-pp. (Chaldean).
Father Bedjan on presenting for the first time this bio
graphy hitherto unpublished, said:
“The work which we lay before the public, reflects a
bright light upon the history of Christianity in China, as
well as upon the history of the Mongul kings in the 13th
century; the Syriac Chronology of Barhebraeus is adopted.
Raban Marcus and Mar-Jabalaha made the pilgrimage to
Jerusalem. Two years later, Mar Jabalaha was elected
Patriarch of the Nestorians.
“Rhorbacher, in his Universal History (Vol. X IX ., p.
122), speaks of Mar-Jabalaha whom he styles Bishop of the
East, Yaulaham, and Raban-Sauma whom he calls Bishop
Barsaumas. Raban-Sauma died at Bagdad, Jan. 10, 1294.
Mar-Jabalaha, on his side, underwent severe trials. After
having passed through many persecutions, he was witness
of the massacre of the Christians at Arbel. He died at
Maragha, November, 1317. The book which I publish for
the first time, is so rare, that I know of no manuscript of
the same in Europe. I am indebted to Father Solomon, a
Chaldean Lazarist of Kurdistan, for the good fortune of
possessing a copy of the work.
We may form some idea of the actual labor devolving
on Father Bedjan in this publication, from the following:
“The copy was very faulty. I have corrected the vowels
of almost every word ; but I have retained the doubtful
expressions, giving in parenthesis what seemed to me the
best interpretation, or the omitted word.— The proper
names are fearfully mutilated by the copyists; I have had
much difficulty to find their exact form, not having at my
disposal the means necessary to this effect.—I have given
explanatory foot-notes, some of these designate the Nestorian heresies of Raban-Sauma.”
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Finally, the author adds, in regard to this new edition
(1895): '
“When we first published the history of Mar-Jabalaha,
we had in our possession but one very incorrect copy. Hav
ing recently been informed that a new copy had been placed
in the British Museum, and that two others existed at Ourmiah, Persia, we immediately wrote, to compare our edition
with these different manuscripts, and thus we have been
able to correct many faults, supply much that was want
ing, and to render our text clear and precise. We have
even come across the manuscript which served us in the
first edition in 1887.’*
Father Bedjan, to whom we are already indebted for so
many valuable publications, contributes to the history of
the Churches of the East, his own country, with intelligent
zeal and admirable devotedness, which justly challenge ou;r
homage.
47.
Die Wunderthcdige MedaiUe deren Ursprung , Geschichteund Wirkungenf by A. Jox, C. M. Bülmein i.W .T
1896). The Miraculous Medal, its origin, its history and
its effects, by A. Jox, C. M.) One Vol. in 16mo 338 pp.
There are very many truly devout towards the Immac
ulate M a r y , who delight to wear with piety and confi
dence the miraculous Medal, without, however, any knowl
edge of its divine origin. And yet, there is nothing better
calculated to reanimate and strengthen this confidence and
fervor in regard to the Virgin conceived without sin. This
motive inspired Father Jox with the idea of the present
work. The ninth edition of the Miraculous Medal by Fath
er Aladel, had already been translated and published by
Pustet, at Ratisbonne; and later, the little brochure of 32
pages, edited by Paillart, at Abbeville, had been published
in German by Le Roux and Co, at Strasburg. Between
the brochure, necessarily concise, and the more voluminous
production, the edition of Father Jox holds a middle place.
Its style and typographical execution, combined with the
interesting narration of facts and events, are v orthy of com
mendation; and there is reason to believe 1Lat the work
will be productive of the best results.—While recounting
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the origin, history, and effects of the miraculous Medal,
the author introduces valuable practical details; among
others, the various articles from Rome, and particularly
the special formula of blessing and imposing the miracu
lous Medal.
The sources of information are carefully specified; the
work of Father Aladel, and the Annals of the Congrega
tion are in turn appropriately utilized. The author, how
ever, has erred in the fact mentioned on page 290. The
hero of the incident having been interrogated, does not
admit the fact.
We heartily desire the propagation of this excellent pro
duction among the faithful.
48.
The book of Mary conceived without sin , or History
of the Miraculous Medal. Paris, 1834. One Vol. in 18mo,
300 pp.
Qn the appearance of the beautiful book above mention
ed, we are happy to render the homage to which the author,
the Rev. Canon Le Guillou, is justly entitled, for one of
the first and best works on the miraculous Medal. We
find in Semaine Religieuse du diocese de Paris (Dec. 8,
1894), the following details relative to this venerable priest,
whose admirable book we have specified (Annals 1894), as
one of the most valuable collection of favors obtained by
means of the miraculous Medal:
“At the period in which the Catholic world had just cel
ebrated with joy the feast authorized by Leo X III., in
honor of the Apparition of the miraculous Medal, it was
suitable to recall in grateful remembrance, those who had
labored to make this devotion known and loved.
“Foremost in the ranks appears the Rev. Canon Le
Guillou, titular, who died Feb. 3, 1890. A Breton by birth,
he came to Paris in 1833, by order of his Bishop, to edit
some important works, and to found a Religious Society of
A rts . Mgr. de Quelen, from wdiom he had received tonsure
in the chapel of the Archbishopric, during the Ember sea
son of 1824, was happy to welcome him. The post assigned
him w~as that of Almoner of the Charity Hospital. In ad
miration of the remarkable talents and theological science
of the Rev. Father, Mgr. de Quelen commissioned him to
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take cognizance of the circumstances attending the Appari
tion of the Blessed Virgin to 8ister Catherine Laboure,
From these interviews with Father Aladel, Confessor of the
Novice, he first published a notice which, in a few weeks was
diffused throughout France; and,afterwards, a larger work
entitled : The Booh o f M ary conceived without sin , or H is
tory o f the miraculous Medal, was presented in 1834 to the
Sovereign Pontiff, Gregory X V I., who had it immediately
translated into Italian. We have at hand a magnificent
copy of this translation, sent by Mgr. Adrien Fieschi,
Chamberlain to His Holiness, to Canon Le Guillou.
“The arts were also called into requisition, to honor the
Immaculate M a r y . By the zeal of this Rev. Father, and
under bis direction, a splendid statue was carved, repre
senting the apparition of the miraculous Medal. Gregory
X V I, in an audience of Jan. 31, 1830, accepted the dedi
cation of the same. The beautiful image of the holy Virgin
before which the devout Pontiff was accustomed daily to
pray for the needs of Holy Church, was no other than that
of the Immaculate Conception of Canon Le Guillou.”—X.
49. Notice cm the Chapel and buildings of the Ecclesiasti
cal Seminary of Montpellier„ Montpellier, 1896. Brochure
in 18rao 125pp.
The consecration of the Chapel was the occasion of col
lecting these interesting items relative to the Ecclesiastical
Seminary of Montpellier. The buildings formerly were
an old monastery of the Rev. Fathers Recollects; many
details of interest are given, with the addition of matter
sufficient, almost, to constitute the record of this convent.
The Seminary was established here in 1807. In 1844,
the direction of this Institution, which then comprised the
Ecclesiastical and the Preparatory Seminary, was intrust
ed to the Priests of the Mission.
The elegant brochure opens with a gracious letter from
Mgr. de Cabriere, Bishop of Montpellier. The title of
publication announces only, information regarding the ma
terial buildings: but the author finds an opportunity to
render just “ homage to the faithful Christians, priests and
laymen,” who by their generosity contributed to maintain
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and embellish this abode, wherein pupils of the sanctuary,
and future apostles were nurtured.
50. L a Madonna della Sardegna e la Musa cattolica.—
(The Madonna of Sardinia, and the Catholic Muse. Po
ems of Philip Trucco and Pietro Marie de Amicis, Priests
of the jyiission). Savona, D. Bertel otto, 1896. One beau
tiful Vol. in 18m°, 136 pp. Houses of the Mission, Savona,
and Cagliari. Price 20 cts.
“This little book consecrated to honor the Virgin of
Bonaria, opens with a sonnet, as a prelude, followed by a
hymn and two dialogues,”asthe Preface informs the reader.
The Virgin of Bonaria is the Madonna of special devotion
honored in the Isle of Sardinia. With iilial love for M a r y ,
the two authors unite in brotherly affection, in twining
this wreath for the Queen of the Christian people of Sar
dinia,—the Queen and Mother of all mankind. The most
illustrious Mgr. Serra, Archbishop of Cagliaria, wrote to
them: “Publish these verses, they merit it” ; we also in
our turn, say to our readers: They are worthy of perusal,
read them.
51. L a Vita religiosa. Trattato ascetico per Antonio
Semeria, prete della Congr. dela Missione. (The Religious
Life.) An ascetic Treatise by Rev. Anthony Semeria,
Priest of the Congregation of the Mission). Savona, 1896.
One Vol. in 8™320 pp. House of the Missionaries of St.
Vincent de Paul, Savona. Price 50 cts.
The tree is doubtless known by its fruits; but if we are
already aware of the excellence of the tree, we may with all
the greater confidence and eagerness, gather the fruits: for
this end, without doubt, the authors have placed at the
head of this ascetic Treatise published by them, a biograph
ical notice of the holy Missionary who composed it. This is
Father S6m6ria Priest of the Mission, born in 1808 at Col
de Rodi a picturesque country in the province of PortMaurice in Piedmont. Received into the Congregation of
the Mission in 1828, he there made his vows in 1830, and
died at Savona, January 28, 1866. The Notice presents
him to us as a holy Missionary, and a worthy Son of Saint
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Vincent de Paul,—as a man of deep piety and of great
talent.
Among the numerous manuscripts on all the branches
of Ecclesiastical science, left ns at his death, the Treatise
of the Religious Life is specially entitled to publication.
The author first states what constitutes the Religious Life,
and then considers its development. Finally, he ^gives a
brief notice of the divers religious Orders.
The work first appeared in an excellent periodical Re
view and was much appreciated; it was then judged expe
dient to publish it in a volume; for it is well calculated to
enlighten and encourage souls to whom G od has granted
the favor of consecrating themselves to Him in the Relig
ious Life.
52.
St. Vincent de P au l and his Works in the diocese of
Troyes, by Abbé Prévost, Curate of Rouilly-Sacey.
Troyes, 1896. One Vol. in 18mo 276 pp., embellished with
engravings, plans, and portraits.
This work is of peculiar interest, as indicated by the
title, to two classes of readers,— the inhabitants of Troyes,
and the members of the family of St. Vincent de Paul.
We cannot better make known the merit of the produc
tion, nor bestow upon it higher praise, than by append
ing the letters written to the author by Mgr. Cortet, Bish
op of Troyes, and by Very Rev. A. Fiat, Superior Gen
eral of the Missionaries founded by St. Vincent de Paul.
Letter of Mgr. Bishop of Troyes:
Troyes, May 12, 1896.
R

ev. and

D

ear

Curate,

“I feel urged to thank you for the happy thought you
conceived of making known to the clergy and to the faith
ful of the diocese of Troyes, all the favors for which they
are indebted to St. Vincent de Paul. There is nothing so
useful as to recall to the memory of men, what the Saints
have effected in this world: the glory of G od , the honor of
the Church, and the salvation of souls are equally interest
ed herein. History would fail in the accomplishment of
its mission, did it not discover and bring to light, the ad
mirable deeds performed in silence and humility.
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“ You have consecrated to this laborious investigation,
the spare moments which the duties of the ministry leave
at your disposal. In a recital rich in matter, you have
grouped a number of details hitherto almost unknown,
but which your diligent search into our Archives, has re
vealed. Missions, confraternities of charity, Christian
schools, hospitals, and benevolent associations— nothing
has escaped your vigilance; and, henceforth, owing to
your zeal, it," will be known how much St. Vincent de
Paul and his children have contributed during the last
two centuries and a half, to the preservation of faith, and
to the relief of miseries in our dear diocese of Troyes.
“You have been particularly careful to follow year by
year, the progress of the Ecclesiastical Seminary. The
training of priests, was in truth, one of the capital works
of St. Vincent de Paul. Necessary at all times, it was es
pecially so at that epoch, in which Jansenism invaded the
ranks of the clergy of France. The Ecclesiastical Semi
nary, directed by the Lazarists, vigorously struggled against
this fatal heresy; in the diocese oi Troyes few priests would
have escaped this danger, had they not been warned against
it by the teachings of the Ecclesiastical Seminary which
were always in perfect conformity with the doctrinal decis
ions of the Sovereign Pontiff.
“I earnestly invite the priests and faithful to peruse your
work; and with you, I desire that they may derive there
from a more ardent love for our Lord, a stronger attachment
to the Church, and sentiments of more grateful veneration
for St. Vincent de Paul.
“Receive, esteemed and beloved Curate, the assurance cf
my affectionate devotedness in our Lord.”
Very Rev. A. Fiat, Superior General of the Lazarists,
had previously written to the author:
Paris, Jan. 25, 1896.

“Honored Abbé,
“I know with what zeal and diligent investigation you
have prepared the work which you purpose to publish un
der the title of St. Vincent de Paul and his Works in the
diocese of Troyes; I am also convinced that from a partic
ular love of this great, Saint the model of the sacerdotal
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life and of charity, you have employed your talent and
zeal in unfolding what he accomplished in this region of
Champagne so dear to him.
“As in the time of St. Vincent, it is necessary for the
people, that men should be found to minister to their spir
itual and temporal needs. I am confident that your book
will contribute to raise up such men : I rejoice with you,
and offer my congratulations.
6cAccept, etc.”
“A . F ia t , Superior G e n era l.”
53.
Panégyriques de Saint Vincent de P a u l
logical List (continued):

Chrono

About 1745. Rev. Bertrand de la Tour, 1700-1780,
Dean of the Chapter of Montauban, Panegyric of St.
Vincent,—Migne, Vol. l x i i , p. 764.
Cœci vident, claudi ambulant, pauper es evangelizantur
(Matt., xi, 4). St. Vincent poor, was, 1. the Apostle, 2.
the Father of the poor. His life is an apology of Religion.
This Panegyric was probably delivered in a hospital under
the charge of the Daughters of Charity. The Rev. Dean
was conspicuous among his contemporaries, for his vigor
ous eloquence. His sermons and panegyrics were pub
lished at Tulle,1749—1750, 3 Vols, in 8vo.
1752. James Francis René de La Tour du Pin, ordina
ry preacher of the king (1720—1765). Panegyric of St.
Vincent, delivered in the church of St. Lazare, July 19.
Migne, Vol. LUI, p. 420.
Inimicos ejus induam confusione (Ps. cx x x i, 18). 1.
Enterprises of St. Vincent; His power over the enemies
of G o d ; 2. His success; impotence of these same enemies
in regard to St. Vincent.
About 1764. B e u r r i e r . Panegyric of St. Vincent.—
Migne, Vol. L X V I, p. 1713. Henry, The glories of R e
ligion, 4. Series, Vol. X II, p. 96.
Spiritus Domini super me...evangelizare pauperibus misit
me (Luke IV , 28). 1. Love of St. Vincent for the poor;

2. his zeal for the Clergy.
(To be continued.)
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